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PRHF.U'E TO PART I.

THIS work has been prepared to meet the demand for a text-

book which shall enable students to acquire a thorough knowledge

of the elementary principles of Entomology, and to classify in-

keys similar t<> those used in Botany.

is of the keys the -Indent can readily determine to wh.it

t of which he has . In many
and the more common or

ich family have : -cribcd.

lough much pains h.is In en taken to render easy tl:

an effort has been made to give the mere d

mination of the names of i- t very subordinate place. The

groups of in K) that their relative

affinities may 1 < d : and much space- has bc-en g

accounts of the habits and transformations of the forn.

tudents have been kej>t constantly

in \ mic importance h.;

cable, and particular attention 1

tiona of the methods of destroying those :

noxious, or of pi

on of the techt :ns has been indicate<l by

marking the ac time i;

I not ci

c been drawn an .! 1>\ Mix Conistock.

'iiat ha\ n of this

all in tl: tomolo-ji , { \ Depart-
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it of Cornell University. That these collections are in a suffi-

Ljood condition for this purpose is due very largely to the

generous aj- f many Entom Specific acknowh

ments uill be made later.

As the completion of the work has been delayed by other duties.

it has seemed best to issue this pa.rt at this time. Other chap'

will be published as soon as practicable. In addition to the system-

part, the scope of which can be inferred from that given h

there are to be chapters on the Means of Destroying Insects or of

Preventing their Ravages, the Collection and Preservation of Ento-

mological Specimens, Entomological Supplies, a Classified List of

Entomological Works, a Glossary, and an Introductory Chap

JOHN 11 I:\KV COMSTOCK,

MOLOGICAI. LABORATORY, CORNKI.I. UNIVERSITY,

September, 1888.



AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

THE CHARACTERS AND METAMORPHOSES OF INSECTS
(HEXAPODA).

I. THE CHARACTERS OF THE HEXAPODA.

Tin: term Insect is from two Latin words /';/, in, and scco, to cut.

It refers to the fact that in the animals indicated by it the body is

divided by transverse incisions into a series of segments. As has

been shown in the Introductory Chapter, this insected form of the

body is characteristic of two of the larger divisions of the Animal

Kingdom, the Vcrmcs, or Worms and the Arthropoda. But the term

Insect has become restricted to a portion of this great series of ani-

mals. There is, however, a lack of uniformity in the use of the term

among zoological writers. By some it is applied to all Arthropoda
that breathe by means of a system of air-tubes (trachea) extending

throughout the body. This includes Centipedes, Millepedes, Spi
and allied forms, as well as the six-footed insects. Other writers in-

clude among Insects only those orders which are characterized by
the possession of but six legs. It is in this restricted sense that I

have u>ed the term Insect. Whenever reference is made to all of the

Arthropoda that breathe by means of tracheae, they are designated
as the Trncli-.

in the restricted sense indicated above, constitute the

. IDA.* The inserted or

rm of the body is shown
i. and in nearly all of the

species figured mth< following pages.
f the respira-

tory system, wh , uu
animals, and which allies them

s described in the next chapter [nthc 1 1. \apoda

xlpoda : *<*(*&, fix; pout (jrovf), a foot.
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lit is furnished with ; the segments of the

1 into three . head,

tliorax, and abdomen, \
:

\^. 2; ami the

usually furnished with \\

occur. The more important of the-

ceptions . : in the course of the

following chap:

-Moncbia. u Tm , METAMORPHOSES 01 la

ni^ the marvellous fact -led by the study of in

non :kin than the wonderful transformations which m
of t: itures undergo. A lar^

re part of this book is de\

ind these changes. In this chapter I wish simply to make

a fi rali/ations regard in^ the metamorphoses of insects, and

\v terms which are used in describing these chan

MctauiorpJiosis. From the e^i; of a butterfly there

emerges a worm-like creature, known as a caterpillar, which has upon

superficial examination very little in common with its parents. This

and ^rrnvs, and when fully ^rown changes to an ob-

ntly lifeless object, the chrysalis. After a time there

burst- forth from this chrysalis a butterfly, like that which prodi.

In a .similar way, from the e^ laid by a fly upon a p:

there hatches, not a fly, but a footless, worm-like ma_L

This when fully grown changes to a quiescent object corresponding
the chrysalis of the; butterfly. Later from this object there

a winded fly like that which laid the CL^. Those ins,

like the butterflies and flesh-flies, which when they emerge from

the ar almost iv
:

:i form to the adult in

-'/;///</< metamorphosis. In other words, the

of form undergone by the ii. complet

;///>/</< Mftaittorphosis. Tl: . however, many in

which after leaving 1 do not undergo such a remarkable change
;iat indicated abo\,-. A you- 'lopperjust out from

ni/rd a hopper. It is of coil

much smaller than the adult, and is not furnished with win^s. Still

the form of the body i

'

ially the same as that of an adult.

rudimentary win^s appear: and these increase in

to time till the adult idled. During

pment there is no point at which the insect pa
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into a quiescent state corresponding to the chrysalis state of the

butterfly. Those insects which, like the grasshoppers, when they

emerge from the egg resemble in form the adult are said to undergo
an incomplete metamorphosis. In other words, after leaving the egg

they do not undergo a complete change of form.

Moulting* Exuvia. The body-wall of an insect is rendered more

or less hard by the deposition within its cuticular

layer of a horny substance known as chitine.

The result of this hardening of the skin is to

render it inelastic. Consequently as the body of

an insect increases in size its skin becomes too

small for it. When this occurs a second soft skin

rmed beneath the outer hard one. Then the

outer skin splits open, usually along the back, and

the insect works itself out from it. The new skin

being elastic accommodates itself to the increased

of the body. In a short time this new skin

becomes hardened
;
and as the insect grows, it in

turn is cast off. This shedding of the skin is

termed moult: :<iysis. The cast skins are

sometimes referred to as the c.vuvia. The number
of moults varies greatly in the different groups of insects.

3 is shown the cast skin of a dragon-fly clinging to a reed.

The Egg. The egg is the first of the four principal stages through
which an insect passes in the course of its development. In a few

instances the egg is retained within the body of the female until

after it is hatched; in this case the in-

sect is said to be viviparous. An ap-

parent exception to the rule that all

in produced from eggs is pre-

ited by certain generations of the

riant-lice ( AphitlidiC}. This is i!

in the description of that family. The

eggs of in illy in their

extern, il ehar. ; While many of

them are furnished with smooth oval

shells, in others the sheik are beautiful-

ly ribbed, or pi: ...p. or furnished

widi^ii ther appendage* 'I i

, m j () f t ] u> ^^ () f an

ne or more pores known as the

FIG. 7. Exuviae of a

Dragon-fly.

In Fig.

'

on Cotton In*.
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,.
aiul thus fertili/e it. Many of the

inU l instiiu which 1 have desci'ibcd

in the : ted with the care of their i

77/ ; The larva is the second of the four principal si

in the life of an insect. It is tlii i which

rom tlu I-'amiliar

am; caterpillars, ma. :ibs,

i i i

dunng the larval state that iFn.m the Author's kc-

-79-)
the growth of the insect is made; and COD

ntly in this stage nearly all the moults are undergone. The
,,-nt to this period are simply those made when the

- from one stage to another.

.rly all of the creatures commonly known as worms are not

true worms, but are the larva: of insects. Away from the sea--:

but few worms are known to other than zoologists; th

h-worms. leeches, hair-worms, and the various species parasitic

in the bodies of higher animals. The many worm-like animals

found feeding upon the tissues of plants, as tomato-worms, apple
. are the lame of insects. Other larvae of insect- are

predaceous or parasitic.

The Pupa. The pupa is the third of the four stages in the life of

an insect. . In this stage the in-

usually quiescent. Hut a few pupa:,

as those of mosquitoes, are active.

The change from the larva to the

pupa state is made by moulting the

skin of the fully grown larva. In the
.

;
i;i of / 'tatysn tn in .

pupa the legs and wings of the adult

'.((I in a rudimentary state-. In the pupa' of butterflies and

ly soldi-red to the breast of the ir

. while in the pupa: of bees, wasps, and beetles they are

CJirysalis. The term chrysalis is applied to the pupa of a but-

terfly. This name wa- ted by the bright, metallic
S\

with which the pup.. tain butterflies are marked. Two f..rms

: chrysalis. pL chrysalides; and chrysalid,//.

chr\

The Cocoon. Many larv;e, as those of moths, when fully grown,
and before they change to pup.f. spin about the bod}' a silk
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within which the transformations are undergone. This case is

l termed a cocoon. Frequently these

cocoons are made within a rolled

7), or on the surface of

the ground, where they are covered

with c! or other rubbish.

Certain hairy caterpillars make -

their cocoons largely of their hair,^'

which they fasten together by a

thin film of silk.

Immature Forms of Insects ii<itJi Incomplete Metamorphosis, TJie

Nymph. The terms larva and pupa are applicable only to the early

FIG. 7. Cocoon of Telia.

FIG. 8. Nymph of Melanofilu*, first stage.
(After Kmcrion.)

Fie. 9. Nymph of Melanoflus. second stage.
(After Emerton.)

stages of insects with a complete metamorphosis. In the case of

those in which the transformation is an incomplete one, the char

through which the immature insect passes after leaving the egg are

h of Mrl,inof<lif\, third stage.
(After Emerton.)

; Nymph of Me!an0f>l*s t fourth stajje.

(After Em< i

radual that one cannot indicate any point at which tin ii

!>< a larva and >npa. Recent writers have i.

tin nil nymph (.1 term formerly used as a synonym of

pupa)tode< the immatun with an incomplete

imorpho*: . Tin : :>plicd to all tin the

egg and the fully winged or adul'

A nymph when it leaves the egg has no indications of v,

- number of moults, differing in

different sp iall prolongations appear projecting from the
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dorsal aspect of the nu-so. and mctathoi.>\. These In-come la:

and moult, assuming the form of pad-

FIG. u.-Ny ui, fifth kUge. -4/*Ai *///, adult.

like wing-cases. But these wing-cases never approximate in length

the perfect wings of insects in which these or-. ins become fully

developed. Tluiv is. therefore, usually a very marked change
between the last nymph stage and the mature in-

u and 13.)

With the nymphs of certain families, dragon-flies, cricke:

hoppers, and locusts, the wir. are inverted : i.e., the aspect cor-

responding to the upper side of the wing is next to the body, and

the first pair of wing-cases extend back beneath the second pair.

This characteristic is useful in distinguishing the adult forms from

the nymphs of those species in which the wings never become fully

developed.
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CHAPTER II.

THE ANATOMY OF INSECTS.

Tin: subject of insect anatomy is separated into two divisions:

one, treating of the structure of the body-wall or skeleton ; the other,

of the internal organs. The former is termed external anatomy : the

latter, internal anatomv.

THE EXTERNAL ANATOMY OF INSECTS.*

The relative positions of the more important parts of the body of

in be easily comprehended by recalling what has been said,

in the Introductory Chapter, regarding the type of structure pre-

by the Arthropoda. In this branch of the Animal Kingdom,
which includes insects, the body is an elongated cylinder composed
of many rings (Fig. 14). A cross-section of the body shows it to be

FIG. 14. Diagram of structure of Arthropoda.

a tube within which are the various viscera, muscles, alimentary

canal, heart, nervous system, reproductive organs, etc. The tubular

body-wall, being hardened and furnishing support to the softer or-

the skeleton. This hardening of the body-wall is due to the

n in it of some hard substance. In insects the substance

horny, and is termed chitinc.

Between certain rings or segments of the body the body-wall
remain- soft and flexible. In this way provision is made for the

>us motions of the body. The ring-like nature of ti enta

is b< in larv.e. and in the caudal part of adult In the

cephalic part of adult insects it is less obvioi.

\Vli tncnt of the body 19 examined, the liar.:

portion is not found to be a continuous ring. In:: made
il portions more or less movable upon each other. Such

rdcned portion of the body-wall is termed a

* See Tabular Review at the end of this pan of this chapter for an explanation of the

lettering of the illustrations.
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The sclerites constitute the greater part of the l>uly-\vull. tin

membranous portio: itiii^ them being in m<

Usually tlu A' portions are mere

lines ; they .ire then called .\v?////.

:tly the .sutures becom,

tirely effaced. We are therefore often

unable to distinguish certain

in one species of insect which we k

\ist in another. In such ca>rs the

effaced sutures are said to be obsoi

:i*iiicosa. The segments of the body in a fully

developed insect are grouped into three regions: head, t/wrti.v. .uul

abdomen (Fig. 15). In the larval state this grouping of the sc-ments

lot well shown.

The Head.
The head is the first of the three regions of the body. It is sup-

posed to be formed of several body-segments grown together; but

entomologists differ in their views as to the number of Moments
that have entered into its composition.

It does not fall within the scope of this work to enter into this disci;

I The main point, however, can be stated here. A careful study of tlu- \arious

forms of Arthropods shows that the typical body-segment possesses a pair of

legs, and only one pair. It is known that certain mouth parts (mandibles.

maxillae, and labium) are modified legs. (This fact is easily seen in many
Crustacea.) The antennas and the eyes may also be modified legs.* It follows

that if we find represented in the appendages of the bead tlu- apprmhu
several segments, the head itself must consist of several segments coal< -. <-d.

The principal portion of the chitinized parts of the head an firm-

ly joined together so as to constitute a box which contains the biain

of the insect and certain other important organs. To this are artic-

ulated a number of jointed appendages. The parts of the In .id

may be classed, therefore, under two divisions : first, the fixed parts;

>nd, the movable parts.

The Fixed Parts of the Head.

In addition to the external portions of the organs of vision (the

Compound eyes, and the simple eyesi, the fixed p;rts of the head

consist of four . Three of these sclerites (occipu:

*The belief that the eyes are modified legs is based on the fact that in <rrtain Crusta-

cea the eyes are situated on stalks which are jointed appendages of the h
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mum, and clypeus) pertain to the dorsal surface ;
and the fourth

(gula) to the ventral surface.

Frequently the sutures between some of these sclerites are obso-

lete ; but by studying a series of insects each of these parts can be

distinguished.
The Compound Eyes. In many insects the most striking in appear-

ance of the fixed parts of the head are the eyes (3).* These are

situated one on each lateral aspect of the

head. They are usually nearly hemispherical

and of considerable size. When examined with

a microscope, they present the honey-comb-
like appearance shown in Fii;. 16. Each of

the hexagonal divisions of the eye is a cornea

of a distinct eye. These large eyes are there- FlG -

fore compound. Each of the small eyes of

which they are composed is termed an ocellus. Compound eyes are

not found in larvae.

The Simple Eyes. In addition to the compound eyes, many insects

-imple eyes (4). These are situated in adult insects on the

dorsal aspect of the head between the compound eyes, and in larvae

on the Cities of the head. They vary in number in the adult from

one to four. The most common number is thn Fig. 15.

Each simple eye resembles an ocellus of a compound eye. The

simp .ire usually termed ocelli; sometimes, stcinwtitii.

When the term ocelli is used in descriptive works, if there is noth-

xt to indicate the contrary, it is almost invariably

lied to the simpl< and not to the elements of the compound
In the same way the term eye usually refers to the compound

otherwise indicated by the context.

ifl usually the largest of the three

sclerites which pertain to the dorsal aspect of the head. It is that sdei ite in

h the simple eyes are situated, and which surrounds the compound eyes.

It occupies an intermediate position in the d rsal aspect of ti u in^

bounded cau'i be occiput iialad by the clypeus.
i the fact that the epicranium occupies so larije a part of the 1.

frequently becomes necessary to speak of jjarticul.tr legions of it in m.;

detailed descriptions of insects. Consequently names have been given to

s are vcr\ These n.mi<

nis of the

us have been applied. Roughly speaking, the

e Tabular Review at end of dbctusi tul Anatomy.
lit ions of th '-noting position and direction of parts, see Glossary.
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OGY.

. and laterad by tli

tin- remainir, .

of the dorsal portion of the epicranium .

:'roin between tin- eyes to the occipu:

mai>y writers the term vertex is used in a \

manner to indicate the summit of the :

The 'he lateral p

of the epicranium, those parts which are usually

f the eyes and caudad of the mandibles. In many insects a distinct

suture extends cephalad from each compound eye, separating the front from

'nae.

frit. The occiput (l) is that part of the dorsal wall of tin- head

which is articulated with the cephalic margin of the thorax (Fig. iSj. In many

1 5. Dorsal aspect of head of Ifarfalus. FIG. 19. Ventral aspect of head of Harpalus.

ts it is a distinct sclerite ; in others it is not distinguishable from the epi-

cranium.
-

'lypt-us. The clypeus (5) is the cephalic part of the dorsal pun
the fixed parts of the head. It is bounded caudad by the epicranium. and

.rhment cephalad to one of the movable parts of the head, the labrum

or upper lip. The clypeus is typically composed of two sclerites. When '

are distinct they are designated as the </;//,--, -lypcus and post-clypeus respectively.

The Ctiilti. The gnla IM) is the only one of the fixed parts of the head that

is confined to the ventral aspect < Fig. 19). It is bounded laterad by the lateral

parts of the epicranium and occiput ; and extends caudad to the caudal border

of the head. Cephalad it gives attachment to cjiie of the movable parts of the

head, the labium or lower lip.

The Movable Parts of the Head.

Under this category arc classed a pair of jointed append
termed the antetime^\\\\\ the organs known collectively as the inoutIt-

parts.
The Antenme.

antenmc ( ~) are a pair of jointed appendage's, inserted in the

1 in front of th or between them. They vary in form.

they are thread-like, consisting of a series of similar

in others certain segments arc- greatly modified in form.

In the 1 :ius Colfops the antenn.e bear a curious articu-

i rising from near the base of the third S

*
Horn, Trans. Am. Ent. Sex:., III. p. 79, with figure-.
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In descriptive works names have been given to particular parts of the anten-

nae, as follows (Fig. 201 :

.Vtf/V. The first or proximal segment of an antenna is called the scape
(</).. The proximal end of this segment is often

subglobose, appearing like a distinct segment ; in

such cases it is called the bulb.

The Ptdicel. The pedicel (/>) is the second

segment of an antenna. In some insects it differs

greatly in form from the other segments.
The Clavola. The term clavola (c) is applied

to that part of the antenna distad of the pedicel ;

in other words, to all of the antenna except the

In some insects certain parts of the clavola are

These are the ring-joints, the

FIG. 20. Antenna of Chalcis-fly.

first and second segments.

specialized and have received particular names.

funicle. and the club.

The Ring-joints. In certain insects (e.g., Chalcididae) the proximal segment
or segments of the clavola are much shorter than the succeeding segments ; in

such cast ve received the name of ring-joints (c
1

).

( lub. In many insects the distal segments <>f the antenna- are more or

less enlarged. In such cases they are termed the club (c*).

The Fiinide. The funicle (r} is that part of the clavola between the club

and the ring-joints ; or, when the latter are not

specialized, between the club and the pedicel.

The various forms of antennae are designated by

special terms. The more common of these forms

are represented in Fig. 21. They are as follows:

or bristle-like, in which the seg-
ments are successively smaller and smaller, the

an tapering to a point.

like, in which the seg-
ments are of nearly uniform thickness.

3. Afoni/i/t>rm or necklace-form, in which the

are more or less globose, suggesting a

string of t>'

4. v-like, in which the segments are

and project like the teeth of a saw.

iii-like. in which the segments
have long processes on one side, like the teeth of a

comb.

6. r club-shaped, in which the segments
become gradually broader, so that the whole <

assumes the form of a club.

with a iiead. in which tin- terminal segment or segments form

iob.

8. /. -cgmentsth.it ..impose the knob are extended

on one sid<

Fie. st. Various forms of an-
trini.T.
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The Mouth-parts.

The mouth-parts (Fig. 22) consist typically of an upper lip, labnnn

(8), an under lip, labiion (12), and two
'

MIL; hori/nntally between
them. The upper pair of jau-, are called

the jnamiib: the lower pair, the

ina*llllC
(
I!

)'
Ihc ma -xill;l> -"Hi labium

are each furnished with a pair of feelers.

called respectively the Maxillary palpi
(lit/), and the labial palpi i i 2d . There

may be also within the mouth one or two

tongue-like organs, the cpipharynx (9) and

hypopharynx (^13).

No set of organs in the body of an insect

vary in form to a greater degree than do the
F,c. "-MoutMr" of the Red- mouth .

parts . Thus wilh S(>mc lhe n)()Uth

formed for biting, while with others it is :

for sucking. Among the biting insects some are predaceous, and li

1 for seizing and tearing their prey ; others feed upon vegetable matter,

and have jaws for chewing this kind of food. Among the surkir.

the butterfly merely sips the nectar from flowers, while the mosquito needs a

powerful instrument for piercing its victim. In this chapter the typical

of the mouth-parts as illustrated by the biting insects is described. The
i- modifications of it presented by the sucking insects are described later,

in the discussions of the characters of those insects.*

The Ldbrum. The labrum or upper lip (8) is an appendage of the cephalic

margin of the dorsal part of the head. It is usually a narrow transverse sclerite.

inserts it is large and projecting, and often notched; in others it is

concealed beneath a largely developed clypeus.

The MilmUbUs.1\iK. mandibles (10) are the dorsal pair of jaws. They vary

much in form, but are usually three-sided, with their lateral + surface more or

* The more important papers on the nomenclature of tin- parts of the mouth in biting

insects are the following:

KIRHY A Introduction to Entomology, vol. III. .(1818.)

MACLEAY, W. S. Horae entomologicat (2 vols., 1819, 1821). This work I h.

seen.

STRAUS-DURCKHKiM. II . E. Considerations i^'m'-rale sur 1'anatomic cli-s animaux

articules. (1828.)

\ki) A paper on the nomenclature of the parts of tin- head of i

(1834.)

NEWPORT, G. The article
"

Insecta," Todd's Cycl. of Anat. and Physio). (1839.)

\. Recherches sur Ics transformations des appendices dans ]<

Annales des Sciences Naturellcs, t. II. (1844.)

t I have not attempted to determine the normal position of the mouth-parts, l.m have

described each with its distal end directed cephalad. This seems to m< th<

likely to lead to confusion.
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less convex, and their mesal surface concave. Usually each mandible consists

of a single segment; but in some insects these organs are much more com -

plicat

In several genera of Rove-beetles {StapkyHnida] each mandible is furnished

with an appendage (Fig. 23). This was named the prostheca by Kirby and

Sper

FIG. 23. Mandible of Staphylinus. Fig. 24. Mandible of Euphoria inda.

In many beetles of the family Scarabaeidae each mandible consists of s<

more or less distinct sclerites. This is \vel. shown in the mandible of Euphoria
. . These compound mandibles have not yet been studied with

sufficient care to enable us to definitely name the parts.

The axillae (11) are the more ventral of the two pairs of

are much more complicated than the mandibles, each maxilla

consisting, when all of the parts are present, of five primary parts and thn

pend._ The primary parts are the cardo or hinge, the stipes or footstalk,

tne / r palpus-bearer, the subgalea or helmet-bearer, and the lacii..

blade. The appendages are the maxillary palpus or feeler, \\\z.galea or sup<

lobe, and the digitus or finger. The maxilla may also t >th-

like projectio: . bristles, and hairs.

In the following description of the parts of the maxillae, only very gem ral

s can be made. Not only is there an infinite variation in the form of

parts, but the same part may \\. v different outline on the dorsal

aspect of the maxilla from what it has on the ventral. Compare Fig. 25 and
i represent the two aspects of the maxilla of Hyiirophilus. Except -

;
ires of maxillae represent the ventral aspect of this organ.

-Ventral aspect of
,aof Hyd>,

Dorul
maxilla of /tfJrefkilnt.

\illa. It is

of les tri. ll the part upon v-
;

of the motions of this or:;. any cases, however, it is not the
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only part directly joined to the body ;uently nv tend direct to

without passing through the cart

Stipts or footstalk (b) is the part next in order proceed ir.. It is

usually triangular, and articulates with the cardo by its base, with the

by its lateral margin, and with the subgalea by its mesal side. In the- ( )rthop-

Pseudoneuroptera, and Neuroptera, tl -is united with the subg.

the two form the larger portion of tin the maxilla 1 1 1 he

Stipes has no appendages ; but the palpifer on the one side, and the sub-

on the other, may become united to tin .vithout any trace of suture

.lining, and their appendages will then appear to be borne by the st

Thu- 22 it appears to be the stipes that bears the galea, and tha:

om the body.
The I'dlpi/tr or palpus-bearer (c) is situated upon the later,:!

the stipes ; it does not, however, extend to the base of this organ, and frequently

projects distad beyond it. It is often much more developed on the d-

of the maxilla than on the ventral (Figs. 25 and 26). It can be readily distin-

guished when it is distinct by the insertion upon it of the appendage which

gives to it its name.

The Mdxillary Pdlpus or feeler (d) is the most conspicuous of the appendages
of the maxilla. It is an organ composed of from one to six freely movable seg-

ments, and is articulated to the palpifer on the latero-distal angle of the 1

of the maxilla.

The Sttbgdlea or helmet-bearer (c) when developed as a distinct sclerite is

most easily distinguished as the one that bears the galea. It bounds i

more or less completely on its mesal (inner) side, and is often directly connected

with the body by muscles. In many Coleoptera it is closely united to the

lacinia; this gives the lacinia the appearance of bearing the galea, and of b<

connected with the body (Fig. 28). In the Orthoptera, the Pseudoneurop
and the Neuroptera, the subgalea is united to the stipes; consequently in i

orders the stipes appears to bear the galea, and to be joined directly to the

body if any part besides the cardo is so connected.

The Galea or helmet (/) is the second in prominence of the appendages of the

maxilla. It consists of one or two segments, and is joined to

the maxilla mesad of the palpus. The galea va \\- in

form: it is often more or less flattened. wi:h the distal

merit concave, and overlapping the larinia like a hood. It

was this form that suggested the name galea or helmet.

In other cases the galea resembles a palpus in form

28). The also known as the outer lohe, the upper

lobe, or the superior lobe.

The Lacinia or blade {g} is borne on the mesal (inner)

Pic. a8.-Max.Ila of niargin of the subgalea. It is the cutting or chewing
Cidndtla.

() f ljl(
. m;ix jl]a ( and j s often furnished with teeth and

B]

The lacinia is also known u lobe, or the inferior lobe.

The Dlgitusor finger (h) is a small appendage sometimes borne by the lacinia

at its distal end. In the Cicindelida- it is in the form of an articulated

(Fig. 28) ; but in certain other beetles it is more obviously one of thi-

ef the maxilla (Figs. 25 and 26). This part is sometimes termed the unguis, a
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name applied by Kirby and Spence to it and to the other claw-like projections
of the maxilla. The French entomologists distinguish it as k prema.villaire.

her of these names is desirable ; the former is not restricted to this part of

the maxilla, but is often applied to the terminal portion of the lacinia ; the latter

name is objectionable both in form and signification ; it is hardly appropriate
to apply the prefix pra to the most distal part of an appendage. I propose,
therefore, the name digitus for this sclerite.

The Labium or Second Maxilla:. The labium or under lip (12) is attached to

the cephalic border of the gula, and is the most ventral of the mouth parts. It

are to be a single organ, although sometimes cleft at its distal extremity ;

however, composed of a pair of appendages grown together on the middle

line of the body. In the Crustacea the parts corresponding to the labium of

insects consist of two distinct organs, very closely resembling the maxilla:. In

this case they are termed the second maxilla?, a name which is sometimes

applied to the labium of insects. Hence in defining the Hexapoda it is stated

that they have two pairs of maxillae.

In naming the parts of the labium, entomologists

ally taken someform of it in which the two

completely grown together, that is, one
h is not cleft on the middle line (Fig. 29).

:i first describe such a labium, and later one

in which the division into two parts is carried as

far as we find it in insects.

The labium is usually described as consisting of
, . FIG. 29. Labium of Harfalut.

three principal parts and a pair of appendages. The

principal parts are the submentum, the mcntitm, and the ligula ; the appendages
are the labial palpi.

The basal part of the labium consists of two transverse sclerites ; the prox-
imal one, which is attached to the cephalic border of the gula, is the submcn-

This is often the most prominent part of the body of the labium.

The Mfntum (l>) is the more distal of the two primary parts of the labium.

It is articulated to the cephalic border of the submentum, and is often so

slightly developed that it is concealed by the submentum.*

!udes the remaining parts of the labium except the labial

palpi. It is a compound organ ; but in the higher insects the suture-

tiich it is composed are usually obsolete. Three

parts, however, are commonly distinguished < Fig. 29), a central j.

greatly prolonged, tin- .d two parts, usually small membranous

ections, one on each side of the the id nssa. the /.

*
I'nfortunately the term mrntum is applied by some entom<

turn, and the true n distinguished by a different i

is the case in one of the n in tin- literature of American etitn-

igr, "The Clav and

: he student in the use of this indispensable wikmust U-ar thi^ change <>t names

in ir. c authors have termed the true nimtum the 4 r/v s7, ','//>. and state tli.it in

the Carabtdse the homologous portion is often called the
"

basal membrane <>( ti,>

(/. c. p. x.
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Sometimes, however, the paraglossae are large, exceeding t1

From the base of the ligula arise a pair of appendage the labial /////

labial palpus consists of from one to four freely movable segments.

In the form of the labium ju>t described, the correspondence of it

.e is not easily seen ; but this is much more evident in

the labium of some of the lower insects, as for example a cockroach (Fig. 3)-

Here the organ is very deeply cleft; only the submentum

and mentum remain united on the median line ; while the

ligula consists of t net maxilla-like parts. It is

easy in this case to trace the correspondence referred

to above. Each lateral half of the submentum corre-

sponds to the cardo of a maxilla ; each half of the menium,

6 stipes; while the remaining parts of a maxilla are

represented by each half of the ligula, as foil

the base of the ligula there is a part (< ') which hears the

labial palpus; this appears in the figure like a basal sc_

of the palpus ; but in many insects it is easily seen that it

is undoubtedly one of the primary parts of the organ ; it has been named the

Jkttpigsr, and is the homologue of the palpifer of a muxillu. The trunk of each

half of the ligula is formed by a large sclerite (c*) to which I believe attention

has not been called heretofore. This evidently corresponds to the subg.

lie distal extremity of this subgalea of the labium there are two append-

ages. The lateral one of these (<:') is the para^losstt, and obviously c

sponds to the galea. The mesal one (V
1
) corresponds to the lacinia or inner

lobe. This part is probably wanting in those insects in which the glossa con-

sists of an undivided part ; and in this case the glossa probably represent

united and more or less elongated subgaleae.

Tlif Epipkdrynx and the Hypopharynx. In addition to thr mouth-parts
described above, either the labrum or the labium may bear on its ental sin

within the cavity of the mouth, a more or less tongue-like organ. If born

the labrum, it is termed the epipharynx (9) ; if by the lahium, the hypupharvn.v
1 'in- epipharynx and the hypopharynx an '>th

developed in the same insect, except in some Hymenoptera. The form and
! the hypopharynx are analogous to those of the tongue of higher

animals. On this account it has been named the lingua or tongue. 1

'

both of these terms have been applied to the glossa, it is best to designate this

part as the hypopharynx, and to avoid the use of the terms lingua and toi

as liable to be ambiguous.

The Thorax.
The tho ic second or intermediate region of the body. It

y distin; .vhich arc three pah
(1 one or two pairs of wings. This region consists <>f tl;

segments. The cephalic or nt is named the

e second, the incsotliorax (15); and the third, the

(16). Each segment bears a pair of K -^
: and in win the

by the second and third segments.
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l-i<;. 31. Diagram of the
fixed parts of a thoracic
segment.

The Fixed Parts of the Thorax.*

Each segment of the thorax is composed of several sclerites. The shape
and relative position of these sclerites afford characters which are much used

in classification. Fig. 31 is a diagrammatic representation

of what is considered the typical arrangement of these

in each of the thoracic segments. Each segment
of the thorax is a ring, which is divided into four parts :

a dorsal, a ventral, and two lateral. The dorsal part

is named the notum or tergum ; each lateral part the

pleurum ; and the ventral part the sternum.

When the notum or sternum of a particular thoracic

segment is to be indicated, it is done by the use of one of the prefixes pro,
. or meta. In this way are formed the terms pronotum, mcsonotum, meta-

notum, prosternum, mesosternum and mctastcrnum ; which are applied to the

notaand sterna of the prothorax, mesothorax and metathorax respectively.

me writers the entire dorsal part of an insect is termed the tcrgnm ;

the lateral part, the plcurum ; and the ventral part, the sternum. These

writers apply the terms tergite, pleuritc. and sternite respectively to the dorsal,

lateral and ventral regions of each segment.
The tergum of each thoracic segment is composed typically of four scle-

rites. These are arranged in a linear series. They are named, beginning with

the first or most cephalic, prcescutum (a), scutum (/>). scutellum (<), and ;V
tcllum (if). (Fig. 32.) In the prothorax the sutures between these four scle-

FIG. 3?. Dorsal aspect of the thorax of a beetle,

Dyttfctu, dissected. '

FIG. tt.Ntcrtfkor*t, to show tcutellum.

important works on the parts

follow

Audouin, J. V. Recherches anatomiqucssur le thorax clcs animaux

des inscrtcs hexapodes en particulicr. Annalcs clcs Sciences Naturelles. I

The work^

port cited on
j

the anatomy of the thorax 1 . was

repu the Ann. des Sci. Nat. t. 25 (1833).
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rites are in many cases obsolete, the pronotum appearing to be composed of a

c sclerite. In beetles and bugs the scutellum of the mesothorax is usually

quite conspicuous, appearing as a more or less nearly triangular piece between

the first pair of wings at their base (Fig. 33). Most entomological writers n

to this sclcritc as the scutellum. Of the four sclerites which compose the

gal portion of each thoracic segment, the scutum is usually the largest ; the

scutellum is the second in importance ; while thepraescutum and the postscutel-

lum are frequently but little developed. We find in the Hymenoptera that the

scutum of the mesothorax is divided into three parts by two longitudinal

sutures. The lateral portions of the scutum thus separated from the mesal

part arc termed the pardpsidts (15^*).

Each pleurum is composed of two sclerites, arranged more or less obliquely.

The ccphalo-ventral one is the episttrnum (t) ; and the caudo-dorsal one the

<Ltf

izr.

Ventral atpect of a beetle. Enckroma rigamlta. (See Tabular Review, p. 23, for explana-
tion of lettering.;

n (/). We find in many insects a third sclcrite in each pleurum of the

mesothorax and mctathorax. These sclerites when present are situated near

the base of the wing, and articulate with the dorsal margin of the cpistcrnuin ;

they are the pardptera (g). In certain orders, especially Hymenoptrra, the

paraptera of the mesothorax are small, corneous, concavo-convex scales, which
Cover and protect the bases of the first pair of wings. By many writers these

paraptera are termed the tfgufo, and by others the scdpula. In the Lepidop-
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tera, the paraptera of the mesothorax are greatly developed. Here they appear
as leaf-like epaulets, which sometimes cover not only the bases of the wings, but

also the greater part of the mesonotum. In descriptive works on this order

they are usually termed \\\e patdgia.
In the membrane connecting the head with the prothorax there is on each

side a pair of small sclerites. These are termed ihcju^ufar sclerites (\4g}.

Each sternum is composed of a single sclerite. As indicated above, the

three sterna are designated as the prosternum (i4/), mesosternum (is/), and

metiistcrnum (i6/) respectively.

In some beetles the metasternum is divided into two unequal portions by a

suture which extends transversely a short distance in front of the caudal mar-

gin ; the smaller sclerite which borders the posterior coxae in front and often

passes between them is called the ante-coxalpiece of the metasternum.

The Appendages of the Thorax.

The appendages of the thorax are the organs of locomotion.

They consist of the legs and the wings. Of the former there an
three pairs ; of the latter, never more than two. The distribution of

these appendages has already been given (p. 16). The legs are

joined to the body near the lateral borders of the sterna ; the wings,

near the lateral margins of the terga.

The Legs. Each leg (17) consists of the following-named parts

and their appendages : coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia, and tarsus

34).

The Cdxa. The coxa (a) is the proximal segment of the leg. It is the one

by means of which the leg is articulated to the body. It varies much in form,

but is usually a truncated cone or nearly globular. In some insects the coxae

of the third pair of legs are more or less flattened and immovably attached to

the metasternum (e.g. Carabidae). In such cases the coxae really form a part

of the body-wall, and are liable to be mistaken for primary parts of the meta-

thorax instead of the proximal segments of a pair of appendages.
In certain insects there is a small sclerite between the coxa and the epimc-

ron. This is considered an appendage of the coxa, and is called the trochan-

more often visible in the prothorax than in the other segme
The Trochdnter. The trochanter (b) is the second part of the leg. It con-

sists usually of a very short, triangular or quadrangular segment, between the

coxa and the femur. Sometimes the femur appears to articulate direrth with

the C".xa ; and the trochanter to be merely an appendage of the proximal end

of the femur (eg. Carabidae). But the fact is that in these inserts, although
the femur ma\ articulate with it; and the on
that pass from the cavit .>xa to that <>f thr femur must pass tin

the trochanter. In the sub-order Terebrantia of the order Ilvi tin

trochanter consists of two s<

;/r. The ' "1 part of the leg; and is usuallv the

largest part. It consists of a single segment.
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The Tibia. T th part of the leg. It c- a sin-

gle
v icr than 'he femur, although it

burrow in the -round.

: less like a hand.

insects one- or more spines

:hcr hair- iiicli arm the le

: tibial spurs, and are much used in classification.

be fifth and in- ;>art of the leg. that

> of a aeries of segments, varying

in numbt -t common number of segments in the

. Somel

18 may appear to bear

four li vary much in form, and thus present charac-

;ul in classification. Sexual characters are also frequently

art.

rentral Surface Of the Segments of the tarsus in many insects are

or of membrane, capable of inflation, or concave p.,

which act so as to prod, mm and thus enable the insect to walk on the

i rush ions or plates are called pnli'illi (f
2

). In

:iie pulvillus of the distal segment of the tarsus is a circular pad
In most descriptive- works this is referred

though the other pulvilli are well developed. The pul-

villi a: '.'ir//// by some writers.

. many insects (g.g. most Diptera) the distal segment of the tarsus bears

r of pulvilli, one beneath each claw. In such cases there is frequently

pulvilli a third single appendage of similar structure; this is

In other insects the empodium is bristle-like or alto-

The pp>.\imal segment of the tarsus is designated in some descriptive works

<us.

The normal number of wings is two pairs; but in

to the rder Diptera, there an- many insects which

pair; and many other insects are \vin-!<

the first pair of win rticulated to tin- n,

and the- x-coml pair, to tin- mctathorax. \Vlu-n but a single-

it i\ almost invariably tin: first pair.

te-likc or membra: which is first developed

dy-wall.* In the con; formation of

:itral walls of this me united throughout

tent. Tli--
'

- along which

tiiirkriiings i,f the dorsal and ventral

and ' ramework of the wing.

termed th- ! the wings; and their

is with ;m in om
"'sis. Sccdeso iidae.
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arrangement is described as the venation or neuration of the wing. The terms

veins and nerves are both in general use ; and when applied to the wings of

insects, have the same signification. Neither of them is good in this connec-

tion ; but they are so firmly established that it would not be well to try to

change them. The former, however, is the better. For in very many insects a

groove extends along the ental surface of the thickenings of each wall ; and the

groove of the dorsal and ventral thickenings being exactly opposed, form a

tube in the centre of each so-called vein or nerve, within which the fluids of

the body circulate. In many insects these tubes, or veins as I shall call them,

are also traversed by the air-vessels or tracheae.

The thin spaces circumscribed by the veins are called cells.

An insect's wing is more or less triangular in outline; it therefore presents

three margins (Fig. 35). To these special names have been applied ; there is

however, a lack of uniformity among
entomologists in the terms which they

use. The cephalic margin, Fig. 35,

1-2, is termed the front margin, costal

. '/;, or simply the cdsta. The distal

margin, Fig. 35, 2-3, is known as the

outer margin, or apical margin. And
to the caudal margin, Fig. 35, 3-4, are

applied the terms inner margin and

anal margin.
The angle of the wing at the union

of the cephalic and distal margins,

35. 2. is the apex of the wing; and

igle between the distal and cau-

dal margins, Fig. 35, 3, is the inner

. The proximal end of the wing is referred to as the base.

With certain insects (Hymenoptera and some Homoptera) the cephalic mar-

)f the hind wings bears a row of hooks, which fasten into a corresponding
fold on the caudal margin of the front wings. These hooks arc named the

hdtnuli, and serve to hold the two wings of the same side together, thus insur-

thcir action as a unit.

In the moths the wings are united in a somewhat different wav. On the

lower surface of the front wing near its base there is a hook formed of eii

portion of membrane or a tuft of hairs ; into this hook there fits a bristle, the

frintt/uw, which springs from the hind win^ near its base. The frcnulum is

simple in the males ; but it < ral bristles in the other sex.

\in-s prevent many characters which are much used in classify

are variations in texture, form, clothing ami venation.

The most striking 'are are presented by the first
pi

Special names have been applied to the wings exhibiting the more

important of these These are

The The term first paii

ami These \v .r leather)', without veins or with

merely traces of them, and when not in use they arc horizontal, and meet

FIG. 35. Wing of Hepialus.
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in a straight line on the middle of the back. The elytra are also called wing-

Tkt Hemtlytra.1\\\* term is applied to the first pair of wings when they

are horny or leathery at the base and membranous at the apex, as in the Hete-

roptera.

The TtgmiiM. This name is given t. the mesothoracic wini;s when they

are of an uniform leathery or parchment-lite texture, and are furnished with

veins. Of this form are the mesothoracic wings of Orthopteru. Like the ely-

tra the tegmina are also call< / but unlike elytra they overlap each

other when at rest.

The Halteres, Balancer* > s. With most insects that possess only the

first pair of wings (Diptera and the males of Coccidac) the imtatlmrux is fur-

d with a pair of appendages which are believed to be the homologues of

the second pair of wings. These are called halteres, balancers, or poisers. The
halteres are usually club-shaped or thread-like, terminating in a knob. In the

Coccidae each of the halteres is usually furnished with a bristle which is hooked

and fits into a pocket on the wing of the same side. In this case the halt

appear to aid in flu

The Pseudo-haltercs, The insects belonging to the family Stylopidae have

only the metathoracic wings developed. The mesothoracic wings are repre-

sented by a pair of slender club-shaped appendages, which are termed

pseudo-halteres.

Venation. The number and situation of the veins of the wing afford charac-

ters which are much used in descriptive works. The variations presented by
these characters are very great. And unfortunately no one has published an

exhaustive work on the subject.* Much has been written upon it; but most of

the writers have confined themselves to a single order or even family of in-

sects. The result is that many systems exist ; and frequently homologous veins

bear different names in different groups of insects. It is necessary, therefore,

.n the study of any order of insects to learn the system or systems that have

been established for that order. The more important of these are explained in

the discussions of the orders in the following chapters of this work.

The Abdomen.

The abdC'{Utn is the third or caudal region of the body. Its

segments are more simple, distinct, and rin^-like than tlin.M-

of the other regions. The number of segments of which it ap-

pears to be composed varies greatly. In the Cuckoo-flics (Chrysi-

did;u) there are usually only three or four visible , while in many
other insects nine appear. Except in the lowest order of ins.

(Thysanura) the abdomen of the adult bears no locomotive ap-

pendages. Hut many larvae have fleshy appendages which aid in

* Th most important of the attempts to work out the homologics of the wing vc;

by Josef Rcdtenbachcr. Ann. des K. K. Nat. 1 1 ofmuseums, I. (Wicn, 1886). See Re-
view in Am. Nat. vol. xxi. p. 932.
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locomotion ; these are termed prolcgs, and are shed with the skin

when the larva changes to a pupa. In the adult the end of the

body in many families is furnished with jointed filaments, the ccrci.

and caudal sctce. Frequently also the body is furnished in the males

with organs for clasping, the claspcrs ; and in the females with saws,

piercers, or borers, the ovipositor. In the females of certain insects

there is a sting, which is used as an organ of defence ; and the ab-

domen of plant-lice and certain other insects bears a pair of tubes

or tubercles, through which honey-dew is excreted
;
these are com-

monly called honey-tubes ; they are also termed cornicles, nectaries,

or sip'/i uncles.

TABULAR REVIEW.

The numbers and letters preceding the names of parts are those

by which these parts are designated in the figures illustrating this

chapter. In some cases, where there is no danger of mistake, only
the letters are used in the illustrations. Thus, in the figures o/

maxillae, the cardo is indicated by a, not na.

Fixed Parts of the Head.
Movable Parts of the Head.

Body. \ II. Thorax. M^smh^ax. I ^
ixed

J
arts -

Metathorax. )

APPendages.

FIXED PARTS OF THE HEAD.

1. Occiput. C 2i?. Front.
2. Epicranium. ? ib. Vertex.

( ic. Gcnae.

3. Eyes. (Compound Eyes).
4. Ocelli. (Simple KM

: Clvoeus \
5- Ante - cl >'peus.

5. ciypeus.
^ ^ Post.

clyi>cus<
6. Gula.

MOVABLE PARTS OF THE HEAD.

la. Scape.
7''- ""lb -

7. Antenna. 7#. Pedicel.

'. Hi'

7c. Clavola. ^ 7^. I

. Club.

9. Epiphar-

10. Mandible
ion. Prosthcca.
I^PTOIll
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ii. Maxilla.

Il.

Palpus.

r Inner I.

-Mibmcntum (

Ionium (= Si:-

i.txillae.

13. Hypopharynx.



17. Leg.

1 8. \Vings.

19. Pro-legs.
20. Cerci.

THE AXA TOMY OF INSECTS.

APPENDAGES OF THE THORAX.

,7,.. Coxa.'7'''-
Trochantin -

ijb. Trochanter.
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Th keleton becomes much more highly developed in

Special names have been applied to

t it in the head and the three thoracic segments. Thus

the hit i :i of the head is termed the ciui^cranium or tcnto-

;he principal parts of it in the thoracic segments, those

which ; Tom the sternal wall, are distinguished as the ante-

\ and the postfftrcii. These are usually bifurcated ;

the\ : the nervous cord and give attachment to muse'

Tk* MiXHte Structure of the Body-wall. Under the head ol

ternal anatomy the body-wall has been studied from one point of

Reference was there made to the hardening of it by chitine,

and .'. study was made of the various sclerites. We have now

tudy the more minute structure of the body-wall, as seen on
>n with high powers of the microscope.

If a very thin section of the body-wall be taken and then dyed
with the pr<

. as to differentiate the various parts, it

will be seen under high powers of the microscope to consist of

three principal layers; first, an outer chitinous layer, the cuticle,

which forms the parts already studied ; second, an intermediate

cellular layer, the Itypodcrmis ; and third, a basal membrane.

The appearance of these layers is shown in Fig. 37. The chiti-

nous layer is composed of many thin

plates superimposed. It really con-

sists of an excretion of the inter-

mediate cellular layer. It is not

composed of cells, but sometimes
-.-Section of body-wall. j t j s marked by lines correspond-

'ie outlines of the subjacent cells of the hypodcrmis. The

composed of distinct nucleated cells ; as it gives

parts of the skin, it is often termed the matrix.

il membrane is a thin sheet of homogeneous tissue.

positions of the mu
i in insects are very different from what they are

in Man. With the \
. the bones constitute- a central axis,

out- 1. Hut in Insects, the >kele-

dy, and of any of its appendages as well, is a hollow

of which the muscle^ are attached.

This is illu^ .>. hich represents the muscles in the

If t of an i: :ably of a larva) be opened by a

longitudin.il : the alimentary canal removed from the centre,



PLATE I.

A CATBKPILLAK (Cottm

(After Lyonet.)

L Caterpillar opened on tlir Caterpillar opened on the dorwtl
middle lm .,,, T tcm ; 3. a< .

.1 donwl muiclet .

C near piracies ; 8, reproductive organt; 9, vertical mimic*; to, last abdominal |>
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a large part of the muscular system will be exposed to view. Plate

I. i. is the thorax and abdomen of a larva \vhich has been pre-

pared in this way. In the^ the band-like structure- repre-

ss lining the body-wall are muscles. And the number is much

greater than >hown here; for between these muscles and the body-
wall there are in most places several layers of diagonal muse!

The muscif. :n is composed of an immense number of dis-

tiiu d, straight fibres, which are alw.r not inclosed

in tendinous sheaths as with Vertebrates). As a rule, the muscles

that move the segments of the body are not furnished %v ith tendons

-. hile those that move the appendages are thus united at

the distal end (Fig. 38). In appearance the muscles are either

FIG. 38. Leg of May-beetle. (After Straus-Durckheim.)

colorless and transparent, or yellowish white
;
and of a soft, almost

gelatinous consistence. When properly treated with histological

reagents, and examined with a microscope of moderately high

they present numerous transverse striations, like the volun-

tary muscles of Vertebrates.

The Alimentary Canal. In the ideal figure given on page 25, the

alimentary canal is represented as a straight tube extending from

ihe body to the other. In the larva of some insects there

n approach to this degree of simplicity. Hut usually the tube is

longer than the body, and is consequently more or less convoluted.

Moreover, it is not of uniform structure, but, as in the higher animals.

diff. are adapted to different functions. Names 1.

:i applied to these special parts similar to those used to desig-

nat ilogous parts in higher animals. These are as follows :

There is within the head a portion of the alimentary canal that

ually more or less enlarged; this is the pharynx. It ha> been

shown recently
* that in some sucking inserts the pharynx is fur-

-vith powerful m by which it can be distended, and

the pumping organ, by which these in^

Edwaid Burgess, Contributions to the Anatomy of tin- Milkwce.d Butterfly (Me-

moirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, 1880).

ire Dimmock, The Anatomy of the Mouth-parts and Sue Id tusof some

Diptcra (Boston, 1881).



PLATE II. .

A COCKROACH (Ptri/>l,itteta oritHtntis).

(From Roll'

antenna; ; it. fa, 3, tibia; ; c, anal cerci ; d. ganglion <>i

duc ' bladder; /. Rin.ir.l : h. hepatic cceca ;vek: A. mall intetme; /, large intes; urn; .

'tit nerve upon tlv
stomach ;

first abdominal ganglion; *, ovary
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obtain their food. We do not know yet how generally this is true

of sucking insects.

Following the pharynx and extending into or through the tin. rax

lender part, the oesophagus.

In many insects, both sucking and biting, there is a dilation of

the oesophagus near its caudal end, which serves as a reservoir of food,

and d the crop. The crop of sucking insects was formerly

thought to be the pumping organ, and is, therefore, described in the

older works on this subject as the sucking stomach.

Following the crop we find in some in

a compact enlargement of the alimentary canal

with strong muscular walls, the provcntrlcnlus

or gizzard. This is sometimes a very com-

plicated organ, furnished with teeth, spines.

and hairs, for the grinding of the food. (Fig.
Fie. ao.-CrwMection of
the

provcQtriculus
of 39v

The stomach is next in order, and is easily

recognized by its central position, and usually by its large size.

It is also known as the vcntriculus, or chylljic ventricle.

The remaining part of the alimentary canal is the intestine. This

is often composed of three specialized regions, named, as in the

higher animals, the llcnm or small intestine, the colon or large intes-

tine, and the rectum.

There may be several sets of appendages to the alimentary

canal. The first of these are the salivary glands, which open near

the mouth. These glands vary greatly in form and number, and

>oinetimes wanting. In Lepidopterous larvae they constitute

the silk glands, and, in this case, have a distinct opening through the

modified labium or "
spinneret." At the beginning of the stomach,

there are in many insects several pouch-like appendages, the iiccal

tnbts. These secrete a digestive fluid, which resembles the pancre-

atic juice of Vertebrates. Usually the most conspicuous of the

appendages of the alimentary canal are certain long, slender tubes

opening into the beginning of the small intestine, and floating free-

in the body-cavity or lying upon the surface of the stomach. Th
named the Malplgkian vessels, in honor of Malpighi, an anato-

t who wrote more than two hundred years ago. Formerly they
e supposed to be biliary vessels ; but their function has b

determined to be urinary. There are other glandular appenda-

which, as they open into the alimentary canal near its caudal open-

ing, are termed anal glands. These probably do not constitute a
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part of the digestive system, but are organs of offence, the secretion

being acrid or otherwise offensive.

Insects take the greater part of their food during the larva or

nymph state
;
for it is in this period that they acquire their growth.

In some cases, as with the May-flies and the Bombycid moths, no

nourishment is taken during the adult state. With certain larvae

(larvae of the higher Hymenoptera, Pupipara, and Ant-lions), the

stomach ends blindly, and does not communicate with the intestine.

In the Ant-lions the rectum is transformed into a silk gland ;
and

the silk of which the cocoon is made is spun from the anus.

The Adipose Tissue. -On opening the body of an insect, especially

of a larva, one of the most conspicuous things to be seen is fatty

tissue in large masses. These often completely surround the ali-

mentary canal, and are held in place by numerous branches of the

tracheae with which they are supplied. Other and smaller masses

of this tissue adhere to the inner face of the abdominal wall, in the

vicinity of the nervous system, and at the sides of the body. It also

abounds in the pericardial sinus. In a full-

grown larva of Corydalus cornutus I have

found the adipose tissue to be greater in bulk

than all of the other organs found inside of

the muscular walls of the body. In adult in-

it usually exists in much less quantity
than in lar\

The Circulatory System. In insects the

circulator) system is not a closed one, the blood

flowing in vessels during only a part of its

course. The greater part of the circulation

of this fluid takes place in the cavities of the

body and its appendages, where the blood

fills the space not occupied by the intern, il

The only blood-vessels that exist in

animals lie just beneath the body-wall,
above tlie alimentary canal i Fi-. 36, //). They

id from near the caudal end of the ab-

into the he. id.

: of tin i that lies in th

dom n-t, and con-

nts of the body (Fig. 40, //

number <>i" these ch.i . hut it

May-beetle

>l aapect <i

interior of heart *|

valv -..I aspect of

wing.rauKle* the
muscle* ;u. :,d a*
cut away from the caudal
Prt ; ,/, dorsal
aspect of heart.

more than
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-cribe the heart of a cockroach

n chambers, corresponding to ten abdominal and

three thoriu The clianibers of the heart arc .separated

hich permit the blood to flow only towards the head.

There is in the walls of the heart a pair of lateral openings corre-

sponding to each chamber; th are furnished with val

which admit the blood to the heart, but prevent its exit. When,

therefore, the chambers contract, a stream of blood is forced towards

the head ; and when the}- expand, the blood rushes into them

ral openi:

The circulatory system has been careful!}' studied in only a few

: and these show a remarkable variation in the form and

arrangement of the openings and valves.* But the result

of their operation is the same in all. A diagram of a hori-

zontal section of the heart of a May-beetle, based on the

cription by Straus- Durckheim (Graber represents

it as more complicated) will - an illustration,

represents a chamber of the heart during
it ile or contraction; the valves at the caudal

-Dia- end and at the lateral openings (l) have been

!r\ of closed by the pressure of the blood; while the

valves at the cephalic end have been forced

and the blood, represented by the arrow, is flowing

. D represents a chamber regaining its natural

I the blood flowing into it through the lateral

I have observed a somewhat different arrangement of

1 valves in the nymph of a dragon-fly. A
g individual was studied, one in which the skin was

sufficiently transparent to allow the beating of the heart

to be through it. In this insect the most active

heart appeared to be the caudal chamber,

wh: nted in . a. This chamber was in

inding and contracting in rapid suc-

With -..ansion the valves at I quickly closed and

ed in at 2; and when the chamber contracted, the

1 and the blood \\ as forced forwards through J.

* See Dr. V. Grabcr, Uebcr <lcn propulsatOfiscben Apparat <kr Insccten, Archiv ftir

mikroscopisrhc An.r 73).

ix Artie ulcs (1828).
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In many insects, instead of a rapid alternation of contraction and

expansion of the chambers, the heart begins to contract at its caudal

end, and a wave of contraction passes towards the head along the

entire length of the organ ; frequently one wave will pass the entire

length of the heart before another begins.

The cephalic prolongation of the heart, which extends through
the thorax and into the head, is a simple tube, the aorta (Plate I.,

Fig. 40, c and a). The aorta ends in the head, near the brain,

where it is usually somewhat branched. The branches are very

short, and the blood passes from them directly into the body-cavity.

Here it bathes the viscera, receiving the products of digestion from

the alimentary canal, giving up to the various glands their secretions,

and carrying nourishment to all parts of the body. In its course

through the body the blood flows in regular channels, without walls,

like the currents of the ocean.

The blood is usually colorless, or slightly tinged with green ; but

its circulation is made conspicuous by the movements of the large

corpuscles with which it abounds. In transparent insects it can be

seen pouring forth from the cephalic end of the aorta, bathing first

the brain, and then passing to all parts of the body, even out into

the appendages. By tracing the course of any one of these currents

it will be found to flow sooner or later to the sinus in which the

hear* nd from which it receives its blood.

The Ptricdrdial Sinus, to which reference has just been made, is

separated from the general cavity of the body by a membrane, the

fericardial diapJiragin. This diaphragm is perforated by many open-

ings, through which the blood passes on its return to the h<

Into the diaphragm there are inserted a double series of triangular

musclo (Plate I.. 6; and Fig. 40, c). These meet on the mid-

dle line, and are attached by their smaller ends to the lateral walls

of the body. They were formerly supposed to be attached to the

ind to aid in the expansion of that organ ; they
. therefore . named by Lyonet thi ^f the /

musdefl to tin- Ix.ut jfl shown in

4^. which . cross-section of the body. \j^.
In this :i- r< the position of the wings of tin- heart. F|G 43._Dia.

I do not think that tin- use of these muscles has yet been ifn^"
1

fully determined. One function, though probabl;

>rdinate one, is doubtless to protect the heart from
pi

On :ch the
;

ic movements of the alimrir

canal in a transparent larva to appro importance of this.
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<fiw. "J >f the m I, as

.v.glion in the head above the ies<>ph-

mcnt of

on the floor of the ivity, and connected

iinal cords. In the head, one of th -on

the (.esophagus, from the brain to another ganglion in

the head below the < esophagus, thus forming a nervous collar about

the alii:. anal. Fn>n: ..inglion nerves arise, which sup-
ind from the thoracic ganglia nerves extend

I'his scri nglia is really a double one ;

but each pair of ganglia are mor closely united on the mid-

tile line of the bod)', and often appear as a sin-

gle ganglion. Fig. 44 gi\ neral vu

the nervous system of Corydalus cornut:

represented by Leidy. From the brain (a

large nerves extend to the compound
and a smaller pair to the antenna,- ; the sub-

cesophageal ganglion (b) supplies the mouth-

parts with nerves ; and each of the thoracic

and abdominal ganglia supplies its segment of

the body.
In Corydahis ' Fig. 44) the eighth and ninth

pairs of abdominal ganglia are united, and

drawn cephalad into the seventh abdominal

segment. The same thing is presented by
irva of Cossns (Plate I., 10). This is an

illustration of what has been termed ceph-

alization of the nervous system. In the adults

of insects of the higher orders this cephalixa-

tion of the nervous system is carried to a

gn nt. In son: the abdominal

a common mass and drawn cephalad into the

:. Between this and the form presented by C^rydnlus

With the higher insects the nervoi :n un-

d changes during the life of the individual. In a

illar it is of the form shown in Plate I.; in the pupa state

-.-.hat shortened; and in the adult the abdominal

ill united with the thoracic '-.aiiglia into a

us system of

Corydalui.

See figures by Newport, ( -.II. pp. '/>3-</>5-
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In addition to the central nervous system described above, there

is what has been termed the visceral nervous system. This consists

of two parts, the (KSOpkageal nerves, and the respiratory nerves.

There are two sets of cesophageal nerves, the unpaired and the

paired. From each of the nerve-cords that connect the brain with

the suboesophageal ganglion there arises a nerve, which extends

cephalad upon the oesophagus; these unite to form the frontal

Jion (Fig. 44, c)* From this ganglion a recurrent nerve passes

caudad through the oesophageal collar between the aorta and the

oesophagus. A short distance caudad of the brain, this nerve, in

some insects, enters a small ganglion, from which branches extend

to the sides of the alimentary canal
;
in other insects it forms a

number of plexuses in the muscular layer of that organ without

apparent ganglia. These ganglia and nerves comprise the unpaired
m. The paired oesophageal nerves arise on either side from

the caudal aspect of the brain, and swell out at the sides of the

oesophagus to form ganglia (Fig. 44, d} which also supply nerves

to the walls of the alimentary canal.

The respiratory nerves are not represented in the figure of C

dalus ; but they are well shown in that of the larva of Cossus (Plate

I.). They consist of the following parts: In each segment of the

thorax and abdomen there is a short longitudinal cord between the

cords of the central nervous system. Each of these cords en-

larges into a ganglion, from which branches extend laterally to the

sides of the body, where they supply the tracheal trunks and the

muscles of the spiracles.

Organs of Special Sense. It is probable that insects po-
the five senses known to us; and perhaps they have others tin

tu re of which we cannot conceive. Even in the case <>f the five

senses, the range of perception may be very different from ours.

Thus Lubbock has shown that ants perceive the ultra-violet rays, 1

which are invisible to us. Tin-re is, however, a great variation in

the degree of development of the different senses in different in-

r example-, some are furnished with wonderful eyes, while

PC blind. It is pr. >l>abl" that in man;

opment of one sense i^ correlate <1 with a >li-ht development of KM

:il the I

cadas, which ;idi-

* Sec /r '

i the Nervous Sysicn

rydalus cornutus : an extract from a thesis in <y present

Cornell Univer^ Baccalaureate in Science : . 1 84.
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me: il doubtless the sense of smell lik< the

night ti while during the day they trust to

their ibly in some Cicadas also to hearing.

study of the sensations of I1 at the same time 01

the most difficult and one of the most interesting of the departments

ntomology. But as yet comparatively little has

done in this line. The great improvements that

have recently been made in the methods of histologic-
al research have resulted in the publication of several

important papers on the structure of sense-organs ;

but there is a great lack of experimental basis for con-

clusions as to the functions of the various organs that

been described.""

The best known of the organs of special sen

the organs of sight. Of these there are two kinds,

the simple eyes and the compound eyes. Simple
ist in both larvae and adult insects. In the

former there may be several of these, on each side of

the head
;

in the latter there are usually not more
than three, situated between the compound
The compound eyes occur only in adult insects, where

they reach a marvellous degree of complexity.

compound eye consists of many ocelli united; the

number varies from 50 in some ants to more than

BJ V ^ 30,000 in certain butterflies. The complexity of these

FIG. 45.
- Three eyes docs not, however, consist merely of the great

ocelli with retinu- , , ... . .
,

i from the com- number of ocelli that enter into the composition ot
pound eye- . . . . .

tie(After each; but each ocellus is a highly developed
f MM

ting of manv parts. 1 he .structure of these ocelli
dissolved away .

atly in different insects/*- H<r. i^ rcpre-j ~TJ

nts three ocelli of a May-beetle as described by
...mem-

heat Gi her.

P' With regard to the organs of special .her

"' than th" ight there is much doubt. It is prob-

j of hearing ; for elaborate

common among tin in. Hut the only

.1 general <: r many r-

see /

IV. (1886).

t Ser
, ions >f the Simple and Compound i

sects ( i -78); also the * !,y this author.
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organs of insects that are generally believed to be ears are the

so-called tympanal organs of Orthoptera, which are placed at the

sides of the first abdominal segment in the Acrididae, and near the

proximal end of the tibiae of the first pair of legs in the Locustidae

and Gryllidae ;
and even in the case of these it is not proven that

they have the function of hearing.

As to the sense of smell many conflicting views are held ;* but

the weight of opinion now is that certain antennal structures are the

organs of smell. These structures are to be found in the antennae

of many insects. If, for example, the surface of the plates that com-

pose the club of the antennae of a May-beetle be examined it will

be found to be thickly studded with pits. These can be seen with a

Fie. 47. Organ of smell of JCT. 4a Organ of Smell

Vtsfia, (After Hauser.)
46 Organ of smell of

Cahfitenut. (After Hau- cetle. (After Hau-
er.) ser.)

Lettering ofFip. 46, 47, and 48. -an, circular thickening of the skin surrounding the opening
>ry pit; t>r, bristle; cA, chittDOM integument of ihe antennae; /", invaginated j

dermic cells; /.entrance into the canal belonging to the pit; /. olfactory membrane; me. membrane-
forming cell; . nerve of special sense; nc. nucleus of the sense- or ganglion-cell ; <. opening into

the olfactory pit; /. olfactory pit; /a;, wall of the pit; tc, tense- or ganglion-cell; */, olfactory or

sense-style, sometimes peg-shaped .

microscope of low power; but in order to determine the minute

cture of the organs thin sections of them must be made and

amincd with high powc ;. 47 represents a section of on

c pits; and Figs. 46 and 48 represent the corresponding organs
in a locust and in awasp.f The form of these organs of smell v.

* See Packard's abstract of a paper upon this subject by Dr. K. KraepcHn,^
.

'.i/i'j/, 1886, pp. 889 and 973.

f See Hauscr, On the Organs of Smell in Insects, translated by Packard, A;
><i/isf, 1887, p. 279.
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in different i; by the accompany

What arc supposed to In Hyni t aiul

.";. described by Will.J These consist

:he labium and on the lower side of the maxilla: thro;

49. Organ of taste in the labium FIG. 50. Similar or^an in maxilla of the
\:ter Will.) same insect. (After Will.)

'ing of Fifs. 49 and 50. C, cuticle; /', pit in the same; Sc, sense-cell; N<\ neurilemma of sense-
cell; A .der of sense-cell; E, end of the same; Nt nerve connected with sense ^

-land -eel Is.

whi .I" nerves come to the surface. The structure of th

is shown in Figs. 49 and 50.

It is probable that organs of
touch are well developed in main-

insects. Leydig, Hicks, and Vial-

lanes have described tactile hairs,

which are situated upon pores in

the cuticle, in which nerves end.

Figure 51 is a diagram of one of

these hairs.

The Respiratory System. If an
FIG. 5 i -DiaRTam of tactile hair, c cuticle: insect be carefullv examined there

bm, basal membrane: //,
3

; kc t hair-eel!; n. nerve; f, nerve-cell. can ] )c found along the sides of the

:

-.-ily seen in mam
id other larva?; the}' are the openings of the respiralnrv

termed the sftrades.

The number of spiracles varies greatly in different in>

er, never more than one pair on a single segment
the body. They do not occur on the head, but are borne by i-ach

lents, and by the fir-t eight abdominal segments,
that may bear spi: mt they

'ways lackin >r more of tli

regarding these orga n, translate.] 1

r<ilist, 1887, p. 182.

rift fUr \Visscn.

1885, p.
f
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These spiracles are cither simple openings into the respiratory

, m, or arc provided with valves, sieves, or fringes of hair for the

exclusion of dirt. They lead into a system of air-tubes termed tra-

The accompanying figures will indicate the distribution of

the main trunks of these tracheae in a cockroach. There is a short

trunk arising from each spiracle ;
these are all connected together

by a large longitudinal trunk on each side of the body, and by
numerous tfansverse trunks. From these large tracheae there arise

a great number of smaller ones, not shown in the figures, which

branch and subdivide, and extend to all parts of the body. When
one dissects an insect the viscera are found to be connected together

by the ramifications of these tracheae, so that in order to remove

any organ it is necessary to cut some of them. The smaller

branches of the tracheae are exceedingly minute, and are intimately

..Tracheal system of Cock-
roach. The dorsal integument re-

moved and the alimentary canal
in place. (After

''

nny.)

Fie. 51. Tracheal system of Cock-
roach. The alimentary canal re-

moved to show the ven
cheal communications.
Miall and Denny.)

ciated with the various tissues. By means of these fine tracheal

trunks the air is carried to the various tissues; so that tl sup-

plied with oxygen directly from the air. without the intervention of

blood as in the higher animals.

minute structure of the tracheae has been the source of

much discus-iM. lint at last it seems to be well understood.

walls of the trachea; are composed of three layers, which correspond
to the layers of the body-wall. In fact the tracheae are looked upon

tions of the body-wall. The continuity of th-

branes of the tracheae and body-wall is shown dia
:
, vally in

54. It should be ol that it is the inner layer of the wall

be trach orrespondswith the outer layer of the wall of the
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\ the wall of the trachea, the intima, like the

cuti : is sheil from the t \\ ith the cuticle

There is a peculiarity in the structure of the

chitinoi; .ill of the trachea that has attracted much
:i. It is furnished with thickenings which extend spirally.

These give the trachea,- their characteristic

transversely striated appearance. If a

piece of one of the larger trachea- be

pulled apart the intima will tear bet

the folds of the spiral thickenings, and

the latter will uncoil from within the tra-

chea like a thread. In some there-

are several parallel thickenings of the in-

tima ; so that when an attempt is made
to uncoil the thread a ribbon-like band

is produced, composed of several parallel

threads. I have often observed this in the

-

4 . -section of trachea and larger tracheae of the larva of Corydalus.
body-wall, c. cuticle; hy, hypoder- T"V^ crvirol thtv^a^c or* n-inf irrr in tVo
mis;;*i. basal membrane; jr/, spiral

L n<- ^P^al ttireadS are Wanting 111 the

smaller terminal portions of the trach

In many adult insects, especially those that have great powers
of flight, the tracheae are enlarged in many places so as to form

acs. These doubtless tend to lessen the specific gravity of the

ct. The spiral thickenings are not developed in the intima of

air-sacs.

'.lough insects are, strictly speaking, air-breathing animals,

many of them, as is well known, live in the water. The study of

the ways in which aquatic insects breathe is a very interesting one ;

it p: to us many wonderful modifications of structure. Some
of the more common of these are described in subsequent pages of

book; in this place I can only make a few geiierali/

The various modes of respiration of aquatic insects may be

d under two heads : first, those in which the insect obtains its

'rom ab< urface of the water- hecond, those in which the

t breath< if that is mechanically mixed with tli<

h many aquatic i -h the \

which are folded upon the abdomen. The insect by coming to the

ater and lifting the tips of its wings forms a cavity

beneath them into which th< The In then swim

through the water c 'his air with it in a position where it

be respired. When the j impure, the insect rises to the
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surface, forces out the air from beneath its wings and takes in a new

supply. Water-beetles and aquatic bugs afford familiar examples of

this mode of respiration.

Some insects are provided with long tubes connected with their

spiracles by means of which they can draw their supply of air from

above the surface of the water while they crawl upon the bottom of

shallow ponds. Our most common illustrations of this are bugs of

the family Nepidae; but the most remarkable development of this

kind is exhibited by certain Dipterous larvae of the family Syrphidae,

known as Rat-tailed Maggots.

Although there are many insects that live in the water and draw

their supply of air from above it, the greater number of aquatic in-

> breathe, as do fishes, the air that is mixed with the water. This

.ccomplished by organs known as tracheal gills. These are hair-

like or more or less plate-like expansions of the body-wall, abun-

dantly supplied with tracheae. These tracheae divide and subdivide,

and their terminations or fine branches are separated from the

water that bathes the organ only by its thin walls. In this way the

air contained in the tracheae is separated from the air in the water

only by a delicate membrane which admits of the transfer of gases
between them. It will be observed that the difference between a

tracheal gill and a true gill (as of fishes, Crustacea, etc.) is that the

true gill is supplied with vessels containing blood, which is purified

by being brought in contact with the air in the water, while the

ill is supplied with trachea,1 containing air to be purified.

Tracheal gills are usually borne by the abdomen,
sometimes by the thorax, and in case of one genus of

Stone-flics by the head. They pertain almost exclusively

to the immature tSJ but Stone-flies of the

frn-s retain them throughout their existence.

tl gills vary greatly in form ; in Corydalus they
are hair-like and occur in tufts near the lateral ma:

of the abdominal segments; in the Caddice-WOrmi they
nore or less hraiu -In d, and irregularly dis-

l over til : the abdomen ; and in certain

Dra (Agrioninae) they are in the form of large
like caudal appendages, Fig. 55.

idied

by 1

* and <>v
I movement -.nsist in 1 ,f

Sec account by Plateau, in
" The Cockroach," by Miall and Denny, p. 159.
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alternate contraction and recovery of the figure of the abdomen in

:ical and tra:

T/L :s. In insects the male and female repro-

ductive organs a d in different individuals. In many in-

there are marked external sexual differences of size, form, coloring,

or character of appendages. In others it is difficult to determine

the sex without dissection. The reproductive organs vary greatly in

form, but agree in certain general characteristics. They are k

taincd in the abdomen, are paired, and usually open by a common
duct near the caudal end of the body. (In the May-flies and I

productive organs of each side have a distinct opening.)
In the female there is in the abdominal cavity on each side an

a compound organ consisting of a series of parallel

tubes opening into a common rii-idnct. Sometimes these tubes are

attached to each other so as to form a compact body ; in other >pe-

ii tube is free for a greater or less part of its length. '11

tub< .pering in outline, the larger end being joined to the ovi-

duct. Within these tubes, even in the larval state, may be found

the developing eggs, each tube containing a single row of them grad-

ually increasing in si/.e from the small end of the tube towards its

opening into the oviduct. The oviducts of the two sides unite a short

from the external opening and form the ra^'ina. There are

usually accessory glands opening into the vagina, whose secretions

serve to surround the eggs or to fasten them to the objects upon
which they are laid. Connected also with the vagina arc- one or

more pouches, the rcccptdcitla sciiiinis, within which the reproduc-
fluid of the mal< ived and stored. This fluid retains its

fertilizing properties for a long time. Thus the <|iieen-bee or ant

pairs but once, though she may continue to lay fertile eggs for ye
fertilization of the eggs of ins, .it the time- they

are laid. There is in one end of the shell of the egg one or more-

pores known as mlcropylcs. Through these the >permatozoa enter

the egg. as it passes the opening of the receptacula seminis.

In ^ome cases, at least, it is not necessary that an egg should be

<1 in order that the embryo should develop. This has been

proven with the Honey-bee. But so far a vn the unfertil-

ized eggs of the bee produce only m
The organs of the male consist of a number of tubular glands,

often coiled together so as to form an apparently compact body,
the tistcs. These like the ova paired and located in the

abdominal cavity. The efferent ducts of these glands, the vdsa <i
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* like the oviducts unite and form an unpaired duct, the diictus

cjacnlatorius. Accessory glands open into this duct.

All insects are developed from eggs. But there are some ap-

parent exceptions. Thus many flies retain their eggs till after they
are hatched, if a proper place for laying them is not found earlier ;

and in some flies (the Pupipara) the young attain a considerable

development before they are born. In the Plant-lice (Aphidida)
there is a remarkable alternation of reproduction by budding with

the sexual reproduction.



CHAPTER III.

THE ORDERS OF THE HEXAPODA.

I\ .1 preceding chapter the distinguishing characters of in

have been discussed. \Ye have now to study the manner in which

the class Hexapoda is divided into its principal divisions or ord

: ;iis subject, there is at the present time much diffen

of opinion. Naturalists are not agreed as to the limits of the differ-

ent orders of insects. The number recognized in standard works

S3 from seven to more than twice that number.

Although the question is an exceedingly difficult one, it is an

matter to state where the differences of opinion lie. And these

differences do not complicate the subject greatly.

More than a century ago Linnaeus recognized seven ordei

These he named Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Lepidopi
. Hymenoptera, Diptcra, and Aptera. Five of these

ordi well founded ; and two were not. The Aptera was soon

an unnatural group. It included various wingless in-

.iich later entomologists have distributed among the other

orders. The Linnojan order Hemiptera included all four-winged in-

ta in which the front wings are half horny and half membranous.

y confining his attention to the wing cli

1C fell into error. The order Hemiptera as defined by him in-

cluded at K distinct orders; and those members of it with

biting mouth-parts were separated a little later by Olivier as the

order ()rth Thus by the suppression of the Aptera, and the

tion of the Orthoptera. the number of orders remained the same

as proposed by Linn;eus. And with these two modifications the

Linn.i-aii cl, - en very generally accepted to this clay.

The modified Linn tern indicated above is very simple

I for this reason many entomologist - arc- loath to propose alter-

n it. Hut tli tain places in which this i .tion

Aether injects which differ too widely to be classed in the

same order. The science- of Kntomology. ho\\ far

enough '1 f-T any one to state with any inty

in just how man; this is true.

One of the principal points in which there are differences of
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opinion is in regard to the order Neuroptera. In this order as de-

fined by Linnaeus there are included insects with a complete meta-

morphosis as well as those with an incomplete one. So radical a

difference as this can hardly be expected to occur within the limits

of the same order.* For this reason those families in which the

transformation is an incomplete one were separated by Erichson as

the order Pseudoneuroptera; and the term Neuroptera restricted to

those in which the metamorphosis is complete. This adds one to

the list of orders. In the following pages I have considered the

order Pseudoneuroptera, as distinct from the order Neuroptera.
Gerstaekcr and some others of the German entomologists do not

stop with the separation of the Pseudoneuroptera from the Neurop-
tera. They hold that there is no important character separating the

former order from the Orthoptera; and they therefore include in the

order Orthoptera not only the insects commonly placed there by the

English and American entomologists, but also those of the Linnasan

order Neuroptera in which the metamorphosis is an incomplete one.

We have, therefore, three slightly differing systems, which agree
o the orders Hemiptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, Coleoptera, and

Hymenoptera, but differ as to the other orders. These differences

arc represented in the following table. It will be noted that al-

though the classification of Olivier and that of Gerstaeker present
the same names, these are used with widely different signification.

The Orthoptera of Gerstaeker includes much more, and the Neurop-
tera much less than in the classification of Olivier.

OLIVIER. ERICHSON. GERSTAEKER.

Orthoptera. Orthoptera.
Orthoptera.

C Pseudoneuroptera.
"

Neuroptera.
( Neitrot-: Neuropt

Although the Linn.-L-an >y-trm .slightly modified in one or another

of the three ways just indicated is still very generally a.

there are many entomologists who hold that further nioditu. it ion-

should be made. There are certain families, as the Earwigs, Fl

Thrips, and oth< :. of which -.1 iffITS greatly from the typical

<:sentatives of the order in which it \\as.it first placed. K.u h

i turn been to the rank of an OK

Hut little agreen >ng syst as to li

* The males of the Coccids are the only insects which present an exception in this

4
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iy of them are entitled to this rank. In the following pages
under the head of the orders in

which they have been most commonly placed; in each case, how-

. the p<
nk of the group as a distinct order is indicated.

There is one more
pi

'. mollification of the Linn;ean -\ >tem

which should be noticed in this phu irly all of the families in

the Ofd ;doneuroptera and Neuroi)tera are remarkably dis-

i family differs from the other families in the same Ol

in much more important characters than usually distinguish families

in the other order-. At the same time the characters which distin-

h either of these orders are not well marked. For ti

r Brauer holds that the Pscudoneuroptera and the Neurop-
not natural orders, but that the former group includes I

and the latter three distinct ord

iiough in some respects (as, fr example, in the classin

bet of the Termitidai, Psocichu. and Mallophaga as an order, the

Corrodentia) I cannot follow Professor Brauer, I am inclined to think

that in the main the school of entomologists which he represents is in

the rigl:
irds the number and characters of the orders of the

da. And I frankly confess that in adhering so close!-.

the old classification I have been greatly influenced by a desir

make my presentation of the subject as simple as possible, and by
belief that an elementary text-book should follow rather than

;

. in matters of this kind. I have, however, endeavored to pre-

the facts in such a manner as to clearly indicate the ideas of

iifferent schools.

On the following page two lists of orders are given. In the first

indicated the orders recogni/.ed in this work; in the

column are indicated the various other orders that ha

d. The reasons in each case for considering ll. iller

iven later, under the special discu- the

group.

LISTS OF OKDFRS OF HKXAPODA.

I. II.

RA. T I \ \

PLI

(I.il><'llnlnhr.)

II. PSEUDONEUROPTERA. (Ptrlid

Ter-

;;;/'/.
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I. II.

III. ORTHOPTERA.
|

DERMAPTERA. (Forficulida)
( ORTHOPTERA.

IV. PHVSOPODA. PHYSOPODA.

V. HEMIPTEKA.
\

HOMOPTERA.
f HETEROPTERA.

fNEUROPTERA. (Siatidce, Hemerobida^
VI. NEUROPTERA. \ MECAPTERA. (Panorpida.)

[ TRICHOPTERA. {Phryganeida)

VII. LEPIDOPTERA. LEPIDOPTERA.

V,,,.D,PTERA.

f

IX. COLEOPTERA. \ ACHREIOPTERA.

I COLEOPTERA.

X. IlYMKNOPTERA. HYMENOPTERA.

It is not my purpose in this place to discuss the distinguishing

features of the orders of insects. But it seems worth while to

present here a brief tabular statement of the more important ordinal

characters. This table will aid the student in formulating his ideas

:o the characters of the orders and as to the relations of the

orders to each other. It should be borne in mind, however, that a

linear arrangement is not a natural one
;

it is simply a necessity of

book-making. The arrangement adopted here is the one that I be-

lieve best indicates the relative rank of the various orders take

a wh

e is no doubt that the Thysanura is the lowest of the orders. But the

position assigned to any one of the other orders is open to dispute. Thu
find in the Orthopt^ra certain forms (the earwigs) which show as strong affini-

ties to the Thysanura as do any of the Pseudoneuroptera. And some entomol-

ogists hold that the Physopoda is tin- lowest of the orders of winged
To enter into a detailed discussion of the reasons which have led me to

adopt the sequence of the orders given in th< following pages would be beyond

cope of this work; but the following generalizations will indicate the

more important ones.

That series of orders in which the insects undergo an incomplete

phosis (the Amctabold) is undoubted!, an tli.it (tin- .\ff/<iM<i\

the trans- i is a completr iic chief objection to pla<

series as a whole above the former is the wide separation thus brought about

between the Neuroptcra and Pseudoneuroptera. I have felt, how<

this was the least of two evils. Within the lower scries t

which the mouth-parts are formed for biting are placed lower on

than the two orders in which the mouth is more highly modified. Of these



orders of bitir. D be but little doubt that certain men
;e Orthoptera (the :i in

stru< mdoubt-

edh . structure Uian the Hemiptera; but the rder

: the mouth-parts. The <:

of the orders of the Metabola is a much more
difficult-. han that of the Ametabola. Of the live orders which con-

stitute ti. s, entomologi^ hat the N the

.iced highest with almost equal

.imity; not only do these insects exhibit a very high decree of

but the development of the instinctive <1 by bees, wasps,
and r than that attained by any other insects. '1 he Lrpidnp-

unt of the atfinities between the

and moths. On the other hand, tlie higher Lepidoptera and the Dip-
each other in the structure of the thorax. And the pupae of

cidomyidae and Tipulidae) resemble more or k-ss the
;

of Lepidoptera. The Coleoptera ned to the next highest place, with the

belief that their complexity of structure entitles them to this rank ; but with

no intention of suggesting affinities with the Hymenoptera on the one hand

or the Diptera on the other.

ing the tabular statement of the more important charac-

rders of insects, there is given a table to aid the student

in classifying specimens. This table is purely artificial and includes

only adult insects. I have endeavored, however, to include in it all

of the aberrant forms, those which the young student would find

difficult to classify.

tULAR STATKMF.NT OF THE MORE IMPORTANT CHARAC-
TERS OF THE ORDERS OF HEXAPODA.

A. Y .vhich show no evidences of having descended from

:.<.. in which the thorax is simple in structure), and which

undergo no metamorplio- />/</,/.> I. Ti

n which this condition ifl the result

of a :.ment. indicated by the complicated structure of the-

nce of wi: allied forms.

B. Insects with an incomplr'

'louth-parts formed for biting ; />., with the mandibles and maxillae in

.vo pairs of wings similar in structure, membra;
II. I'M UDO KRA.

DI ir of win-s parchment-like; the second pair membra-

nor- In plaits longitudinally. III. ORTHOP
CC. <-n those of the biting

->f the sucking insects 1

tv~.,with bristle-like mandibles*

and with flat, triangular maxillae. IV. PnvsoPODA.
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CCC. Mouth-parts formed for sucking; ?//>., with the mandibles and max-

illae bristle-like. V. HEMIPTERA.
BB. Insects with a complete metamorphosis. (Metadata.)

C. Mouth-parts formed for biting; viz., both mandibles and maxillae in the

form of jaws.

D. The two pairs of wings similar in structure, membranous, with many
veins and cells. VI. NEUROPTERA.

DD. The first pair of wings much thickened (horny) throughout their

entire length, and meeting in a straight line down the back ; the sec-

ond pair membranous. IX. COLEOPTERA.
CC. Mouth-parts formed for both biting and sucking; viz., with the man-

dibles in the form of jaws ; and with the maxillae and labium fitted for

taking liquid food. Both pairs of wings membranous, with few veins

and cells. X. HYMENOPTERA.
CCC. Mouth-parts formed for sucking.

D. With four wings clothed with minute imbricated scales ; mandibles

rudimentary ; maxillae developed into a sucking tube.

VII. LEPIDOPTERA.
DD. With only two wings; the hind wings represented by a pair of

knobbed, thread-like organs ; mandibles and maxillae bristle-like.

VIII. DIPTERA.

TABLE FOR DETERMINING THE ORDERS OF HEXAPODA.

(This table includes only adult insects.)

A. Wingless or with rudimentary wings.
B. Mandibles and maxillae retracted within the cavity of the head so that

only their apices are visible. I. THVSANURA.
BB. Mandibles and maxillae more or less prominent and fitted for biting.

C. Head with long, trunk-like beak, (Boreus) VI. NEUROPTERA.
CC. Head not prolonged into a trunk.

D. Louse-like insects of small size; body less than one-sixth inch in

length. (Book-lice and Bird- lice.) II. PSEUDONEUROPTERA.
DD. Insects of various forms, but not louse-like, and, except in tin- case

of some ants, with the body more than one-sixth inch in length.

E. Abdomen with short, conical, compressed, many-jointed caudal

appendages. (C III. OKI H>PTERA.

EE. Abdomen without jointed caudal appendages.
F. Legs fitted for jumping. ( WingUss Locusts

III. OKI
FF. Legs fitted for running.

G. Abdomen bm >-<\ to thorax.

H Body linear. (Walki III. ORTHOPTERA.
HH, Body while and somewhat ant-like in form.

II. PSKUDONEUROPTi
HUH. !' !v neither linear nor ant-like in

fly ct <i/.) IX. COLIOl
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GG. Biise 01 -tricted. (.It:;

X. Ih.MKM'l
BBB. Mouth-parts formed for -

in which the body is cither scale-like 01

liki . - like, and clothed with wax. Tin- v.

in the form of pow .rge tult> a continuous

| thin seal- il which the n.

VI. II KM I IT I KA.

1I idy more .

; with minuu OT with thick

, united with the mcsothoi.

Mou: tongue" rolled ben< ath the

he. VII. Li.i'ii.oi

:y naked, or with isolated or bristle-like 1.

D. Prot : well developed, inconspicuous or invisible fiomab
Tar.- ted. Mouth-parts developed into an unjointed trunk;

palpi pn VIII. Dii-i ,

DD. Prothorax well developed.

Body strongly compressed ; tarsi five-jointed. (77,

VIII. DIPT i

EE. Body not compressed ; tarsi one-, two-, or three-jointed.

F. Last joint of tarsi bladder-like or hoof-like in form and without

claws; mouth-parts forming a triangular, unjointed beak; palpi

present. IV. Pin s< MM >n.\.

FF. Last joint of tarsi not bladder-like, and furnished with one or

two claws ; mouth-parts forming a slender, usually jointed beak ;

palpi wanting. V. HK.MIPI .

AA. Winged.
B. With two wings.

C. First pair of wings transformed into club-shaped appendages, f

//,: IX. COLEOPl
Second pair of wings rudimentary r.r wanting.

D. V. :ny, leathery, or parchment-like.

Mouth-parts formed for sucking. Wings leathery, shorter,'

membranous at the tip. V. llKMil-i i

EE. Mouth parts formed for biting. Jaws distinct.

F. Wings horny, without veins. Hind legs not fitted for jumping.
IX.

FF. W: imcnt-like. with a network of veins. Hind

: for jumping. III. OKI HOW 1 KA.

DD. Wings memt
E. Abdomen with caudal filaments. Mouth-parts rudiment

, /;/ Efthi'tiit'riiia-.}

\\ . PSEUDONBUROPI
Huheres present (males of Cocci' V. HIMII-I \

Abdomen without caudal filaments. Halteres in
pi

wings. Mouth-parts formed for sucking. VIII.

BB
The two pairs of wings unlike in structure. Prothorax freely movable.
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D. Front wings leathery at base, and membranous at tip, often over-

lapping. Mouth-parts formed for sucking. V. HEMIPTERA.

DD. Front wings of same texture throughout.
E. Front wings horny or leathery, forming veinless wing-covers.

(Elytra.}

F. Abdomen with caudal appendages in the form of movable for-

ceps. (Earwigs.) III. ORTHOPTERA.
FF. Abdomen without forcep-like appendages. IX. COLEOPTERA.

EE. Front wings leathery or parchment-like, with a network of veins.

F. Under wings not folded. Mouth-parts formed for sucki;

V. HEMIPTERA.

FF. Under wings folded lengthwise. Mouth-parts formed for biting.

III. ORTHOPTERA.

CC. The two pairs of wings similar, membranous.

D. Last joint of tarsi bladder-like or hoof-like in form and without claws.

IV. PHYSOPODA.

DD. Last joint of tarsi not bladder-like.

E. Wings entirely or for the greater part clothed with scales. Mouth-

parts formed for sucking. VII. LEPIDOPTERA.

EE. Wings naked, transparent, or thinly clothed with hairs.

F. Mouth-parts arising from the hinder part of the lower surface of

the head, and consisting of bristle-like organs enclosed in a jointed

sheath. (Homoptera.) V. HEMIPTERA.

FF. Mouth-parts in normal position. Mandibles not bristle-like.

G. Wings net-veined, with many veins and cross-veins.

H. Tarsi consisting of less than five segments.
II. PSEUDONEUROPTERA.

HIL Tarsi consisting of five segments.
I. Abdomen with setiform, many-jointed anal filaments.

rtain May-flics?) II. PSEUDONEUROPTERA.
II. Abdomen without many-jointed anal filaments.

VI. NEUROPTERA.
GG. Wings with branching veins and comparatively few cross-

veins, or veinless.

II. T. ; ;si two- or three -jointed.

I. Posterior wings smaller than the anterior. (Psocidtf.)

II. KOPTERA.

II Posterior wings as large or larger than the ant<

(Certain Stt: II. PSEUDONEUROPTERA.
HI I T.irsi four- i ued.

I. Abdomen with setiform, many-jointed anal fil.mimtv

(Cfrf.tni May-flies) II. PSEUDONEUK' in M
II Abdomen without m.uu- jointed anal filaments.

1 Prothorax li<>t >t wings larger than thr M-

naked or imperceptibh without or

\\ith few, usually simple, veins. Jaws <m.mlil>lcs)wcllde-

I>ed. Palpi small. X IhMK\Mj-
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JJ. Prothorax membranous or, at the most, p.mhment-likc.
Second wings as large as or larger than the first, folded

lengthwise, with .inching veins. First win^s
.<-il or thinly clothed with hair. I

conspicuous. Palpi long. Moth like insects. (Phryga-

neida.) VI. NEUROPTERA.



CHAPTER IV.

Order I. THYSANURA.*

(Bristle-tails, Spring-tails, Fish-moths, et a/.)

The members of this order are wingless insects which undergo no

metamorphosis, the larval form being retained by the adult. T/ie

mandibles and maxilUe are retracted within the cavity of the head,

so that only their apices arc visible; they have, however, some freedom

of motion, and can be used for biting and chewing soft substances.

True compound eyes are rarely present ; but in some genera there is a

;p of agglomerated simple eyes on each side of the head. The

abdomen is sometimes furnished with rudimentary legs ; and in one

genus there arc well-developed abdominal legs.

This order comprises chiefly minute insects, which live on decay-

ing vegetable matter, and can be found

abundantly in damp situations ;
some

species, however, live in warm and dry

places, and feed upon starched clothing,

the binding of books, and other dry
substances. In the more common spe-

cies, the body is either elongated, and

furnished with six well-developed 1

and two or more long, many-jointed,
caudal appendages (Fig. 56) ;

or short,

FlC. *fo.

: Lubbock.)
FIG. 37. At// (After

thick, and with a fork ng .ipp.ir.it UN bent under the

abdoii of the thr< 57).

*
Thysanflra: thytanot (Oucmxof), a tassel; oura (ovpa). th< tail.
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Owing to the small si/.c of tlu ts, the majority of them

.pe the attention of all
' the more Careful student

nature. Ti: t to entom*

for it in.
' or simplest of the true in :ul in it

which >ho\v close affinities to the next lower cl

the My: It is thus one of the connecting links of which we

r so much in these days; and in it are, doubtless, forms which

einblc than any other living species those \\hich in

.cal times were the first llexapoda to appe.ir on the

earth.

The low rank of these insects is indicated in many ways. The

.til-parts are of a primitive form; wings are never developed;
the insects undergo no metamorphosis, the larval form b<

retained by the adult.

:ice of wings in this order is believed to represent the primitive con-

;i of these insects. None of the species show any indication of the <ii

opnient of these or \nd the thorax does not present that complication
iiicture which is the result of the development of wing-muscles. In each

of the higher orders we find wingless species; but in these cases there is good
r believing that the wingless condition is the result of a retiv,grade

lopment. In -es this degradation is the result of parasitic habits,

th lice, fleas, and mady other parasites; in other instances it is the result

of the separation of the species into several castes, of which some do not re-

quip- a the workers and soldiers among Termes, and the sedentary

generations of the Aphides.

Upon the distinction given above Professor Brauer separates the insects into

Tlie first includes only the Thysanura ; this he calls the Aj\

gogcnea, or "originally wingless inse

it coincides with the super-order Symip-
/<><!<){ Packard. The second cla-s liiauer

terms tin- /': r
"
originally

winged insects."

The form of the mouth-parts of

the Thysanura is very different from

that seen elsewhere in the class

.. . Ilrxapoda. Here the- mandibles

uT i) / ^P6~ an(I maxill;L> - iitiiougii r' tu '

(l f" r hit -

Tr tractcd within the head,

instead of being attached externally

with tin- higher in-

ts whose- mouth-parts an- formed

I. -hows the relation of the jaws to the wall of

1 in a common .spring-tail, one of the ILntomobryidic. In this

-'.**;

MMible; ii. maxill.*; 12, labitim; i.-</. la-
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figure the mandibles are represented by a continuous line, and the

maxilla: by a dotted one. It will be observed that only the tips of

these organs project from the cavity of the head.

There are, as pointed out by Meincrt and by Lubbock, among the Hexapods
three principal forms of mouth :

-t. the mandibulate, in which the mandibles and maxilla: are attached

: nally, and are more or less powerful and adapted for biting and chewing.
ond, the suctorial, in which the mandibles and maxilla: are attached

internally, and are not opposite, but parallel, and intended for pricking.

"Third, the type presented by the Thysanura, in which the mandibles and
maxillae are attached internally, and are far from strong, but still have some
freedom of motion, and can be used for biting and chewing soft substances.

The Thysanura includes three sub-orders
; these can be separated

by the following table :

A. With well-developed abdominal legs, insect resembling a Myriapod in

form. I. Sv.Mi-in i A.

A.\. With only six well-developed legs.

!>. Without ventral abdominal sucker. Caudal appendages bristle-like and

many-jointed, or in the form of a pair of forceps. II. CINURA.

BB. With a bifurcated sucker or tubercle on the ventral aspect of the first

abdominal segment. Abdomen with a springing apparatus, or without ap-

pendages. III. COLI.KMI:<>I.\.

Sub-Order I. SYMIMIYLA.*

This sub-order has been erected for the reception of a single

genus, Scofopendrtlla. This genus includes certain minute in-

the zoological position of which is in doubt. All of the known species

than 7 nun. (.28 in.) in length. The general form of the

bod;.
;

>les that of a Centipede; and as with the centijn

ii abdominal segment bears a pair of legs. But except in the

once of thesr abdominal legs the structure- of the body is more

like that of the Cinura than that of the Myriapods. And the !

live-jointed and end in two i in tin- Cinura; while in the

;>ula there are six joints, and always a single large claw.

Sub-Order II. ClNURA.f

(Bristle-tails iv >iof/is.)

Among the pests that annoy th> keeper there is one which

ingless, but can run rapidly, and which has l,,i

nphyia: /y (rr<

fCinQra >*ra (ovpd), a uiU
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.dal end of it fhia insect, on account of

the minute, shining .-. ith which its body id clothed, is known

ic tish-moth. And it is the most familiar representative of the

HUM. Otlu cur beneath the bark of dc,

1 in similar situations. The caudal end of the abdomen

irnished with slender bristle-like appendages. Tl

suggest the popular name Bristle-tails applied to the sub-order

le.

The bo 4s of the head, three thoracic and ten well-marked

abdominal segments. The antcnn.e are large, many-jointed, some-

tinii r than the body, and generally tapering towards the end.

The most remarkable character presented by this

order i s of sub-abdominal append, i

are well shown in Machilis (see Fig. 59). Similar ap-

pendages are attached to the coxae of the second and

third pairs of thoracic legs. These abdominal appen-

gardcd as rudimentary legs. \Ve have-

therefore, a condition approaching that exhibited

by Scolopendrella.
The Cinura (Thysanura of Lubbock) is divided into

three families. These can be distinguished as follows:

A. Body not clothed with scales.

B. Caudal appendages unsegmented,

horny and pincer-like.

I. JAPYGID^:.
RB. Caudal appendages nuiny-jointed

and thread-like.
II. CAMPODKIIt.K.

A A. Body clothed witi.

III. Lr.i'is.Mii'.i-:.

:nily I. JAI'V(-II)J-:. The most obvious char-

acter of this family is presented b\- the caudal

:nble those of ran

in the form of horn 1'hc body is

tlu-d with wanting. The

palpi are -hort ; and th [ the ab-

nearly equal width. The sub-abdominal appcn

by groups of hai:

Only a .Jnpy.\\ has been described. .A//M'.r subt

.1 the mouth of a small grotto near the

:iily II. ('.\Mi'()i)f:ii)/K. This family resembles the prcced-

Fic. 59. Ventral

aspect
chilis

appendage*.
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FIG. 61. CamfieJta
staphylinMt. (After
Lubbock.)

ing in that the body is not clothed with scales, the eyes are wanting,
and the segments of the abdomen are of nearly

equal width. But the caudal appendages are

long, thread-like, and many-jointed. To each of

the first seven abdominal segments there is at-

tached a pair of ventral appendages, the rudi-

mentary legs already mentioned.

Two genera have been described. Campodca
has two caudal appendages, and the palpi are

minute. In Xicolctlna there are three caudal

appendages, and the palpi are long.

Family III. LEPISMID/E. In this family the

body is clothed with scales ; the palpi are short
;

and the abdomen tapers towards the caudal end.

The eyes are large, compound, and contiguous in

MdJiilis ; and small and far apart in Lepisma.
The sub-abdominal appendages are well devel-

oped in Machilis ; in Lc-

pisma they are confined to

two of the posterior segments, and represented

by groups of stiff hairs on the anterior ones.

The three described genera are distinguished
as follows :

A. Prothorax much enlarged, and the abdomen ta-

pering rapidly, so that the body is almost heart-

shaped ; caudal appendages short. LEPISMINA.
A.\. I !.

.<ly more elongated ; caudal appendages long.
B. Eyes large and contiguous. M u HILIS.

BB. Eyes small and far apart. LEI

The Fish-moth, Lcpisma saccliarina < 1

62), is a well-known pest in some parts of the

country. It is silvery white with a yell

tinge about the antennae and legs; it

S nun. (.31 in.) in length. It injures clot;

i dutlu-s : .UK! the bind;

of books. An instance was reported to me \vh<

the paper to cleave from the walls of a hou cding upon
irch with which it was f.

FIG. 6a. Ltfiitnn $accfia'

rim*. (After Lubbock.)
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Sub-Order I.- * .\.*

^/ ;S.)

To this sub-order belon in minute insects which have rc-

:nmi name Spring-tails, T; often of micro-

'1 he majority live on decaying matter ; and are \

-non under stones and decayed leaves and wood, in the chinks

ami of bark, among moss, and on herbage in damp pla

they occur abundantly in winter on the surface of snow .

where they app minute black specks, which spring away on

either side from our feet as we walk. And some species collect in

.: numbers on the surface of standing water.

The body consists of the head, three thoracic and six abdominal

segments. The abdominal segments are not well marked in some

forms. No compound eyes exist in this sub-order. There is, how

ever, usually a group of simple eyes on each side of the head. The
antenna.- consist of but few, four to eight, segments. The mouth-

parts are formed for biting, except in Anoura, where the mandibles

and maxilla: are wanting.
The name Collembola refers to a curious organ situated on the

^^^^ ventral aspect of the first abdominal scg-

f ment, the ventral tube or sucker. "In
N ff ^^^^^^^^^s

/aF\jfjz B^ Podura, Lipura, and the allied genera, this

organ is a simple tubercle; divided into

H two halves by a central slit ; in other

/w/^^^^^^H^r
genera, as, for instance, in OrcJicsclIa and

Tomoccrus, the tubercle is enlarged, and
6*-Pa& &CU' (AftCf becomes a tube divided at the Vive end

into two lobes. In the Smynthurid.c ami

iriidse the organ receives a still further and remarkable devel-

opment ; from the end of the tube the animal can project two

long, delicate tubes provided at their extremity with two glan.

bbock.) By means of this sucker and the fluid excreted by its

gla: enabled to cling to the lower surfaci

smooth obje
The popular name Spring-tails wa ted for these in

by a peculiar leaping apparatus which most of them ; It

consists of a long appendage of either the fourth or fifth abdominal

tends under the abdomen towards tin: li

* CollCmbola. (don (x-cSAox), a limb; cmbole (eftfioXi?), a throwing.
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This appendage consists of a basal segment and two appendages ;

which are sometimes two-jointed, and sometimes consist of a single

piece each. This appendage constitutes the spring. On the ven-

tral side of the third abdominal segment in certain genera is also an

appendage, which is termed the catch. This catch passes between

the branches of the spring and holds it in place. By relieving the

spring and extending it suddenly the insect is able to throw itself to

a considerable distance.

Some of the Collembola are clothed with scales, resembling in

this respect butterflies and moths. These scales are very minute,

and wonderfully sculptured. The markings on them are so minute

that it requires a very good microscope to resolve them. On this

account they have been much used as test objects for microscopes
under the name of " Podura scales."

The most remarkable feature in the structure of the Collembola

is that in nearly the entire sub-order tracheae are wanting ; while in

certain members, Smynthrus, there is a well-developed respiratory

em. The difference is a great one to exist between genera other-

so closely allied.

In certain respects the Collembola is the lowest of the three sub-orders of

the Thysanura ; and it is so placed in some of the standard works on entomol-

ogy. The mouth-parts are very rudimentary in this sub-order; and the tra-

chex* are rarely developed. But it has seemed more natural to me to follow

the Myriapoda by Scolopendrilla; and to place next the sub-order Cinura,

containing, as it does, forms with rudimentary abdominal legs. We have thus

an unbroken series from the Myriapodous to the Hexapodous condition. In

the Collembola we have insects which, while retaining a very primitive form

of the mouth-parts and of the respiratory system (the result of their con-

tinuing to feed on soft substances, and to live in damp situations), present a

much modified form of the body, and the development of peculiar special or-

gans, the spring and the ventral tube or sucker. We thus sec well illustrated

the difficulties, referred to elsewhere, of any attempt to arrange animals in a

linear series.

The Collembola is divided by Lubbock into six families. T

can be separated by the following table :

A. Saltatorial.

B. Body globular.

C. Terminal segment of abdomen short, with whorls of hair.

i PAPIRIID^E.

CC. Terminal segment long, ringed. 2. SMVN i in KIDM.

BB. Body cylindrical.
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C. The spring an appendage of the penultimate (fifth) abdominal segment.

3. ENTOMOI
CC. The spring an appendage of the antipenultimate (fourth) abdominal

segment. 4. PODURID^.
AA. Non-saltatorial.

B. Mouth mandibulate. 5. LIPURIDJE.

BB. Mouth suctorial. 6. ANOURID^E.

Family I. P.xri kin >.*;. Two genera of this family have been

established. Papirius is characterized by four-jointed antenna- : and

Dicyrtotna by having the antennae eight-jointed. A large

from Maine and Massachusetts, measuring 2^ mm. (o. i in.) in length,

is described by Packard under the name Papirius martnoratus. \

marbled with deep dull lilac and pearl-colored lines and spots.

Family II. SMVM nfkiD.!:. Only a single genus of this family,

Smynthurus, has been described. In this genus the antenna: arc

four-jointed, and the respiratory system is well developed. The

presence of tracheae enable these insects to live in drier situations

than can other members of the sub-order. The Garden Flea, Smyn-
thurus hortcnsis, is described by Fitch as occurring abundantly in

May and June, upon the leaves of young cabbage, turnip, cucumber,

and various other plants, and also on the ground. It is dull black.

with the head, legs, and bases of the antennae rust-color. Several

other species of this genus have been described by Fitch and

Packard.

Family III. ENTOMOBR?ID/E. This is by far the largest family
in this order; nine genera having been described. These can

separated by the following table, which is from one given by Lub-

bock:

A. Antennae six-jointed. ORCHESELLA.
AA. Antennas four- or five-jointed.

B. With scales.

C. Terminal segments of antennae ringed.

D. Two terminal segments ringed.

E. Eyes seven in each group. iScERUS.

E. Eyes absent. TRITOMURUS.
D. Third segment simple. I i MPLETONIA.

CC. Terminal segment of antennas simple.

D. No eyes. MA,
DD! With eyes.

E. Head exposed. SEI'KA.

* The Degeeriadae of Lubbock. The generic name Degeeria falls owing to its hav-

ing been previously used in the Diptera.
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EE. Head more or less concealed under the thorax. LEPIDOCYRTUS.
BB. Without scales.

C. Abdominal segments unequal. ENTONlSfiRYA.

CC. Abdominal segments subequal. ISOTOMA.

Family IV. PODURID/E. The Podurida comprises two genera,

Achorutcs* in which the tarsi have two claws, and Podura, in which

there is but a single claw on each tarsus. Certain species of each

.re found on the surface of standing water. Our common
\v-fiea" \sAchorutcs niricola. This is sometimes a pest where

maple-sugar is made; the insects collecting in large quantities in

the sap.

Family V. LlPURID^E. The body is cylindrical in form ; there

is no saltatorial appendage ; and the mouth-parts are formed for

biting. Only a single genus, Lipura, has been described.

Family VI. ANOURID/E. This family resembles the preceding
in the cylindrical form of the body, and in the absence of a saltato-

rial appendage ; but it differs from all other members of the Thysa-

nura, in having the mouth-parts formed for sucking. The mouth-

parts arc exceedingly rudimentary; there being neither mandibles nor

maxillae. There is but a single genus, A,wura, known. The name
of this genus will doubtless be changed, as it is preoccupied by a

genus of bats.
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Order VI. PSEUDONEUROPTERA.*

(Dragon-flieSy May-flics, Stone-flics, ct al.)

The members of this order have four wings ; these tire membran-

ous, and usually furnished with numerous runs. The mouth-parts
formedfor biting except in otic family (Ephemerida), where they

are rudimentary. The metamorphosis is incomplete.

The insects which are here classed as the order Pseudoneurop'
and those which in a later part of the book are termed Neuroptera
were formerly united in a single order, under the name Neuropt
This union was based upon the similarity of the characters presented

by the mouth-parts and 'the wings in the two groups. But tin r

a radical difference in the nature of the transformations. In one

the metamorphosis is incomplete; in the other it is complete.

Although it is difficult to find characters presented by tin- adult

insects which will separate these two groups, this difference in the

transformations indicates that they are not closely enough re -luted

to be placed in the same order. The term Neuroptera has, tli

fore, been restricted to those, with a complete metamorphosis ; and

the name Pseudoneuroptera, i.e., false Neuroptera, applied to those

with an incomplete metamorphosis.
The beginning student, in the classification of his specimens, will

find some difficulty in separating these two orders. But this can he

done by means of the table on pages 49 to 52. And as soon as one

becomes familiar with the families included in these orders there

will be no necessity for the use of the table.

In the linear arrangement I have adopted, these two cl<>

allied orders become widely separated ; this results from tin separa-

tion of the orders into two series, in one of which the metamorpho-
sis is incomplete, in the other com pi

The Pseudoneuroptera is not a well-marked order. Not only is

it difficult to distinguish it from tin- NYuroptera, but it includes

families which differ greatly from each other. The differences be-

*
PseudoneurOptera: pscudts (ipcvdijZ), false; Neuroptera.
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twccn the families are much greater than is usual between the families

of the same order. On this account it is proposed by Professor

Braucr to break the Pseudoneuroptera up into at least four orders,

one for each of the first three families, and one for the last three.

It remains to be seen whether this multiplication of the orders will

be accepted by entomologists generally.

ing to the great differences which exist between the families

of the Pseudoneuroptera, I will not attempt to make further gener-

alizations respecting the group in this place.

The Pseudoneuroptera is represented in this country by -ix

families. These can be separated by the following table :

TABLE OF FAMILIES OF PSEUDONEUROPTERA.*

A. With four or two well-developed wings.
. B. Antennae inconspicuous, awl-shaped, short and slender.

C. First and second pair of wings nearly of the same length ; tarsi three-

jointed. 2. LIBELLULID^E.

CC. Second pair of wings either smaller or wanting; tarsi four- or five-

jointed. I. EPHEMERIDjE.

BB. Antennae usually conspicuous, setiform, filiform, clavate, capital.

pectinate.

C. Tarsi two- or three-jointed.

D. Second pair of wings the smaller. 5. PsociD^;.

DD. Second pair of wings broader, or at least of the same size as the

;>air. 3. Pi-ki.ih.K.

CC. Tarsi four-jointed ; wings equal. 6. TKK.MI IIH.K.

A A. Wingless, or with rudimentary wings.
B. Tarsi four-joii 6. TF.KMI i II-.K.

BB. Tarsi three-jointed.

C. Wingless, or with t\vo rudimentary wings of a leathery substance.

5. PSOCIDvE,

CC. Four rudimentarv wings, still with distinct venation. 3. 1

BBl; A-O- or onc-juintrd. 4. MALLO1M

Family I. FI-HTMI

Order !M< \ <>f some auth

( May-flics.)

The May-flies or Ep] i are often vetycommon i th<

vicinity of It \\ frequently th<

bodies of water is thick: n with th m. Thry an- i by

* After Baron Often Sacken, in Haven's Synopsis.

f EphemeridK, Ephemera : tpkemcron (fQt'iittpov), a may-fly.

toptera ; plectot (jrAeKToJ), pi..
, (rrf/ooK), a wing.
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not an uncommon occur Bummer-time to see

huii' them flying about a single street-lamp.

They are very fragile insc

with large delicate fore wings.

with the hind wings much smaller

or \\anting. and with the abdo-

men furnished at its caudal end

with either two or three many-

jointed, thread-like appendages
i Fig-;. C>4 and fytf).

The body is smooth, not

FIG. 64. May-fly. FIG. 64**. CV**/x.

clothed with scales or hairs. The head is free, with atrophied

mouth-parts, and inconspicuous antenna.-. These- are composed
of two short stout segments succeeded by a slender many-jointed

lie. Tlie thorax is robust, with the mesothorax predomi-

nant. The great development of this segment is correlated

with the lai of the fore wings. The abdomen is long,

soft, and composed of ten segments. In the male there is a pair

of cla-ping organs placed ventrally at the extremity of the ninth

ment : t usually two-, three-, or four-jointed, and arc- termed

the forceps-limbs. Just behind the forceps-limbs are the paired

ternal .sexual organs. The form of the external parts of the- repro-

ductive organs is remarkable; each \-as defen -us and each oviduct

tuning. In the male these openings are between the

ninth and tenth abdominal segments, as indicated above; in th<

ma 1

.- ith and eighth.

The May-fl -1 considerable- attention in popular

writings on account of their ephemeral existence in the adult state.

All : .'1 of the insects that li\< day. K<

in these accounts to members of this family; and although the popu-

illacious, il 1 e foundation in fact. Strictly speak-
the May-fli ; some species appear twice

annually, "iice in the spring, and again in the- autumn
;
but as a rule

one. two, or even tlr uired for the development of a
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generation. The greater part of this time is passed, however, beneath

the surface of water; and after the insect emerges into the air and

assumes the adult form its existence is very brief. With many
species the individuals leave the water, undergo two transformations,

mate, lay their eggs, and die in the course of an evening or early

morning. And although the adults of many genera live several days,

the existence of these insects is very short compared with members
of other families.

The females lay their eggs in water. Some short-lived species dis-

charge the contents of each ovary in a mass. Specimens are often

found in which there project from the caudal end of the body :

parallel subcylindrical masses of eggs, one protruding from each of

the openings of the oviducts. Egg-clusters of this kind 4<
laid upon

the water rapidly disintergrate, so as to let the eggs sink broad-cast

upon the river-bed. The less perishable species extrude their eggs

gradually, part at a time, and deposit them in one or the other of

the following manners : either the mother alights upon the water at

intervals to wash off the eggs that have issued from the mouths of

the oviducts during her flight ;
or else she creeps down into the

water enclosed within a film of air, with her wings collapsed so as to

overlie the abdomen in the form of an acute narrowly linear bundle,

and with her setae closed together to lay her eggs upon the under

side of stones, disposing them in rounded patches, in a single layer

evenly spread, and in mutual contiguity." (EATON.)
With most May-flies the general form of the body in the immature

stages resembles somewhat that of the adult. The newly-hatched

nymphs respire through the integument at large. During the i

few days after their birth the young cast their skin several tii.

the intervals between the moultings lengthening by degrees Rudi-

ments of tracheal gills begin to appear when the insect

;^ht or ten days old ; they bud forth from the hinder

lateral angles of some or all of the fir \ abdominal

uul, like the parts of the mouth, are modi-

fied considerably in detail before tin y acquire tl

ultimate shape- y may be either thread-like,

tufted, or plate-like in form. In Oligoneura and/*
there is a pair of tr. ;ills attached t<> the base of

triking exception to the general
Fl ""

rule th ial organs of respiration do not app<
on the head of insects. Fig. 05 : nymph of a May-
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fly. a common representative of this family found under stones in

the beds of streams at Ithaca.

May-tly nymphs mostly feed upon either mud or minute aquatic

vegetation, such as covered stones and the larger plants ; but (ji

by their mandibles and maxillae) some must be predace<

iy of them live in concealment in the banks or under >tones in

the bed of streams, rivers, and 1. ben ramble openly amoi

r-\veeds and swim with celerity." (EATON.) The nymph
May-flies undergo many moults

; Clocon, according to the obscrvat i

of Lubbock, sheds its skin twenty-one times. In this insects there

are no traces of wings until the ninth state; then the hinder lat

angles of dorsal aspect of the meso- and metathorax become slightly

produced. With each successive moult these prolongations become

more marked, until in the twentieth state, the last passed under

water, the rudimentary wings cover half or the whole of the third

abdominal segment. The wing-cases are not inverted (see page 6).

Most members of this family exhibit a remarkable peculiarity in

their development. After the insect leaves the water and has ap-

parently assumed the adult form, that is, after direct respiration

through the spiracles has been established, and the wings have be-

come fully expanded, it moults again. This is the only instance in

which insects with fully developed wings cast their skin. The term

subimago is applied to this stage between the nymph and the final

form of the insect. With some species the duration of the sub-

imago stage is only a few minutes ; the insect moults on leaving the

-T
;
flies a short distance; and moults again. In others this stage

lasts twenty- four hours or more.

The adults of the Ephemeridae eat nothing. Not only is the

period of existence in this state so brief that food in addition to

that taken in the nymph state is unn ry, but the imperfect con-

dition of the mouth precludes the taking of nourishment. With

many species of May-flies there is great uniformity in the date of

maturing of the individuals. Thus immense swarms of them will

leave the water at about the same time, and in the course of a few

days pass away; this being the only appearance of the species until

another generation has been developed. The great swarms of

(1'lp/ii-ini-rii .\ininlnns\, which appear along our northern

lakes about the third week in July, afford good illustrations of this

peculiarity. And an instance is on record where May-flies thronged
to the gas-burners in a store and actually quenched the flam

The Ephemeridae are regarded as the lowest living representatives
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of one of the lines of development of winged insects. This posi-

tion is indicated by fan-like form of the wings, which is characteristic

of the primordial insects, and by the paired openings of the repro-

ductive organs, a feature not found in highly developed animals.

Our representatives of this family have not been thoroughly
:icd. Eaton in his monograph* enumerates less than one hun-

dred species from the whole of North America. But these he dis-

tributes among more than twenty genera. The following key is

based on the characters given for the genera and groups of genera

by this author. It will aid the student in classifying his specimens ;

but it should be regarded as merely provisional.

In distinguishing subordinate groups in the Ephemeridae much use is made
of the venation of the wings. It is necessary here to describe only that of the

fore wings. The system adopted is that of Eaton.

The principal nerves of the fore wing show a tendency to be segregated into

three groups, as follows: (Fig. 66.)

c*i- y.

FIG. 66. Fore wing of May-fly.

Group I. This group consists of three veins, which communicate directly

with the thorax. These are named the cdsta (c), subcdsta (sc), and radius (r).

The costa is coincident witli the anterior margin of the wing; and the sub-

costa and radius are nearly parallel with it ; the three veins are united m-ar tin-

base of the wing by the great cross vein.

Group II. This group also consists of three principal veins; but the i

these gives off a prominent branch before the middle of tin- wini:. which is

termed the slctor (s). The sector is a branch nf the cubitus (///) ; just behind

the cubitus is the prabrdchial ( f<> \. and behind that the postbrdchial
This group of veins is annexed to the first group, or terminates in the wing

brane adjacent to it. close to the base of the wing.

Group III. The remaining veins constitute the third proup. This is asso-

ciated with the prominent curved or angulated crease in the membrane of the

I the boundary of a depression near the base of the \\

: the remaining ones are tc

etc). The anal vein as a rule subtends directly the

anal angle of the wing; in one group of genera it is joined at its base to the

postbrachial vein.

* A Revisional Monogra; -u Ephcmcridse or May-flics, by the Rev. A. E.

Eaton. This work Is to f the Trans, of the I.inn. Soc. of London.

Only four parts have appeared at the present wrr
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TABLE OF GENERA OF THE EPHKMKKIO* OF THE
UNITED STATES.

U the base of the fore wing the anal vein (a) meets the postbrachial i

hind tarsi, when not atrophied, have four distinct joints.

B. Female with the hind legs longer than the other pairs ; male with the

forceps-limbs sessile upon the border of the segment.
Includes males only. Two caudal setae in both genera.

D. Hinder lateral angles of the 9th abdominal segment produced into a

short, tooth like spine. JOLIA.
DD. Hinder lateral angles of the abdominal segments subrectangular.

POLYMITAK
CC. Includes females only.

D. Two caudal setae. I C

DD. Three caudal setae. POLYMITAKCYS.
BB. Fore legs of females at least as long as hind legs ; male with t

limbs inserted at the sides of the terminal border of a short trans

laminar lobe prolonged from the segment.
C. Includes males only.

D. Median seta extremely rudimentary.
E. Fore leg nearly as long as body ; the tibia about ii as long as

femur. Segments of caudal setae well marked. External sexual

organs strongly hooked. HK
EE. Fore leg about half as long as body; tibia about if asl<>:

femur. Segments of caudal setae inconspicuous. External sexual

organs nearly straight. PENTA(.I

DD. Median seta about as long as the others. EPHEMERA.
CC. Includes females only.

D. Median seta extremely rudimentary. HEXAGf
DD. Median seta about as long as the others.

E. Abdominal segments 6-io together constituting about fof ih

domen ; segments of the caudal setae well marked. EPHEMERA.
EE. Abdominal segments 6-10 together constituting i of the

domen ; segments of the caudal setae inconspicuous.

AA. Anal vein (a) of fore wing does not directly meet the postbrachial vein

(po), but is connected with it by a more or less distinct channel of circula-

tion in the membrane.
B. The channel of circulation connecting postbrachial and anal veins ob-

solete (except in Cam's, a two winged genus). Hind tarsi with iur

distinct joints.

C. Hind wings well developed; with a sharply defined, almost right-an-

gled projection situated at about the first \ of the costal margin.
POTAMXXTHUS.

CC. Hind wings of small or moderate proportions.
D. Hind wings either gently and on the whole continuously cur

front, or else suddenly retracted in the middle of the fore margin.

E. Hind tibia usually longer than the femur, rarely subequal to it.
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F. Hind wings in front somewhat depressed in the middle.
('. Median caudal seta subequal to the others. LEPTOPHLEBIA.
GG. Median caudal seta far shorter than the others. BLASTURUS.

FF. Hind wing strongly angulated in front.

G. Basal joint of forceps-limb about as long as the remainder ;

female with ventral lobe of segment 9 bifid and excised.

HABROPHLKIMA.
GG. Basal joint of foreceps-limb very short; joint 2 longer than

the remainder; female with ventral lobe of segment 9 obtuse.

CHOROTERPES.
E. Hind tibia rather shorter than the femur. EPHEMERELLA.

DD. Costal border of hind wings spurred or protuberant at about the

first ^ of the wing's length.
E. Hind wings small, and extremely narrow; costal projection usually

very slender. CENTROPTII
EE. Hind wings broad, oblong, and obtuse.

F. Hind wings with numerous cross-veins; costal projection large
and rounded. CALLIB.ETIS.

FF. Hind-wings with but few or no cross-veins; costal projection
small and acute or wanting. ns.

CCC. Hind wings wanting.
D. With two caudal setae. CLCEON.
DD. With three caudal setae, ^fig. 64^.1 C.i

BB. Channel of circulation connecting nerves 8 and 7 well defined ; hind

tarsi with five distinct joints.

C. Space between anal (a) and first axillary (rt-*
1

) veins subtended by the

outer half of the inner margin of the wing and the anal angle.
D. Tibiae of the hind legs longer than, or at least subequal in length to,

the tarsi.

E. Proximal joint of the hind tarsus shorter than the second joint.

F. Tarsal claws dissimilar ; costal dilatation of the hind wing acute.

COLOBURUS.
FF. Tarsal claws alike, narrow and hooked ; costal dilatation of the

hind wing obtuse. CHIROTOJCETES.

E. Proximal joint of the hind tarsus subequal to the second joint;

tarsal claws dissimilar; costal dilatation of the hind wing almost

right-angled. AMEL^TUS.
DD. Tibiae of the hind legs shorter than the tarsi; proximal joint of

the hind tarsus longer than the second joint. Sirm.f uus.

CC. Space between anal (a) and first axilla;, . cins subtends

. by a part of the terminal n the wing. B.T!SCA.

CCC. Space between anal am! first axillary veins subtended by the anal

angle and a part of the terminal margin 11; v.*

* The American rcpresentativei of this genus have been distributed by Eaton

among five genera, which are distinguished by such slight and inconstant variations

in structure that I have been unable to express them in a tabular form.
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Family II. LlBELLULJ]

of some auth

nigon-j!;:

The Dragon-flie- aiv very common insects in the vicinity of

. ponds, and lakes. Many f them are of lar
;

and. as

they fly luring the day-time, they are well known. They
hav "aently received a number of popular names. The most

common of these used in this country aiv i Urning-

lles, and Snake-doc:

The form of members of the Libellulid;e is very characteristic

;. 67). The most striking features are the long, spindle-shaped

body, and the long, nar-

row, powerful win:

which the second pair

are as large as or \

than the first pair.

The head of a dragon-

fly
is large, broad, often

semi-globose, and con-

cave behind. A con-

siderable part of its sur-

face is occupied by the

enormously developed

compound eyes. The
antennae are sli<

they consist of from five to eight segments; of these the two basal

thick, the others form a bristle-like organ. The mouth-

11 developed. The labrum is prominent; the mandibles

maxilhe are both strongly toothed ; and the labium consists of

thn . .hich with the labrum near!;. e the jaws
when at rest. The thorax is large. The win;. rule, >f

nearly similar si/.e and structure; th- vhly netted with veins;

and the front border of each is divided into basal and apical parts

by what is termed the nodus i//. Fig. 71). The veins and cells

much used in classification; the terms applied to them are given in

filiation of Fig. 71. The abdomen is long, slender, and

more or arly cylindrical; the caudal end is furnished with

*
I.ibellOlidce, Libcllula: libdla, a water-level, on account of th f the wings

during flight.

ionita: od .<A\\.

FIG. frj.Plathemis trimaculata. (From Sanborn.)
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ping organs. The most remarkable peculiarity of the order is

the fact that the copulatory organs of the male are distinct from the

opening of the vasa deferentia
;

the former are situated on the

second abdominal segment, the latter on the ninth. Before pairing

the male conveys the seminal fluid to a bladder-like cavity on the

second abdominal segment ; this is done by bending the tip of the

abdomen forward. The pairing takes place during flight. The
maK :he neck of the female with his anal clasping organs :

the female then curves the end of her abdomen to the organs on the

:ul abdominal segment of the male.

The eggs are laid in water. In some species the female flies

back and forth over the surface of the water, sweeping down at in-

tervals to touch it with the tip of her abdomen, and thus wash off

one or more eggs into it. In other cases the eggs are laid in a mass.

On one occasion, in company with my class, I saw a dragon-fly pois-

.lerself in the air a short distance above the point where a water-

plant emerged from the water. At frequent intervals the insect de-

nied with a swift curved motion, pushing the end of her abdomen
into the water. On examination a large cluster of eggs were found

attached to the plant just below the surface. Professor Uhler has

observed a dragon-fly alight upon a water-plant, and, pushing the

end of her body below the surface of the water, glue a bunch of

to the submerged stem or leaf.

The nymphs of dragon-flies (Figs. 68 and 69) pass their lives in

68. Nymph of Dragon-fly. Agriomn*. Fir.. 69. Bxtivtc of nymph of Drmgon fly.

the y are predacior ig on such aquatic animals
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1C. The t"<>nn <>t" the body varies greatly, some

being quite slender, while others are nearly as broad as lo

Tlu ver, easily recogni/ed. The general app
the body is quite characteristic in spite of the variations in

proportions. There are also certain \vell-marked structural char-

. hich distinguish the nymphs of dragon-flies from all other

The most available of these characters is the form of the

mouth-parts. The mouth is furnished with well-developed mandi-

: maxilla^ all of which are armed with strong teeth, But

none of these is visible when the insect is at rest. The lower lip is

.tly enlarged, and so formed that it closes over the jaws conceal-

ing them. For this reason it has been termed the mask. But it is

much more than a mask; it is a powerful weapon of offence. It is

itly elongated ;
and is jointed in such a way that it can be thrust

out forward in front of the head. It is armed at its extremity
with a pair of sharp hooks, adapted for seizing and retaining its

prey-
An equally remarkable peculiarity of these insects in their

nymph si the form of the organs of respiration. The caudal

part of the alimentary canal, the rectum, is modified so as to con-

stitute a tracheal gill. It is somewhat enlarged ; and its walls are-

abundantly supplied with tracheae. Water is alternately taken in

and forced out through the anal opening; by this process the air in

the tracheae, with which the walls of the rectum are sup-

plied, is purified in the same manner as in an ordinary
tracheal gill.

In addition to the rectal tracheal gill, certain dragon-
flies possess in their nymph stages other org.r pira-

tion. Thus, in the Agrioninaj there are leaf-like caudal

tracheal gills ''Figs. 68 and 70; in some of the C'alop-

ginae we find lateral abdominal tracheal gills: and ir

tain forms there are even closing stigmata on the thorax

and abdomen.

;

IC

*} The rectal tracheal gill of immature dnu

H of locomotion, as well as of respiration. By draw-

ing water into the rectum gradually, and expelling it

:bly. the insect is able to dart through the water with o
able rapidity.

When the nymph of a dragon-fly is fully grown it leaves the

r to transform. The skin of the nymph splits open on the back
of the thorax and head, and the adult emerges, leaving the empty
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skin of the nymph clinging to the object upon which the transfor-

mation took place. Fig. 69 represents such a skin clinging to the

stem of a water-plant.

The dragon-flies arc predaceous in the adult as well as in the

nymph state ; hence their vigorous flight and strong jaws render

them formidable foes of less powerful insects.

It is not strange that there should be many popular superstitions

regarding insects so conspicuous as these. It is a common belief

among children that they have the power of sewing up the ears of

people, hence the name darning-needle; while the negroes in the

Southern States believe that the dragon-flies hover over dead snakes,

bringing them to life, and consequently call them snake-doct<

The Libellulidae is a remarkably well-defined group of in

The wings are peculiar in form and venation, and especially in the

possession of the nodus; the reproductive organs of the male are

very distinct in form from those of any other insects; and in the

nymph the structure of the mouth-parts and the organs of respira-
tion are equally peculiar. Owing to these important diffcrer

which exist between the Libellulidae and the most nearly allied in-

sects, certain entomologists regard the group as an order, to which

they apply the name Odonata.

-Wing of Dragon
am. accessory membrane or m

a*, anal angle; <t<-. antrcubital croas veins:
Aa, baaal area or space ; c. r, costal

i langle. a prolongation of
: m <i, median area or space ; mt, mt. median sect

nodus M, nodal sector ; A". A<*. postcostal area ; A", pottcostal vein, prolonged into ,

pOMCUbital CTOM-V -na
; v

'
'J"

M. hort %r,

a j.r..

1

.

si.; ..'r, n

croM-Tcinn : ft, //. principal eci.r ; //. ptrrontigma ; f.
. tc, subcoital vein : tm. ubmcdian vein, proton k

' diKoidal triangle, u*u.. .n^lc ; m*r/. u|>|>er sector of

Figure ; :urc of t

in insects of this order.
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\BLE OF SUB-FAMILIES OF LIBK IJ.rLTD.-E.*

A. \Vin-s alike, vertically folded in iv; remote and prdunclod.)

B. ~ numerous, at least five in number. t Wings al-

>iatel.) I. (

BB. Antecubital cross- veins two only. (Wings always distinctly petiokitc

Hind wings differently shaped from front wings; all four wings carried

horizontally in repose.

B. Antecubitals of the first and second series not correspond!: t at

base. Base of second series of postcubitals with cross-\

C. Eyes remote. 4-
'

CC. Kyes t- .uching at a single point, the touching ; >rming an

acute angle.

CCC. Eyes touching for a considerable space, the touching part straight.

or at a single point (.-Eschina /icros), the touching part rounded in a

single curve.

BB. Antecubitals of the first and second series correspond i the

second series of postcubitals with no cross-veins.

C. Each eye laterally tubercled behind. 6. <

CC. Posterior edge of each eye simple. 7. Lini .:

CALOPTKRVC.IN.I:. There are only two genera of this sub-family :

sentcd in our fauna. In Caloptnyx the wings are very broad, and the i

};pace has no trans is. Hct^rina differs in having the wings rather

narrow, and with the basal space reticulated. In this genus the base of the

wings in the male is blood-red.

ater number of our species belong and

I
the median and subnodal sectors arise from the prin

sector nearer the arculus than the nodus
; while in Agrion

under the nodus.

^ESCHMN.K. The greater number of our
5
to the typical

'ma. In the males of this genus the anal angle of tin

acute, the lower anal appendage is usually triangular, and thr second ai

merit bca: like tubercle. Of the
]

have out; commo; I 'his is a 1.

in length 68-74 mm., and having an alai >f 104-110 mm. I

males of this genus the anal angle of the posterior wi :ulcd like that

.!es ; the lower anal append. .md truncate; and the

second abdominal segment 1

:;'Hix.E. In the typical mphus tin- triangles of all of the wings
arc without transverse vein nus includes mam

vhich the following species pertain the triangles have transve

O mm.; it is remarkabl-

the length of the pterostigm.i, which inc. mm. /A/., ///.v is

an . -er species, which expand- 104-114111111. The

* After B. D. Walsh, I'roc. Ent. Soc. Phil. II. p. 259.
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ures only 6 mm., and the tarsi are very long. These two species are our most

common representatives of this division of the Gomphinae.
CORDULEGASTERIN.E. Our only genus is Cordulegdster, of which but few

species are found in the United States.

CORDULIN.E. We have three genera of this sub-family, each of which is

well represented in our fauna. These are Macormia, Epithtca, and Cordttlia.

LIBELLULIX/E. This sub-family is represented in our fauna by at least ten

genera.

Family III. PERLID.E.*

( )rder Pi. FA '< HTKKA of some authors,f

(Stont'-j!

The family Pcrlidcc includes comparatively few species ; hut

members of it are common about any of our creeks. These in.-

are called Stone-flies because the immature forms are very abun-

dant under stones in the bed of streams. The adults are found fly-

ing about or resting upon herbage in the vicinity of water.

The body is depressed, elongated, and with the sides nearly par-

allcl (I -i! arc 1<

ring, and many-jointed. The re unojual. the M-onl

be l.iri;<-r. and 1:

uid in H nl.il end of

abdomen i- funiMn-d with two -

, Pr1a: a : nc.

f Plccflptera: f>!t(os ( -r !aitcI; // i wing.
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It : in tlic nymphs of these ii >y lifting

<>m the water of swiftly flowing streams the young stone-flies

may be found closely adhering to their
'

I 1 surface. They present a wonderfully flat-

\ I tened appearaii : the body i

JflK . and closely applied to tli

while the legs, antenna-, and caudal

. diate from it on the surface of the stone. In

XjjJ jti/'
our Common forms their is a tuft of hair-

mf hke tracheal gills just behind the base of

W**^~" each lei;. And the more mature individuals

present conspicuous wing-pads.
The nymphs of stone-Hies constitut

/ \ important element in the food of fislu

/ \ have found them more often than any other

/ \ insects in the stomachs of brook trout.

When about to transform to the adult

state the insect crawls from the water upon a
FIG. 73. Nymph of Stone-fly, , , .-r,

eum. stone or some other object. Their exuvui:

common in these situations. The females of certain exotic spe-

have been observed to carry their eg^s about with them,

attached in a globular mass to the end of the abdomen, for some

time before they are laid in the water. Probably our species pre-

sent a similar habit.

The greater number of our species belong to the genus l\rla.

In this genus the wings have but few transverse veins; the anal

the posterior wings is large and folded; the palpi are 1

tie-like; and th two caudal setaj. The genus /'/<'

it scientific interest, owing to the present
iieal gills throughout the entire life of the insects. The gill

I'teronarcys consist of little tufts of short slender filaments, of which

there is a pair on the ventral aspect of each thoracic, and the fi

and M-cond abdominal segments. The wings in this genus
net-veined.

Thi g of stone-flies that appear in the adult

Upon the :i warm days in the latter half of winter.

come more numerous in early spring, and often find their

into our houses. The most common one in Central New York

v-fly. Capnia pyguuea. It is black, with gray hairs.

The female mm. in length, and has an expanse of wings
of 16 mm. The male measures .only 4^ mm. (0.18 incln, and has

i
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short wings which extend only two-thirds the length of the ab-

domen.

In England certain stone-flies are much used by anglers. One,

Ckloroptrla vlridiS) is well known under the name "Yellow Sally,"
and a species of Ncmoura is called the "

Willow-fly.'

Family IV.

(Termites, or White-ants!)

The Termites, or white-ants, are social insects, which live in large

societies, consisting of several distinct forms of individuals. They
are chiefly tropical; but there is one species which is commonly dis-

tributed over the United States east of the Rocky Mountains; and

several others occur farther west.

These insects can be easily recognized by the pale color of t he-

greater number of individuals of which a colony is composed, by the

fact of their living in large ant-like colonies, and by the form of tile-

abdomen, which is broadly joined to the thorax instead of bt

pedunculate as in the ants.

The Termites are commonly called white-ants on account of

their color and of a resemblance in form and habits to the true ants.

Thu . however, are only very general. In structure

the Termites and ants are widely separated ;
as the former

among the lowest of winged insects, while the latter stand near the

head of the series. In habits there is little more in common than

that both are social, and the fact that in each the function of repro-

duction is restricted t<> a few individuals, while the greater number

differ in form from the sexually mature males and females, and are

specially adapted to the performance of the labors of the com-

munity.
This development of distinct castes f<r the performance of

cial functions is carried much farther among the Termite

among the ants and other social II :;i; ;' In the l.itt

>nly three forms: n. s or queens, and workers, \\lmh

develop des. With

It ,i . eason of th-

be found a large number of individuals "i tc color,

Termltid: Ttrmtt, a white-ant.
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i.

and of the form represented in Fig. 74. These are named the

rJkerst
for upon them devolve nearly all the lal

of the colon\\ They may be looked upon as indi-

viduals, who>e physical, and especially sexual, devel-

opment has been checked while yet nymph;e and

never carried farther. Hut the development of their

instinctive powers is truly remarkable; for it is this

te that builds the n lects the provisions,

and cares for the young. A study of the internal

anatomy of workers has shown that both sexes are

represented in this caste; the reproductive organs

are, however, but little developed.

Associated with the workers, and resembling them in color and

in being wingless, there occur numerous representatives of another

..-, which can be recognized by the enormous size of their heads

. 75). These are the soldiers. Upon this caste

devolves the protection of the colony. And they are

well adapted for this work, their powerfully developed
mandibles rendering them formidable creatures. We
find among the soldiers, as among the workers, both

sexes represented. In some species the male and

female soldiers differ externally, so that they can be

distinguished without dissection. But here, as with

the workers, the reproductive organs are rudimen-

At a certain season of the year, late spring
or early summer for our common species, tli

can be found in the nests winged individuals;

these are the wales and females. These differ greatly in appear-
ance from the workers and soldiers. In our species, Tcrwes jla-

are black or dark chestnut in color; the body measures

5 mm. (0.2 in.) in length ; while the wings expand 1 6 mm. (of^) in.).

The wings when not in placed lengthwise upon the back,

and project more than half their length beyond the end of the body.
The two pairs of wings are of nearly equal si/e, and are furnished

with numerous veins. In May or June these winged males and
females leave the nest in a body. Sometimes clouds of them ap-

r. After flying a greater or less distance they alight on the

ground, and then shed their wings. At this time the males seek

the females, seizing hold of them with their mandibles
; but it is

believed that pairing does not take place till a later period. The
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greater number of the individuals composing one of these swarms

soon perish. They fall victims to birds and other insectivorous

animals. But in a few cases a couple is taken in charge by sonic

workers ; and thus is founded a new colony. There is usually at

the head of a colony only a single pair of sexual individuals. These

have been termed the King and Queen. It should be borne in

mind, however, that they are simply the parents of the community;
for all of the individuals in a colony, except the founders who
11 elected

"
this King and Queen, are their offspring ; and in no case

among insects do we find rulers at the head of a community. It

would have been better in each case had the term Mother been ap-

plied to the individual at the head of a colony of Termites, ants, b

or wasps; as the function of such an individual is merely the produc-
tion of eggs. A cell is provided by the worker Termites for their

and Queen. This is shaped like an inverted

watch-glass, and is furnished at first with a single

small opening ; later there are several. Within this

cell the royal pair remain prisoners ; but they are

carefully attended by numerous workers. As the

eggs develop in the body of the female her abdo-

men becomes greatly extended. Fig. 76 represents

such a queen, natural size. The specimen figured

is from India, and was kindly given to me by Dr.

Hagen. The dark spots along the middle of the

dorsal wall of the abdomen are the chitinized parts

of that region ; the lighter portions are made up of

the very much stretched membrane uniting the

segments ; along each side of the abdomen the spi-

racles are visible. This specimen is a comparatively
small one; in some species the queens become

lu inches in leu
7l
?f?ZTt

In addition to the winged males and females just

described, there are sometimes developed wingless sexual imlivid

which never leave the nest. Tli< mcd >/;///<-///
;//r//;//,//,.N and

, and t! vc as sir - for the v, s or

females whenever a community does not find a true king or qu

complements! produce comparatively few *\\

con '!y never become as large as do t <jmcns. It

quires several of *o replace a qu< Frit M '!< r found in

one case a king living in company with thirty-one complement al

females. As these wingless males and f icver lea :icst,
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they pair with their near relatives. The development of

.ml forms is therefore necessary in order to provide for inter-

\
of individuals not closely related. Doubtless here as with

the true ants the winged males and females emerge from many n

at the same time and mingle in a single swarm: in this way there is

opportunity for intercrossing.

n the above it can be seen that among the Termites there

four distinct castes': (l) Winged sexual forms or kings and

queens; (2) Wingless sexual forms or complemental males and

females; (3) Workers; (4) Soldiers. As both sexes are represented
in each caste, we have in all eight forms.

There is space here for but little regarding the habits of these

wonderful insects. In the tropics certain species build nests of great

me of these are mounds ten or twelve feet in height. Other

ies build large globular masses upon the trunks or branches of

trees. All of the Termites are miners, and all avoid the light.

They therefore build covered ways from their nests to such pi,

'.iey wish to visit. In some of the hot countries they are the

-st of all pests. They will feed upon almost any organic matter ;

they destroy wooden structures of all kinds, including buildings and

furniture. Libraries are often completely ruined by them. In in-

festing anything composed of wood they usually eat out the interior,

leaving a thin film on the outside. Thus a table may appear to be

sound, but crumble to pieces beneath a slight weight; entrance

having been made through the floor of the house and the legs of the

table.

The mounds of Termites are composed chiefly of the ext i

undigested wood upon which the insects have fed.* This is moulded

into the desired form, and, on drying, it becomes solid.

Like other Pseildoneuroptera, the Termites undergo an incom-

plete metamorphosis. Tin is soon as they are deposited by
the que< arried away by the workers to other chambers. The

young are fed upon prepared food, which is stored up in tin- form

of very hard and tough rounded massi-s, evidently Composed of com-

minuted wood. It is believed that tin: young Termites are also

fed on the sck-rotia of some fungi. Tin- y>ung white' ants are ac-

tive: and all sizes, from the newly-hatched nymph to the full-grown

* That this substance is compos* "<lv tissue is easily seen by a micro-

k examination; and I am informed by Prof. J. C. Branner, who has observed '

insects in Brazil, that he has seen the Termites eject the matter from the caudal opening
of the alimentary canal and add it to the ; '-red ways which they were building.
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worker, can be found in a nest at the same time. At certain sea-

sons of the year the nymphs of the kings and queens are present,
and can be distinguished by their wing-pads of greater or less length.

Tcnncs flaripcs is common throughout the Eastern United States;

and it is the only species which occurs in this region. The workers

when full grown measure about 4 mm. (0.16 in.) in length, and are

of the form shown in Fig. 74. The soldiers are somewhat larger ;

one is represented in Fig. 75. The winged males and females

are described above; they are often found in nests before they
have swarmed out, and swarms of them are frequently seen. Hut,

notwithstanding the abundance of nests of this species, the laying

queen has never been found. A specimen supposed to be a queen
was collected in Florida by Mr. Hubbard, and is in the Museum
of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge ; but this is believed by
Dr. Hagen to be merely a complemental female.

Tcnnes fldvipcs is not a mound-builder. It makes its nests in old

logs, in stumps, in the ground under stones or other objects, and in

buildings or other wooden structures. It usually infests decaying
wood in the fields or forests; but I have known of several instances

where it has done serious injury to buildings ; and I have also found

it infesting living plants. This habit of infesting growing plants is

manifested chiefly in the Southern States; but it has been observed

also in New England. I found the white-ants common throughout
Florida, infesting orange-trees, guava-bushes, and sugar-cane. In

this State these insects are generally recognized as important p

They are there known as "
wood-lice," a name whose use is to be

deprecated, as it tends to create confusion.

When white-ants infest living plants, they attack that part which

is at or just below the surface of the ground. In the CESC of pampas-

! the base of the stalk is hollowed; with woody plant-,

orange-trees and guava-bushes, tin- hark of the base of the trim

:ently the tl omplctcly girdled; with Migar-

cane the most s,-rious injury is the destruction of the scc<

ntfl may tfOycd by water heated Mifhuently to

kill the , ithout injury to the infested plants. In the case of

oran much can 1 to prevent the attacks of t

My experience coin i that it is those tree the

crown of whose toots the soil h .<
:

><-d that <

t liable

tobecomci; h; tl should be taken to

h soil im: tch cultivation "t the grove, leavm- the

crown of th' It is also important t old
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tally pine, from near the trees; as such wood is liab'.

become infested, and the white ants to spread from it to the orar.

trees.

The zoological position of the Termitidae is, like that of the Eplu'im
near the foot of the insect series. In fact, the form of the win-s with Ttnnes

i^arded as even more primitive than that of A/ /////</ i / as is also the

structure of the thorax, with its equally developed and unusually distinct

ments. But the wonderful development of instinctive powers and of separate
castes among the whitr-ants indicates that, although ;is shown by their Mrur

tu re. they represent one of the lowest groups of winged insects preserve

this time, they constitute the highest development of their line. It is a sug-

gestive fact that Hagen, who is the best informed regarding the Termii

considers them closely related to the Blattidae, to which the oldest known in-

sects belong.

Family V. PSOCID/E.*

(Book-lice ct al.)

The best known representatives of this family are the minute in-

sects common in old papers, books, and neglected collections
;
and

which have received the name of Book-lice.

These low, wingless creatures form, how-

ever, but a small part of the family. The
more typical and winged forms

a strong resemblance to plant-lice or

Aphides. The body is oval, the head free.

and the prothorax is small. The wings
when present arc of unequal size, the hind

Pic. 77. Ptflctu venosus. .

pair being smaller. When not in use the

wings are folded roof-like over the body, like those of the Aphides.
The tarsi are two- or three-jointed.

There are two sub-families, which are distinguished as foll<

A. Ocelli wanting; wings absent or incomplete. A J

AA. Ocelli present; wings well developed. IN.*.

ATROPLN?
^:. Two genera of this sub-family are represented in

this country. In Atropos the wings are absent, the ineso- and

athorax are grown together, and the antenna; are seventeen-

jointed. The common Book-loust fos dii-inatoria. This species

i> about I mm. in length ;
it is grayish white, with black eyes. Closely

allied to this genus is ClotJiilla, in which the anterior wings are rep-

uted by small convex scales
;
the meso and metathorax are free,

and the antennae are many-jointed.

*Ps6cul2e, PsOcus : psocho (#<;r<), to grind.
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C. pnlsatoria is a little more than I mm. in length. It is of a pale

yellowish white, and is found in similar situations as the book-louse.

1S< >ciN.-K. Here we find four well-developed wings. Usually
these extend much beyond the end of the abdomen. But short-

winged forms occur in species which ordinarily are long-winged. Of
course the young of all are wingless, and there is a gradual develop-
ment of the wings as the insect matures. The antennae consist of

only thirteen segments ;
this will enable one to separate the imma-

ture forms from the Atropinae.

The Psocinae occur upon the trunks and leaves of trees, on stones,

walls, and palings. They feed upon lichens, and probably other dry

vegetable matter. They are sometimes gregarious. I have often

observed communities of a hundred or more closely huddled together
on the trunks of orange-trees in Florida, feeding upon lichens.

The eggs are laid in heaps on leaves, branches, and bark ; the

female covers them with a tissue of threads. It is believed that

both sexes have the power of spinning threads similar to those spun

by spiders. .

Several genera of Psocinae occur in the United States; but the

greater number of our species belong to the genus Psocus.

Family VI. MALLOPHAGID^*

Order MALLOPHAGA of some authors.

(Bird-tic*.)

The Mallophdgida are parasites which live on warm-blooded ani-

mals. They infest chiefly birds, and on this account the term Bird-

lice is applied to the entire group. A few genera, however,

parasitic upon mammals. It is an interesting \

that in the case of the genera that infest mammals
none of the sp >mul on birds; and of

those that live on birds none infest mammals-.

bird-lice resemble the true lice in form,

being wingless, and with the body more or less flat-

tened. Certain species which infest domestic fowls

well-known examples. These insects differ from

the true lice in having biting mout

.

true lice (Family Pediculid.i .
< >r<l< r H< n: ave

mouth-parts, feed upon blood, and infest only m. mini

Malldphaga: math* <^aUo<), wool; piugein (^r^ir), to eat.
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J/< -''lliiiutn is one of the species which infest the hen.

This is often a pest in hen-houses. It is to free themselves from
this and allied parasites that hens wallow in dust and scatter it

>ng their feathers. When fowls are confined so that they cannot

dust themselves they are very liable to suffer from bird-lice.

In order to protect fowls from these pests, cleanliness and the use

of proper insecticides are necessary. The house should be thor-

oughly cleaned at least twice each year, and the straw in the n

burned. Sprinkling powdered sulphur in the nests, and oiling the

perches with kerosene, will do much to keep the lice in check. If a

house becomes badly infested it should be thoroughly white-washed.

and the fowls dusted with Persian insect-powder. Many writers

advise the use of kerosene upon infested fowls.

There is much doubt regarding the zoological position of the Mai lop

The placing of them in the Pseudoneuroptera must be regarded as a provi-
sional arrangement. They were formerly classed with the true lice, but tlu \

sharply distinguished from them by the structure of their mouth-parts. Both

of these groups have become so degraded as the result of their parasitic habits

that it will be very difficult if not impossible to definitely determine their

places in the insect series. Certain German entomologists class together as

an order the Termitidae, Psocidae, and Mallophaga under the name Corrodcntia.

But this association does not seem to me natural.

TABLE OF GENERA OK MALLOPHAGA.

A. Antennae filiform, three- or five-jointed ; maxillary palpi invisible.

B. Antenna: three-jointed; tarsi with a single claw. Parasites on m.im-

;ls. i. TRICHODI

BB. Antenna: five-jointed ;
tarsi with two claws. Parasites on birds.

C. With movable appendages (trabiruhei on the head in front of the

:ma: ; antenna: nearly alike in both ft 2. DOCOPHORUS.

CC. Trabiculx absent, or if present not motile.

D. Antenna: filiform, without sexual diilerences.

E. Head rounded behind ; last segment in the male rounded off.

3. NlRMUS.

EE. Head abrupt angled behind: abdominal segments fused in the

middle. 4. GONIOCO

DD. Antenna; of male forcipate by a prOGCM from the third segment.

E. Head angled behind ; terminal segments of female tubercle-like, of

male rounded off. 5. GoNlODES.

EE. Head rounded behind ; terminal segment of male notched.

6. LlPKURUS.
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A A. Antennae clubbed, four-jointed ; maxillary palpi long, filiform, four-jointed.

B. Tarsi with two claws. Parasites on birds.

C. Mesothorax wanting ; antennae always concealed.

D. Head very broad ;
no orbital sinus. 7. EURHM.

DD. Head elongated, with lateral angles directed backwards.

E. With sharply marked off cypleus, and shallow orbital sinus.

8. L^MOBOTHRIUM.
EE. With only wavy head-margins, and long lateral lobes on the

labrum. 9. PHYSOSTOMUM.
CC. Mesothorax present.

D. Mesothorax large, sharply marked off ; head three-sided ; antennae

concealed. 10. TRINOTUM.
DD. Mesothorax small, only indicated*.

E. Orbital sinus deep ; antennae usually elongated and visible.

II. COLPOCEPHALl M.

EE. Orbital sinus very shallow or obsolete, antennae concealed.

12. MENOPON.
BB. Tarsi with a single claw. Parasites on mammals. 13. GYROPUS.

The following is a list of the described species of the Mallophaga which

infest domestic animals; in each case the host is indicated :

i. TRICHODECTES. Trichodlctes Idtus (Fig. 79), dog; T. restrains, c.

*yw/(Fig. 78), horse and ass; T. br&vtceps, llama; T. climax, goat; T. sphero-

cepiialus (Fig. 80), sheep; T. scaldris (Fig. 81), ox.

<ctft FIG. 80. Tricko- Fi<;. 81 Trickttcttt FIG. 8a.-OrW/< */-

iatmt. (From Law.) ^,<*ff . : romLaw.) (From Law.)
tkalmt. (From

2. DOCOPHORUS. Docdpkorus aduslus, goose ; D. icttrodts, duck.

3. NIRM wus davcrfdrmis, pigeon; A*, nfimida, Guinca-fow

tcssclldtus. duck.

4. GONIOCHOTF.S. Gonidf/i ''iir, pigeon; G. //., Guinea-fowl ; G.

'/us. peacock ; G. - asant ; G. kologdstfr, hen.

DES. Goniodfs numididnus, Guinea-fowl; G. sty/iftr (Fig. 82),
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turkey; G. J ':/<//.?. pheasant ; G. disslmilis and G.

lien.

6. LlPEURUS. Lipturus bacillus, pigeon ; L. polytrapesivs, turk

peacock ; L. :/>/uts and /,. viiridbitis, hen ; A. /actt'its and /.. y<y..

goose; /.. squiiiiihts and Z. t-artdbitis, duck.

10. T KIN I'rinotum conspitrcdtum and 7". sqmiliditm, goose ; 7

ran; r. luridum, duck.

11. ( -L'olpiKcphiilum loHgieaitdum, pigeon; C'. niinfttum,

12. MIA '-lenopon numidos. Guinea-fowl; J/. strainineum, turkey;
.)/. phacostomum, peacock ; J/. fuscomacithltum, pheasant ; J/. pallldium, hen.

13. GYROPUS. Gyropus grdcili's and (7. ovalis, capybara.



CHAPTER VI.

Order III. ORTHOPTERA.*

(Cockroaches, Crickets, Grasshoppers, Locusts, Earwigs, et a!.)

Tlie members of tJiis order hare four wings : the first pair are

thickened, and usually overlap when at rest ; the second pair are

thinner, and arefolded in plaits longitudinally. The mouth parts art-

formed for biting. The metamorphosis is incomplete.

The order Orthoptera includes some of the very common and

best known insects. The most familiar representatives are the cock-

roaches, crickets, grasshoppers, locusts, and katydids.

Although the song of the katydid'and the chirp of the cricket

are most often associated with recollections of pleasant evenings

spent in the country, we cannot forget that to members of this order

are due some of the most terrible insect scourges man has known.

The devastations caused by great swarms of migratory locusts are

not only matters of historical record, but are too painfully known to

many of our own generation in the Western States.

With the exception of a single family (Mantida.*), the members of

this order are as a rule injurious to vegetation. And main

quite apt to multiply to such an extent that their destruction of

plant life becomes of economic importance.
In the Orthoptera the two pairs of wings differ in structure-.

front \\ ithery or parchment-like, forming covers

the more delicate hind wings. These wing-covers have i ! the

special name tcgmina. Excepting in the first family (the earwigs),
<

)rthoptera arc thickly reticulated \\ ith a net-work

of v .d usually overlap at the tips. The- position and struc-

ture of
' ulna differ in the different families, and afford good

characters for separating them. The more important \

nina usually divide them into three more or less wt 11 mat

as. These have bi ning \\ith that bor-

dering on the front margin of the \\ing. the costal. \\\ nal

The hind "ed with v-

Orthftptcra. orthot (opfjof), straight; pteron (xrtpdr), a wing.
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The principal ones arc arranged somewhat like the bars of a fan:

and the wings when not in i; >lded in a fan-like manner. The

name Orthoptera f> given to this order on account of this longitudi-

nal folding and position of the second pair of wings when closed.

There are many windless genera in the order. A few species have

the .interior pair only; and in one instance at least, the first pair

iting while the second pair are present.

The mouth parts are all present, and are well developed. The
student who wishes to get a clear idea of the structure of a typical

mouth cannot do better than to dissect the mouth of a cock-

roach or locust.

The appendages of the abdomen furnish important characters for

the purposes of classification. Thus the

form of the ovipositor is of great

vice in distinguishing the families ; and

the ccrci, a pair of appendages one on

ach side near the caudal end of the

abdomen, are also much used in de-

scriptions.

In the Orthoptera the metamorpho-
sis is incomplete. In the case of t!

species that never acquire wings the

change in form from the newly hatched

nymph to the adult is frequently in-

considerable. With others we see the

FIG. 83.-Mouth-Parts of the Red- wings, developed by degrees, -is de-

scribed in Chapter [. (Figs. 8 t..

There are many Orthoptera that have in tin- adult state only

rudimentary wings. Th trongly immature ins<

It is often important to determine whether a short-winged .speci-

men is an adult or not : thi ially true in case of the Acridi-

'<r locusts. Fortunately this determination can easily be ii:

with the Jumping Orth< >n Saltatoriai. In case of ti-

the wing-pads of the nymphs are inverted, as shown by the

curving down of the extremities of the wing-veins instead of u;

with the adult ; and the rudimentary wings are outside of the wing-

covers, instead of beneath them. There is also tin- distinction that

these rudiments of I d pair of wings are triangular in outline,

and are flat, not folded ; while the wings of the adult are more or

folded, even when too small to be of use as organs of flight.

Certain species belonging to the three higher families, Acridida-,
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Gryllidae, and Locustidae, arc interesting on account of the sounds

which they produce. A very large proportion of the insect cries

heard in the late summer and autumn come from this source. The

organs by which these notes are made are chiefly the wing-covers.

hould be remembered that, owing to their peculiar mode of

breathing, insects have nothing that corresponds to our voice. It is

only the males of the Orthoptera that sing ; and the musical appa-
ratus is different in each of the three families. Each form will be

ribed later.

In this connection perhaps reference should be made to the sup-

posed organs of hearing of these insects. In the Acrididse there is

on each side of the first abdominal segment a pit, over the mouth of

which is stretched a membrane : this is termed the tympanum^ and is

believed by some to be an organ of hearing; it is doubtless a sci

organ, but its function has not yet been determined. A pair of

similar organs occur near the proximal end of each tibia of the first

pair of legs in the Locustidae and Gryllidae.

The order Orthoptera comprises seven families. These have

been grouped into five sections by some writers
;
and the names of

the sections occur frequently in entomological works. Each of the

ctions includes only a single family ; the fourth section

includes the three remaining families. The names of the sections

except the first were suggested by the form of the legs in each.

The following are the names of the sections and the families which

they include :

I. Dcrmciptcra ; includes the Forficftlidic or Karv

II. Cnrsoria or Runners ; includes the Klattida or Cockroac,

III. I\,tf;,-ria or Graspers; includes the MantitLc or Rcar-h<>:

IV. Ambulatoria or Walkers; includes the P/uismufa or Walking-
stic

V. 5 ia or Juniper-: includes tin he or Locusts or

Short-horned Grasshoppers, th< tide or Long horned Grass

hoppers and Katydids, and the Gryllida or Crick

TABLE OF FAMILIES OF ORTHOPTF.K A

A. Posterior femora fitted for walking, i.e.. resembling thereof the other legs,

ovipositor with the subgenital plate concealed ; organs of flight of itmn

forms in normal position ; insects mute.

B. Anterior wings leathery, very short, without veins, meeting in a in-

line ; posterior wings when present folded to the middle of the anterior
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margin; tarsi three jointed, the pulvillus wanting; cerci horn

bl ing forceps. i. F

BB. Anterior wings parchment-like, thickly veined; posterior wings folded

to the base; tarsi five-jointed ; cerci soft, jointed or without joints.

C. Body oval, depressed ; head wholly or almost wholly withdrawn bet

the pronotum; pronotuin shield-like, transverse; legs com;

cerci jointed; rapidly running insects. 2. HI.AI

CC. Body elongated; head free; pronotum elongated; legs

rounded; cerci jointed or without joints ; walking insects.

D. Front legs fitted for grasping; cerci jointed. 3,
M \N

DD. Front legs simple; cerci without joints. 4. I'HAS.MID.K.

AA. Posterior femora fitted for jumping, i.e., very much stouter or very much

longer, or both stouter and longer than the middle femora; ovipositor horny,
free (except with the mole crickets); organs of flight of immature forms

inverted; stridulating insects.

B. Antennae short; tarsi three-jointed ; supposed organs of hearing situated

in the first abdominal segment; ovipositor short, composed of fu:

arate plates; stridulating organs situated in hind femora and the

area of the tegmina. 5. ALKII

BB. Antennas long, setaceous ; tarsi four- or three-jointed ; supposed organs
of hearing situated in the anterior tibiae and also in the prosternum ; ->\ i

positor elongated (except in the mole crickets) ; composed of four connate

plates.

C. Tarsi four-jointed ; ovipositor (when exserted) forming a strongly com-

pressed, generally sword-shaped blade; the stridulating organs of male

limited to the anal area of the tegmina. 6. Locus i m.K.

CC. Tarsi three-jointed; ovipositor (when exserted) forming a nearly

cylindrical, straight, or occasionally upcurved needle; the stridulating

organs of the male extend across the anal and median areas of the teg-

mina. 7. GRYLLID^.

Family I. FORFICULID^E.*

(Earwigs.)

This family includes only the earwigs. With these insects the

first pair of wings are leathery, very small,

without vt iiis, and when at rest meet in a

straight line down the back, partially cov-

ering the second pair of wings. T!

wing-covers strongly resemble those of the

The second pair of wings

FIG. 84^Winr of Earwig.
differ from those of other Orthoptera < I

;

ig.

84). They are furnished with radiating veins

which extend from a point near the end of the basal third of the

* Forficfllida : forflcula % a pair of small shears.
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wing over the distal part of this organ. When the wing is not in

use this part is folded in plaits like a fan ; and the wing is folded

twice transversely. With other Orthoptera the longitudinal folding

extends to the base of the wing, and there is no transverse folding.

The tarsi are three-jointed ;
and there are no pulvilli between the

claws. The most striking character of the family is the form of the

cerci, which are horny, and resemble forceps.

The earwigs are rare in this country, especially in the North. Hut

in Europe they are common, and are often troublesome p<

They are nocturnal, hiding in the day-time among leaves and in all

kinds of crevices, and coming out by night. They feed upon the

corollas of flowers, fruit, and other vegetable substances. When
troublesome, they may be trapped with hollow objects into which

they can crawl and hide during the day-time.

The name of the typical genus, Forficula,

the Latin word for scissors. It was sug-

gested by the curious form of the cerci. The
common name, earwig, has reference to a

widely spread fancy that these insects creep
into the ears of sleeping persons.

Our most common representative of the

family is the little earwig, Ldbia minor. This

is a small species; the body measures a little

than 4 mm. (0.15 inch) in length ; the for-

ceps of the male, 1.25-2 mm. (0.05-0.08 inch) ;

and those of the female slightly less. The
head is blackish ; the pronotum is narrower

than the head ; and the wings protrude be-

yond the tips of the tegmina.
Fie. 85.-Ao Barwig.

In 1876 only 13 species of this family were known to occur in

the United States. For a tabular synopsis of these by S. H. Scud-

der, see Psyche, vol. I. p. 177.

It is thought by many entomologists that this family should

rank as an order; and it is so classed in some of the text-books

under the name Dcnndptcra* and in others under tl "lex-

dptera.
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Family II.

(Cockroackts.)

The cockroaches are such well-known insects that there is but

little need for a detailed account of their characteristics. As already-

indicated in the table of families, the body is oval and depressed ;

the head is nearly horizontal, and wholly or almost wholly withdrawn

beneath the pronotum ; the head is bent so that the moutli parts

project caudad between the bases of the first pair of legs; the

antennae are long and bristle-like; and the pronotum is shield-like.

This family includes only the cockroaches; but these insects are

known in some localities as " black beetles," and our most common

species in the Northern cities bears the name of Croton-bug.
In the Northern States our native species are usually found in

the fields or forests under sticks, stones, or other rubbish. Hut cer-

tain imported species become pests in dwellings. In the wanner

parts of the country, however, native and foreign species alike swarm
in buildings of all kinds, and are very common out of doors.

Cockroaches are very general feeders: they destroy nearly all

forms of provisions, and injure many other kinds of merchandise.

They often deface the covers of cloth-bound books, eating blotches

upon them for the sake of the sizing used in their manufacture; and

I have had them eat even the gum from postage-stamps. They
thrive best in warm, damp situations

;
in dwellings they prefer the

kitchens and laundries, and the neighborhood of steam and water

pipes. They are chiefly nocturnal insects. They conceal themselves

during the day beneath furniture or the floors, or within the spa
in the walls of a house

;
and at night they emerge in search of food.

The depressed form of their bodies enables them to enter small

cracks in the floors or walls.

Not only are these insects very destructive to our possessions.

but owing to their fetid odor merely the sight of them awakens dis-

gust ; but it is due them to state that they are said to devour greedily

bed-bugs. This will better enable us to abide their presence in our

state-rooms on ocean voyages, or in our chambers when we are

forced to stop at poor hotels.

It is a curious fact in the life-history of cockroaches that the

female lays all of her eggs at once, they being inclosed in a purse-

* Blittidae: bldtta, a cockioach.
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like pod (Fig. 86). This pod varies in form in different genera ; but
is more or less bean-shaped. Upon one edge
there is a longitudinal slit. Within, the cap-
sule is divided into two spaces, in each of

which there is a row of separate chambers,
F 'c. se.-Omheca of a Cock-

each chamber enclosing an egg. The females

carry this pod, or ootheca, as it is termed, about with them, pro-

truding from the end of the abdomen for several days.
The use of Pyrethrum or Persian insect-powder is the most effi-

cient means of ridding an infested house of these pests. It should

be sprinkled about their haunts at night, or blown into the cracks

from which they come. (See Chapter XIV., Pyrethrum).
The Croton-bug (Bldtta gcrmdnicd). This is the best known of all

of the cockroaches in our Northern cities. The above popular name

originated in New York City, and was suggested by the fact that

these pests are very abundant, in houses, about the

water-pipes connected with the Croton Aqueduct.
The adult insect varies in length from II mm. to 13

mm. (0.43 in. to 0.51 in.). It is light brown in color,

with two longitudinal black stripes on the pronotum.
The wings extend beyond the tip of the abdomen.

This is an imported species, which has spread to

nearly all parts of the world, living upon ships, ami

spreading from them. (Fig. 87.)

The Oriental Cockroach (I\riplancta oricntalis\

This also is a cosmopolite, which, like the preceding
Is a great pest in dwellings throughout the civili/.ed world.

dark brown, and measures from 2O mm. to 23 mm. (o.S in. to 0.9
in. in length). With the females the tegmina are only about 4 mm.
in length, and have no wings under them. In tin- males both pairs

of win developed, but do not reach to the end of the

abdomen.

Of our native species then- are two which I have found vii\ CODQ

mon at the North. ihioun

about 16 mm. (0.63 in.) in length, with a light strip

each >m the head along the margin of the pronotum and

:1 half of the tegmin.i. The II ifl
;

<TS do not
cji:

of the abdomen. /Vti/awcdrs /V;///.s: mmh la:

with lo: colored ' d wings. I
, ml

tip of the .ibdomrn. Th< margin of the pion

light, while the d : the lateral mar

7
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dally at the base, are lighter than the discal portions. The
adult measures to the tip of the wings 25 mm. i i

inch) or more. Although this is a native spcv

living in our fields, it is often found in our dwell i:

being attracted by lights at night.

Among our species of cockroaches are many
wingless forms. One of these is represented in

Fig. 88.

Family III. MAM m.E.*

FIG. 88.-A wing- Soothsayers or Praying Mantes.}
less Cockroach.

The members of this family have received many

popular names in the regions where they occur, owing to their

tesque forms and strange attitudes. Among these are Rear-hoi

Race-horses, Camel-crickets, Praying Mantes, and Soothsayers. The

FlC. fy.Pkasmomamtit Carolina.

spec usually of considerable size, so that they are conspicuous

objects. We have no representative of the family at the North;
and there are but i in our Southern States, they be

ly inhabitants of tropical countn
The most strikiiu; characters of these insects are the great length

of the prothorax, it being the longest segment of the body, and the

enlarged front le->. which a 1 for grasping. With some
the wings resemble leaves of plants in form and coloring. This

resemblance is protective, causing the insects to resemble t\\
i;.

*
Maniid.x, Mantis: mantis (;mrn?), a prophet; also the Greek name for th

sects.
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the plants upon which they are. All of the species are carnivorous.

They do not pursue their prey, but wait patiently with the front

raised like uplifted hands in prayer, until it comes within reach,

when they seize it. This position which they as-

sume while waiting gives them most of their

popular names. The eggs of the Mantidae are

laid in clusters on twigs, and encased in a flattened

or ootheca (Fig. 90). This differs from the

ootheca of the cockroach in being composed of

hardened silk.

The most common species of the Southern

States is PJiasinoindntis Carolina. This is shown

by Fig. 89. By referring to this figure the un-

usual development of the front legs can be seen.

The parts of the leg that are most strongly

spined are the femur and tibia
;

the slender

appears as an appendage of the tibia
;

and the coxa is so elongated that at first sight

it would be mistaken for the femur.

Family IV. PHASMID^:.*

Even more grotesque in appearance than the

Mantidae are the insects constituting the family F IG. 9o.-EKK-mase

I'liasmidiu, and commonly known as Walking-sticks,
f

(FromUueyT'

They can be easily recognized by their

long, linear bodies, furnished with long leijs and antennae. The
three pairs of legs are similar in form. Their wini;s. when present,

til, or if leaf-like; resembling in some inst.i-

i other-, those that are dry and withered. The

win^l- mble tv

Walkin are strictly herbivorous ; they are slow in their

mot; for a loi
I

in one plai i
,

I'ln-ir

.rge, oval, .ind an ground beneath the

:>on which the ii the female, unlike most ()rt:

;1. On!.

mon in the Nor . This is /^//////v;//*-;,

*
Phftsmidae, Phasma: pkatma (0af<r//<r), a spectre.
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tnordta. It is represented in Fig. 91. natural si/e. It is a quite-

common insect ; and on several occasions has appeared in such great

Fie. ^\.Diaf>htromera ftmorata. a, b, eggi; c, younjf hatchmp. (From Riley.)

numbers as to be seriously destructive to the foliage of forest trees.

Probably the best way of destroying it when it becomes a pest is to

spray the infested trees or shrubs with Paris-green water, and its
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recurrence should be guarded against by burning the leaves upon
the ground under the infested trees in the autumn, thus destroying
the eggs.

Family V.

(Locusts or Short-horned Grasshoppers.)

The Acrididae and the two following families constitute the sec-

tion Saltatoria or Jumpers. The members of this section agree in

having the hind legs fitted for jumping, by being either very much
stouter or very much longer, or both stouter and longer, than the

femora of the other legs. The females are usually furnished with a

prominent ovipositor, and the wings of the immature forms are in

an inverted position.

In many species, especially of the Acrididae, the adult is fur-

nished with rudimentary wings ;
and thus presents the appearance of

an immature form. But by means of the character just given it is

to distinguish the adult even in the case of these short-winged
: for in the immature forms the tegmina are folded beneath

the wings, and the principal veins of both tegmina and wings curve

downward instead of upward.
The family Acrididie includes the Locusts or Short-horned Grass-

hoppers. These are common and well-known insects. They differ

from other Saltatoria in having the antennaj much shorter than the

body, and consisting of not more than twenty-five segments. The
>ositor of the female is short, and composed of four separate

plates, and the basal segment of the abdomen is furnished on each

side with a supposed organ of hearing.

The head is usually short, although in two of the sub-families it is

nded horizontally. Immediately under the vertex, but in some
s above it, there is on each side a little space bounded by
'1 ridges. These spaces are termed the Literal Jorcolic ; their

i form afford characters which are much used in

cation. The front is generally traversed by three veriiV.il keels or

nee; the one on the middle line is termed the ///<

or front others are the Ititi -ral ttinmc. The pronotum
is dr )to four lobes 1>\ tii -well-marked ti

11 furnished with a median crest. The
hind til) upon the up]

'

>f spines: the num-

*
Acrididae, Acrldium: ; *pt'6tov) t

a small locust.
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ber of these is of use in dtstinguishir uul the
;

pine in the outer ro\ r impor-

;

)ines tl. ;our articulated spurs, which

in two pairs, one on the outer and one on the inner

of the tibia. The ;i>hed. In the

males the ventral surface of the abdomen consists of nine se

while in the ire but eight. The caudal end of the

body in the females is furnished with four horny app^ the

or; in the male the ventral pair of appenda^ . pre-

-ingle pL

With many species of the Acrididae we find the males furnished with strid-

ulating organs. These are nol nearly so highly developed as those of mem-
bers of the two higher families, and are used only in the day-time. The
Locusts stridulate in two \\> :ain species rub the inner surface of

hind legs against the outer surface of the wing-covers. With the-

there is a thickening of one of the main longitudinal veins in the centre of the

wing-cov- and a remarkable extension of the two area-

tween this vein and the costal margin of the wing cover (area scapuldris and

. which serves as a sounding-board, and which is wantir. .

the female. The most common representatives of the insects which stridulate

in t: .long to the gen According to Scudder, the

Stenobothri, when about to stridulate, place themselves in a nearly horizontal

position, with the head a little elevated; then they raise both hin

once, an' -he femora against the outer surface of the tegmina, pro-

notes which in the different species vary in rapidity, number, anddi: The
one or two movements are frequently noiseless or faint : and when the

iie movements are less rapid. Scudder has recorded the

v means of a musical notation.*

The second method of stridulation practised by locusts is by rubbing
:her the upper surface of the front edge of tru nd the under

face of th Those which employ this method stridulate du

Several common species per o the CEdipodinas will

rtain other clo '. species produce no sound whatr

Locusts lay the- 1 with a tough glutin-

in the ground, the

positor of the fema' d for making the n

. The ' the four hor vhich it is com-

d can be alt , applied togctlv read apart: in

tter to force 1 of

the abdomen into the ground. 1 ts the Rocky Moun-

* Proc. Bost. Sc ,1. XI.
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tain Iccust in the act of ovipositing. Certain species make holes with

their ovipositor in a similar manner in fence-rails, logs, stumps, and

other masses of wood, in which they deposit their eggs. After the

eggs are laid, the entrance to the hole in the wood is closed with a

little plug of gummy matter.

The transformations of three of our more common species of
'

tnoplus have been carefully studied by Riley.* These will &

to illustrate the metamorphoses in this family. In each case there

are five nymph stages. In the first of these (Fig. 8), although the

ct would be readily recognized as a young locust, there is a

marked difference in the proportions of the body from those pre-

sented by the adult. This is especially noticeable in the large size

of the head, the relatively stouter thorax and hind femora, and in

the short abdomen. From this form to that of the adult ther

presented by the other nymph stages a very regular series of grada-
tions. The most striking change in the course of the development
of these insects is the growth of the organs of flight. In the first

nymph stage there is no indication whatever of wings ;
in the

second stage the caudo-lateral angles of the mesonotum and nieta-

notum are very slightly prolonged (Fig. 9). In the third stage these

prolongations are more marked, and are easily recognized as rudimen-

tary wing-pads (Fig. 10). In the fourth stage a remarkable change
has occurred in these organs: up to this point they have projected

downward and backward
; they are now turned up so that what

their lower edges now meet on the narrow back, and the sid

each which was next to the body is now turned outward (Fig. ll).

While in this position the second pair of wing-pads is outside of the

first the reverse of the relative positions of the full\

wings. In the fifth sta^e the wing-pads are longer, being now about

as longasthcpronotum (Fig. 12). Up to this point the development
of the wings has been very gradual, the most pronounced ch.i

organs between the third and fointli

'} the moult, which occurs at the end of the fifth sta^r. tin ii

the adult form 13). Tli have now i

greatly elongated ; they are again re ..that :

primitive position, with the second pair folded lx n< ath tin first.

\hich these organs pass.

So f single i -n of

I of locust during a year. In the majority of c

See First Report of the U. S. Ent. Com., Plates I., II , and III.
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the North, the species winters in the egg state, and does not become

fully developed till the latter part of summer or in the autumn. A
few adults survive the winter; and we have a few species in which

the eggs hatch in the autumn, and the insects pass the winter in the

nymph st

Many of the Acrididae never acquire fully developed wings; the

in which these short-winged adults can be distinguished from

nymphs has been given in the generalizations regarding the o:

The locusts, or grasshoppers as they are commonly called, are of

first-class importance when viewed from an economic standpoint.

They feed on all kinds of vegetation, and they abound ev<

in all parts of our country. Owing to their uniform abundance,

they have fallen into the category of the commonplace, and litt!

said about them. I do not refer here to the migratory species, the

incursions of which spread consternation, but to the myriads that

swarm in our meadows and pastures every summer and autumn.

Although the injuries caused by our common locusts are very

great every year, they are more noticeable in seasons of drou

It frequently happens at such times that every blade of grass is con-

sumed in extensive pastures. This results not merely from the

less luxuriant growth of the grass, but from the fact also that dry
weather is favorable to the development of these insects.

It follows from the above that such treatment of meadows and

pastures as shall best enable them to withstand droughts will

. e to protect them from the ravages of locusts. Thus the

presence in the soil of a considerable amount of vegetable mav
furnished in the form of stable manure or otherwise, which will

retain moisture, will have this tendency: or clover maybe u

this will >hade the soil, and will bring moisture and fertility from

great depths by means of its long roots. In case of lu-avy clay

lands, tile-draining has been recommended ; this prevents the pud-

dling and subsequent baking and cracking of the soil resulting from

surface drainage.

TABLE OF SUB-FAMILIES OF ACRIDIDJE.

A. Pulvilli present between the claws of the tarsi ; pronotum never extending

over the abdomen.
B. Prosternum unarmed.

C. Vertex and front of head meeting at an acute angle ; vertex extending

horizontally; front strongly receding. (Fig. 92.) I. TRYXALIN^E.
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CC. Head rounded at the union of the vertex and front ; front perpendic-
ular, or nearly so. (Fig. 93.)

D. The terminal spine of the outer row of the posterior tibiae wanting

(Fig. 94,^) ; second abdominal segment smooth. II. CEuiPODiNJE.

DD. The terminal spine of the outer row of the posterior tibiae present

(Fig. 94, a) ; second abdominal segment granulated on the

(Fig. 95.) III. EKF.MOI

BB. Prosternum tuberculate, or mucronate, or produced into a cone.

C. Head rounded at the union of the vertex and front; front slightly re-

ceding; antennae filiform. (Fig. 99.) IV. ACRIDIN^.
CC. Vertex extending horizontally in front of the eyes ; front strong

ceding ; antennae more or less flattened. (Fig. 102.) V. OPO.MAI

AA. No pulvilli between the claws of the tarsi ; pronotum extending over the

abdomen. (Fig. 103.) VI.

Sub-family I. TRYXALIN/E.*

In the linear arrangement of the sub-families of the Acrididae

there are placed first, i.e., lowest, a series of sub-families in which the

ternum is unarmed. The Tryxalinae differs from the other

members of this series in that the representatives of it have the

lex conical and elongated, the front strongly receding, and the an-

tennae flattened. The antennas are inserted between the middle of

the eyes or farther from the mouth than their middle; the eye>

usually longer than that part of the genae below them ; the posterior
lobe of the pronotum is usually shorter than the anterior part ; the

median carina is not at all crested; and the last spine of the outer

row of the posterior tibia; is wanting.
The ch tic difference between this family and the I

the CEdipodinae, is in the joining of the vertex and front, as in<!

ed in the table of sub-families given above. The following species
rve to illustrate the Tryxal

**/.-! ne <>f the most grotesque of all mir

locusts. The body is excessively elongated, being almost line .u. In

fully grown i more than 40 mm. (1.6 in.)

in length ;
and about 3 mm. ) across in the widest part. The

mal '.rnewha: i. The head is greatly elongated,

ascending; the front is very strongly n the an:

little shorter than the head and prothorax, broad near ti.

acun it the apex, and triquetrous The wing :all:

when fully developed the tegmi; ;ul a little beyond the third

*
Tryxallnar, Tryxlii*: tryxallit (rpv^i\\if), Greek name of these insects.
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abdominal segment. The color of these insects is brown, someti;

marked with minute dark

This spi llcnt illustration of protective form and

coloring. I found it quite common in Florida upon the " wire-

grass" which grows in the sand among the saw-palmettos : and so

ly did their brown linear bodies resemble dry grass, that it was

very difficult to perceive them.

I have also collected this species near the coast as far north as

Maryland, but have no other information as to its distribution.

Among the more common representatives of this sub-family in

the Eastern United are two species of the genu- ,>///-

rns. In each of these there is on each side on the margin of the

vertex in front of the eye a little oblong pit, the lateral Fo

and the lateral carinae of the pronotum are incurved. The more

common of the two is the Short-winged Locust, .V. iiirtipi-nnis. In

this species the lateral foveolae are linear; the tegmina are unspotted
and of a pale reddish brown. In some specimens the tegmina and

wings are shorter than the abdomen
;

in others they arc Ion

The males measure about 16 mm. (0.63 inch) in length ; the females,

21 mm. (0.82 inch).

The next species of this genus in abundance is the spottcd-wi:

locust, 5. maculipcnnis. In this species the lateral foveolae are shal-

low, and broader towards the eye than at the apex; the tegmina

green, with a median band of equidistant square black spots along
whole extent; sometimes the inner halves of the tegmina are

entirely of a rust-red color. Both the tegmina and wings extend

nd the tip of the abdomen. This species is about the same

si/.e as the preceding.
In the genus Chrysochraon the vertex is without foveolae; and

the lateral carinae of the pronotum are nearly parallel. One of the

the Sprinkled Locust, C. conspfrsum* is very abundant. It

N brown, with the sides of the prono-
tum and the first two or three abdo-

minal segments shining black in the

male , and with the body and

mina of the female sprinkled or mot-

FIG. gi.-ckrytockraon cffntfifrinm. tied with darker brown. The tegmina
and win a little shorter than

the abdomen in the males, and much shorter in the females. The
female is represented by Fig. 92. The malo measure 17 mm. (0.67

inch) in length; the females, 23 mm. (0.91 inch).
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Sub-family II. CEDIPODIN^E.*

The second of the two more important sub-families in which the

prosternum is unarmed, the (Edipodina, includes genera in which

the head is rounded at the union of the vertex and front ; and in

which the front is perpendicular or nearly so. The antenna.- are-

linear or sub-linear, and usually inserted nearer the mouth than the

middle of the eyes; sometimes they are inserted just in front of the

The eyes are small or of medium size; rarely longer than

that part of the cheeks below the eyes. The posterior lobe of the

pronotum is longer than the anterior part in the typical forms ; and

the median carina is frequently entirely or partially crested. As
with the preceding sub-family, the last spine of the outer rov

the posterior tibiae is wanting.
We have many representatives of the CEdipodinae, and these are

distributed by modern systematists among numerous geiu-ra. I

have selected a few of the more common species of the Eastern

United States as illustrations. These can be separated by the fol-

lowing table :

A. Wings with the disk yellow.

B. Apical half of wing dusky.
C. Dorsal aspect of head with a slight median carina. which is quite prom-

inent in the well-marked depression on the vertex (central foveola).

Utius.

CC. Dorsal aspect of head without median carina, or with merely an iiuli-

)f one ; central foveola less distinct. ."//<>;

:i a dark band across the wings. >///</;VAVW,> -,.

A A. Wings with the disk black.

AAA. Wings with the di>k //.

Clouded Locu ptoloplius sordidus.^

y common in the Kastern Uni-

itumn. It

abounds in meadows and pastun
and a* it ion by the

cracklingsound made by tin- m.r

'luring fl brown ,,.-^*//^M **,

color, mottled with spots of a

darker sh.idc. It appearssomruh.it like the variety inf;<

!y distii; : by tin

!>Ie above. Size ^,i;

*
CEdtpodinx, CEdipoda: oidot (of6of), a swelling; font (*0vf), a foot.
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The Green-striped 1 i-iriiiifasciata. Thi-

From Maine to Florida. Tlu-rc arc two well-

marked varieties. In one, the typical form, the head, thorax, and

fern n, and there is a broad green stripe on each wing-

cover, extending from the horn to beyond the middle: this often in-

cludes two dusky spots on the edge. The second variety differ

much in appearance, that it was described by Harris as a distinct

under the specific name infuscata. In this form the ground
color is dusky brown. Interludes occur, in which the head and

thorax are of a reddish velvety brown. Length of male to end of

abdomen 20 mm. (.8 inch), to tip of wings 25 mm. (i inch) ; length of

female to tip of wings about 30 mm. (1.4 inch).

The Barren-ground Locust, SpJiaragcinon tcqudlc. This 1<

occurs throughout North America east of the Rocky Mountains.

In the Northern United States it is found during the month

July and August on dry, barren hills, und on sandy plains. It is

ush-gruy in color, mottled with dusky brown and white ; the fuc

whitish ; the wing-covers are marked with dusky bands, and are

semi-transparent at tip; the wings arc traversed by a dark band just

beyond the yellow disk. Length to tip of wings, male, 30 mm.
i 1.2 inch) ; female, 35 mm. (1.4 inch).

The Carolina Locust, Dissostcria Carolina. Notwithstanding its

ific name, this species is common throughout the United St.

and Canada. At the North it is the largest of our common locusts,

but it is greatly surpassed in size by species found in the South. It

abounds in the highways and in barren places. It takes flight

lily, and the mules stridulute while in the air. The color of this

itly, simulating that of the soil upon which it is found.

It is usually of a pale yellowish or reddish brown, with small dusky

spots. The wings are black, with a broad, yellow margin, which is

covered with dusk\ at the tip. Length to tip of wil

mm. < 1.4-1.8 inch).

Ifippiscus iHsciiittcus. This is the largest of our common i

sentatives of the CEdipodinuj. It is a Southern species. I h.

how far north as New Jersey. In color it is

reddish or yellowish brown, with dark-brown spots; the wing-

covers marked with strongly contrasting brown or blackish and white-

spots or bands, the anal Mish. The disk of the wings is red.

The body, especially of the female, is heavy, the thorax being both

broad and deep. Length to tip of wings, male 40 mm. (1.6 inch) ;

female, 55 mm. (2.2 inch).
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Sub-family III. EREMOBIN^:.*

This sub-family includes large, plump species, with the general

appearance of members of the CEdipodinae. They can be distin-

guished from the preceding sub-family by the presence of the ter-

minal spine of the outer row of the posterior tibiae (Fig. 940); also

by the presence of a rough plate on the side of the second abdominal

segment (Fig. 95). The vertex is usually broad, flat, or concave, and

I

FIG. 94. Legs of Locusts. FIG. 95. First abdominal segment of Ertmobia.

ugly declivous ; it is then suddenly narrowed and falls off verti-

cally to the plain of the antennae. In this place it forms a part ap-

parently of the frontal costa, from which it is separated anatomically

by a little transverse ridge. Below this ridge lies the middle ocellus.

The eyes are relatively small, and widely separated by the broad

vert

This sub-family is represented in our fauna by /

from Arizona.

Sub-family IV.ACRIDIN^:.

Of the series of sub-families of Locusts in which the prostermim
is armed, re :i\es of but two ha\ 1 in

our fauna. To the first of these, tin- Acridinnj, beloi C of

our most common and at the same time some of the most in.

In tl. unily the head : and is mm.
at the union of tin .ml front. The front is slight'

filiform; and the terminal spine of til

TOW of tli lly want

This sub-family is repres, nted by many forms in this mtintry.

Only those
'

at tent;

; e can be determn Uy by means of
'

* ErcmnMn.T. ErimObia: I,
a desert; bkrf (ftiow). t>
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A. YVin^s as long . domen.
1). 1': i: turn sloping from t lie median curinu ; lateral curina- w.intiiu

..men in males not swollen. i. AruihirM.
utuin somewhat, flattened above; Literal margins an.

tremity of abdomen in the males much swollen. 4. MI.I.ANOI

Wings of adult shorter than the abdomen or wanting.
H. l'r< sterna! spine prominent.

Antennae tapering to the tip; and with the very distinct.

2, DlCTYOPHi
Antennae thread-like, of nearly the same thickness throughout ;

nn iistinct. 3. l'i / i i i i ix.

I>1). Prostcrnal spine slightly developed. 5. UKACHVM

i. Acridium. The most common representatives of this genus
in the Eastern U. S. are A. alutciccum and A. rubiginosum. In the

Southern States the most conspicuous species is ./. amcricanum.

The Leather-colored Locust, Acndiuin alutdceum. 1 his locust

is dirty brownish yellow, with a paler stripe on the top of the head

and thorax; the wing-covers are semi-transparent, with irregular pale-

brownish spots, and with the sutural margins yellowish. Posterior

margin of each abdominal segment with a ring of black dots. The

win;. are longer than the abdomen. Length of body to end

of abdomen, female 43-50 mm. (1.72 in.), male 31 nun. ( 1.24 in.).

The Rusty Locust, Acridium rubigitwsum. The color of this

is light rust-red ; the wing-covers are opaque, rather paler on

the overlapping portion than elsewhere, and sometimes with dim

it usually Without them. The wing-covers arc- about as long

the abdomen. Length of female 35-40 mm. (.4-1.6 in. ); m.

much small

The American Locust, Acridium amcricanum. This magnificent

occurs in the Southern States, it can be easily recognized
from Fig. 0, which represents its natural si/.e. This locust some-
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times assumes the migratory habit, and is sometimes injurious to

agriculture.

2. Dictydphorns. This genus is represented by a very large and

clumsy locust, which occurs in the southern part of our country,

D. rcticuldtus. The adult is yellow and black ; the tegmina and

wings arc shorter than the abdomen
;
the base and disk of the wings

arc red, with the outer margin black. Length of body in female

about 60 mm. (2.4 in.), in male 50 mm. (2 in.). The nymphs of this

species differ remarkably from the perfect insect, being of a very deep
metallic bronze-green color approaching black, marked with yd
deepening into red in spots, or wholly with blood-red; this is most

conspicuous in a slender dorsal stripe the whole length of the i

ture, and on the hinder edge of the pronotum. I found ti

nymphs very abundant in May at Jacksonville, Fla.

3. Pczotcttix. To the genus Pezotettix belong a considerable

number of short-winged locusts, of medium or small size. More
than forty species have been found in the United States, but nearly

all of these are from the Far West or from the South. The nu-m-

of this genus, according to Brunner, with but few except;

prefer cool and shady localities, and hence are often found among
or near rocks, on mountain slopes, in clearings or on the outskirts

of timber belts, and in meadows.

The only species of Pezotettix that has been taken at Ith.i

considerable number bA&ri, occurs among .on

the crests and slopes of our highest hills. This

rec in form and appearance to the

Common Red-legged Locust, Mcliuwplu* j\mui -ruhrmn. The only

conspicuous difference is in the organs of flight : in /'. 5 the

wing-covers do not extend beyond tin- second abdomin.i ;t.

.'<ifiti/is tlu- wings and v, wanting.

Thi inhabits the mountain- ot igland; it i

: . N. Y.

:ic brightest col< I .ill <>ur 1
I

It is

blui n, with bright red and yellow markings. ,,nd is found <>n

oping eastward from the Rocky Mountains.

4. Mtlaihiplus. We have mam of locusts, \\huh 1><

to this gnu;
most <i of the family Acridiidae. Mi

ning tlu-m : l>ir

that they belong to tin . it will be necessary to



look under that head in the older works fur description- of ihem.*

The foil Mule will aid in determining the males of the >pi

mentioned 1 rule there will be but little, if an}-, trouble

after the males are determined.

minal segment of in..'.
tly notrh

B. Length of body to tip of - l/-35 i"'ii. 1.1.16-1.4 im i

M.

BB. Length of body to tip of mm. (0.9-1 .04 ind

M. WLA
.\.\. Ap x .'i last abdominal segment of male entire or i:

l' A ..1 cerci enlarged at
a] M. i I-.MOKATUS.

BB. Anal cerci tapering.

C. Species of medium size
;
anal cerci much narrowed, but without a i

M. n MI k-i:rr.kfM.

CC. Species of la anal cerci suddenly narrowed, inakir.

inent right-angled notch on lower side. M. nil

The Rocky Mountain Locust or Western Grasshopper,

sprctus. The most terrible of insect scourges that this country has

known have been the invasions of this species. Large areas

,-. EpK-layinflr of the Rocky Mountain Locust, a, a, a, female in different positions, nviposii-

iny ; />. riTfj-pod extracted from the ymund. with the end t>r..k-n -pfn ;

on the ^p.und ; de shows the earth
;

^ place,
and - iced

; /"shows where su

country have been -.ted. and the inhabitants reduced t

-vation. The cause of all this suffering is not a 1..

et. It i- rcprc -sciiteil natural sixe by 1

;
[t 1

* F"; )'. "f di'- reasons for the adoption of the name Melanoplus, see

paper by S. H. Sc udder, Proc. Bos: XIX.
[>. B
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the tip of its wing-covers 29-35 mm. (1.16-1.4 inches), and resembles

very closely our common Red-legged Locust, the most abundant of

all our species. It can easily be distinguished from this species by
the greater length of the wings, which extend about one third of

their length beyond the tip of the abdomen, and by the fact that

the apex of the last abdominal segment in the males is distinctly
notched.

The permanent home or breedin'g grounds of this species is in

the high dry lands on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains,

extending from the southern limit of the true forests in British

America south through Montana, Wyoming, the western part of

Dakota, and the Parks of Colorado. There are also regions in which

the species exists permanently west of the Rocky Mountains in

Idaho and Utah.

When the food of this insect becomes scarce in its mountain

home, it migrates to lower and more fertile regions. Its long wings
enable it to travel great distances; and thus the larger part of the

region west of the Mississippi River is liable to be invaded by it.

Fortunately, the species cannot long survive in the low, moist regions
of the valleys. Although the hordes of locusts which reach these

sections retain their vigor, and frequently consume every bit of

green vegetation, the young, which hatch from the eggs that they

lay. perish before reaching maturity. In this way, the invaded

region is freed from the pest until it is stocked again by another

incursion. There is, however, a large section of country lying

immediately east of the great area indicated above as the permanent
home of this species, which it frequently invades, and in which it can

perpetuate itself for several years, but from which it in time dis-

appears. This sub-permanent region, as it has been termed, extends

east in British America so as to include nearly one third of Manitoba:

and, in the United States, it embraces nearly the whole of Dakota,
the half of Nebraska, and the north-east fourth of Colorado.

The temporary region, or that only periodically visited and from

which the species generally disappears within a \<

and south so as to include more than half of Minnesota and !<

the western tier of counties of Missouri, the whole of Kansas and

Indian Territory, and the greater part of Texas. The o>unt-

ction thus indicated has never been invaded l>> this

locust, and t no probabilii : will ever !><

The United States Entomological Commission has publi

8
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three large volumes regarding this insect. The student is referred

to them for a detailed account of it.

The Lesser Locust, Mclanoplus atlantis.--'\\\\* is a common

species, which is very closely allied to the Rocky Mountain Locust.

It can be distinguished, however. ! nailer si/e, as indicated

above, and by its shorter wings. The specific name is an inappro-

priate one; for the species occurs, throughout at least the northern

part of our country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The Red-legged Locust, McLitwplns fcmur-rubrum. This is the

most familiar member of the family Acridiidae throughout the

United States, except where M. sprctus occurs. It is more alum.

than any other locust east of the Mi

sippi ; it is this and the preceding spe\

which is usually confounded with it. that

ravage our meadows and pastures more

than all other species combined. The
female is represented natural size by 1

98.

Mcldnoplus fcmoratus. This species also extends from the

FIG. 98. Mela nofil*s/tmitr-ru-
brum.

FIG. <ft.M. /emoratut. (From Riley.)

Atlantic to the Pacific. It is the largest representative of the genus
that occurs in the Eastern States. It is marked with a yellowish

stripe, extending along each side from the upper angle of th<

the tip of the elytra (Fig. 99). The length of the body to the tip

FIG. too. .If. d!fftrttialit. (From Riley.)

of the abdomen varies from 25 mm. (i inch) to 40 mm. (1.6 incl

This species has been confounded in most of our works on Ento-
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mology with J7. brcittatus* a closely allied species, which occurs in

the interior.

J/. differentidlis, This species is slight-

ly larger than the preceding; it lacks the

prominent yellow stripes, and is confined

to the central portion of the United States

, ioo).

Brackystola. This genus is repre-

sented by the " Lubber Grasshopper" or

Clumsy Locust of the plains, B. mdgna.
This insect is confined to the central

portion of North America, and it can be

readily recognized by the accompanying

figure (Fig. 101).

Sub-Family V. Ore )M.\LINVE.*

This sub-family is closely related to the

Acrididae ;
and the members of it resemble

that sub-family in having the prosternum
armed. The Opomalinae are distinguished

by the vertex extending horizontally in
, f . , ,

. . . FIG. \o\.Brachystola magma.
front of the eyes, by the strongly receding (From

front, and by the short fore and middle femora. The antenna,* are

illy more or less flattened
;
and the terminal spine of the outer

row of the posterior tibiae is never wanting.
eral genera of this sub-family are represented in this country.

The species are more common in the South and West than in the

FIG. vn.Ltptytma marginicellt.

Northeast. Fig. 102 represents Isptysma marginicollc ; this sp<

occurs in Florida, and will serve as an illustration of the Mib-family.

Sub-Family VI. T \^.f

nee includes small locusts of very unusual form. Tin-

:iking ch "f tin- Mib-family i .ipc of the pro-

Opomallnse, OpOmala: opt (MJ>). appearance ), plane.

f Tetliglnse, Tftltix the Greek name for these insecu.
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notum. This is prolonged backwards over the abdomen to or

beyond its extremity ( Fig. 103). The head is deeply set in the

pronotum, and the prostcrnum is expanded into

a broad border which partially envelops the mouth
like a muffler. The antenna- are very slender and

FIG. io3.-7>//i>.
short. Thetegmina are rudimentary, being in the

form of small, rough scales, while the wings are usu-

ally well developed. These locusts differ, also, from all others in

having no pulvilli between the claws of the tar>i.

The Tettiginae are commonly found in low, wet places, and on

the borders of streams. Their colors arc usually dark, and are often

protective, closely resembling that of the soil upon which tin-

occur. They are very active, and possess great leaping powers.
Three genera of this sub-family are represented in this country.

These can be separated by the following table :

A. Pronotum arched roundly, antennae 1 2-jointed. BATRACHIIU \.

A A. Pronotum nearly or quite horizontal.

B. Antennae 13- or 14-jointed. Ti.i i ix.

BB. Antennae 22-jointed. TETTK :

Family VI. LOCUSTHXE.*

(Long-horned Grasshoppers and Katydids?)

The members of this family are easily recognized. They differ

from the Acrididae in the great length of the antennae, which are

longer than the body. From the Gryllidae, which they resemble in

the length of the antennae, they are distinguished by the form of tin-

ovipositor, which is compressed and sword-shaped ; and by the four-

jointed tarsi. As with the Crickets, the tegmina of the males

furnished with a musical apparatus. But this occupies a much
smaller part of the tegmina than with the Crickets. Excepting this

-mall area, the anal, the tegmina, when at rest, are vertical.

The name of this family, as is the custom, is derived from tin-

name of its typical genus. Locusta. But the insects which are rightly

termed in popular language Locusts belong to the preceding family.

the Acridida-. That is. to that family belong the insects spoken of

in the Bible, and in modern European works, as locusts. In this

country, unfortunately, the term grasshopper has been used to in-

clude both the true grasshoppers. |>., the Locustidai, and the true-

locusts: while the term locust has been applied to an insect of an-

*
Loctistidae, Loctista: Locusta. a locust.
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other order, the Cicada. In order to avoid confusion, I have referred

to the members of the Locustidae and the Acridiidae as Long-horned

Grasshoppers and Short-horned Grasshoppers respectively. It is

better, however, to call the former Grasshoppers, and the latter Lo-

custs. This last term should never be applied to the well-known

insect which appears once in seventeen years; this is rightly called

the Periodical Cicada.

Representatives of each of the more common genera of the North-

eastern United States are mentioned below. These genera can be

separated by the following table :*

A. Wingless, or with rudimentary wings and wing-covers.

B. Pronotum not extended over the meso- and metanotum..

i. CEUTHOPHILUS.
BB. Pronotum extended over meso- and metanotum. 9. THYREONOTUS.

A A. Winged.
B. Tegmina expanded in the middle.

C. Tegmina much broadened in the middle, concave. 5. CYRTOPHYLLUS.
CC. Tegmina somewhat broadened in the middle, not concave.

D. Ovipositor very small. 7. MlCROCENTRUM.
DD. Ovipositor of medium size. 6. AMBLYCORPHYA.

BB. Tegmina not expanded in the middle.

C. Vertex of the head with a conical projection forwards.

4. CONOCEPHALUS.
CC. Vertex of the head without a conical projection.

D. Ovipositor straight, or very nearly so; insect small. 2. XlPHlDUM.
DD. Ovipositor curved ; insect large.

E. Ovipositor curved sharply upwards. 8. Sen i

EE. Ovipositor sword-shaped. 3. ORCHI i I\HM

In order to facilitate the study of the Locustarians, our common

genera can be arranged in four groups; namely, the Cricket-like

Grasshoppers, the Meadow Grasshoppers, the Katydids, and the

Shield-backed Grasshopp

I. The Cricket-Iike Grasshoppers.

\. Ccnthophilns. To the genus Ceuthophilus belong certain

choppers, which bear some resemblance in form to

crickets (Fig. 104). They have a short, thick body and ibly

stout hind femora, like a cricket, but arc- entirely destitute f

mina and win^s. All t! ;i our collection

pale brown or dirty white color and more or less mottled with rithei

* After S. H. Scudder, Boston Journal Natural History, Vol. VI ;
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lighter or darker shades. These insects are found under stones and

rubbisli in woods. Very closely al-

lied to them are the "Cave-crick-

ets." These belong to the genus
Hiidena'cus //. ///;// inhabits

the caves of this country; it has

FIG. io4.c<*tk0tkii*s, long legs and antenna,*, is colorless

and blind.

II. The Meadow Grasshoppers.

2. Xiphidium. From the middle of the summer to the autumn
there may be found upon the grass in our meadows and moist pas-

tures many light-green grasshoppers of various sizes. These. <n ac-

count of the situations in which they are usually found, are termed

the meadow grasshoppers. A large proportion of the species belong
to the genus Xiphidinm. This genus comprises the smaller of our

common species. The members of it do not have the head fur-

nished with a conical projection, and the ovipositor of the females

is straight and sword-shaped (Fig. 105).

We have three common species in the

Middle States. In one of them, X. fas-

datum, the tegmina and wings are long,

extending far beyond the tip of the ab-

domen. In each of the other species FlG> ,05.-.v//// /,///.

the tegmina and wings are much short-

ened. X. tnsifcr is characterized by the great length of the

ovipositor, which is longer than the rest of the body; while the

ovipositor of X. brci'ipcnnis is a little shorter than the hind femora.

3. Orchellmum. These insects differ from the other common
tdow grasshoppers in having the ovipositor curved. Our i;

common species is O. vulgare. This species measures from the ver-

tex of the head to the end of the abdomen 18 mm. (0.7 inch), or to

the tip of the wing-covers 25 mm. (i inch). The brown line on the

dorsal aspect of the head and thorax does not extend down upon
the front of the head ; in the males there are two short black dashes

on each of the tegmina ; the four form the angles of a square, inclos-

ing the musical apparatus. The wings equal the tegmina in length

or are a little shorter. Another common species is O. glabcrrimum.
This has the dorsal band and the musical apparatus of tin- males

bordered with black, and the ovipositor slightly expanded in the

middle. O. agile has a narrow dark streak down the middle of the
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front of the head. O. concinnum is found in Massachusetts
;
this

also has a dark streak extending down the front to the labrum, but

it expands broadly in the middle of the face.

4. Conoccphalus. This genus includes the largest of our meadow

grasshoppers. It differs from the genera already named in having
the head prolonged into a cone-shaped projection. The species arc

found in trees as well as in grass, having a strong resemblance to the

katydids both in appearance and habits. The most common species

throughout the eastern part of our country is C.tnsigcr. Both si

have very long wings ; and the ovipositor of the female is remarka-

ble for its length. The length of the body from the tip of the head

to the end of the abdomen is 30 mm. (1.2 inches), while the distance

from the tip of the head to the end of the wings or ovipositor is twice

that amount. Two distinct forms of this species occur; one is pea-

cn, and the other is of a brownish straw color. C. robftstus is a

stouter species than the preceding, and has a shorter ovipositor.

This also exhibits dimorphism, being either pea-green or brown in

color. The specimens in our collection are from Cape Cod and New

Jersey. I have not seen any notice of its occurring in the interior.

III. The Katydids.

The song of the Katydids is known to every lover of Nature

that lives in the country. But the insects themselves arc much less

familiar. Only the careful and patient observer succeeds in tracing

the well-known and oft-repeated
"
Katy-did. Katydid

"
or " K

she-did
"
to its source. The successful ones are rewarded by the

sight of a beautiful insect. The Katydids, of which there are in the

Un I es at least a dozen species, are large green gra>shop-
with broad, leaf-like wing-covers and long, delicate anter

y differ from the meadow grasshoppers in being arbo:

They are protected from observation by the color and shape of their

;iin.i, which resemble th Although they :

upon the foliage of the trees which they inhabit, it N rare that tin y

itly abundant to be of economic inr, Tin-

locality in which I have known them to he injurious

infest or es.

Our species nt four i These i -1 by
the ven abo\

5. Cyrtdpkyllus. The tl 1. the one whose .s

I-,pular ; ' ''' been
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named the Bn>ad-winged Katydid; it occurs throughout the Central

and Fastern A chicly allied . ( \ ftrspicillatHs, occurs

in the South. These differ from other Katydids in having the

r than the tegmina, and in having the tegmina very (

that the insects have an inflated appearance, instead of a

narrow, compressed tonn. .is is
usually, the case. The Southern spc-

:ter tegmina, more robust legs, and the musical app
the male is slightly broader than in the Northern form.

6. Amblycdrypha. \Yc have at least four species that pertain to

this genus. The Round-winged Katydid, A. rotuiiiiijvlni, is \

common throughout the Northern States and Canada. It

small species; the length of the body is 20 mm. >o.S inch', and of

the tegmina 25 mm. (I inch). The tegmina are wide for their

length, as indicated by the specific name. The ovipositor is quite

id. much curved, and roughly serrated. The Oblong-win

Katydid. A. oblongifolia, occurs in the same region as the preceding
. it is larger, has longer tegmina, and the ovipositor is less

ate and less curved.* The Tailed Katydid, A. ctiHtfa/i?, occurs

in the South
;

it is still larger than the preceding, and has a \

long ovipositor. The length of the body is 25 mm. i I inch), of the

tegmina 37 mm. (1.5 inchest, and of the ovipositor 20 mm. (o.S inch).

Uhler's Katydid, A. Uhlcrii, is our smallest species; it is common
in Man-land and about Washington.

7. Microctntrum. The Angular-winged Katydid, Microcintrum

rctinfrrisi is the commonest species in the Western and Southern

pccially abundant in Florida, where it often injures

the foliage of young orange-trees. Its eggs, which are deposited in

or two rows upon twigs or the margin of leaves, frequently

attract attention on account of their large si/e and the remarkable

regularity of their arrangement. These are shown natural si/e on

Plate III. The adult female and several nymphs are represented at

the same place. Frequently tin : this species are infested by
a Chalcid parasite, I'.upclnuis miriibilis, which is represented en-

larged on the same plate (2, fein.de; 2d, male). There is a closely

allied Katydid, J/. nffilitituw, occurring throughout the Fastern

United States, which is larger, and which differs in that tin- slightly

hollowed front of the prothorax has a very .small central tooth.

Th '

iian the preceding.

*
Fig. 75 of Harris's

"
Insects Injurious to Vegetation" is of A, totundifolia, and not

of this spc iiruted in the text.
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8. Scudderia. The Narrow-winded Katydid, Scuddcria cum-
union species of tin's genus. It is quite abundant in

many parts of the country. The tegmina are long ami narrow,

hence the common name. The cies "are laid singly

in the i :>etween the upper ami lower cuticles, ami

'.iin that they are not noticeable except when the leaf is held

between one's self and the light. They swell very considerably,

however, in the spr: re hatching." i RiK

I\'. The Shield-backed Grasshoppers.

9. Thyrconotus. These are windless, dull-cilored grasshoppers
which offer a striking appearance, owing to the great sixe of the pro-

notum. This segment is so enlarged as to extend back over the

other two thoracic segments. The ovipositor of the female is also

greatly developed, and is nearly straight. \Ve have in the eastern

half of the United States two widely-spread species. T. dorsalis has

FK;. 106. Thyreonotus.

the pronotum well rounded behind. In T. pacliv merits (Fig. 106)

it is nearly square. The hind legs and ovipositor are longer in /'.

dorsalis than in the other species.

In the region west of the Mississippi River are found wingless

-hoppers which are known as " Western crickets." These be',

to the genus Anabrns. This genus resembles Thyrconotus in the

shield-like pronotum and the large sixe of the ovipositor, but dii

in having the prosternum unarmed, while in the former genus there

two spines between the base of the front legs. Thn
Anabrus have been described.

"
. /. eoloradns is the smallest, and

ha-, the abdomen distinctly marked by transverse bands; A. purpu-
dark purplish brown, mottled with yellow; A. simplex, dark-

shining brown. This species varies considerably in color, being
found of every shade from light brownish yellow to almost entirely

black; specimens are sometimes found that are partly yellow and

partly black or dark purple." A. simplex is sometimes very destruc-

tive to crops.
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Family VII. GRYLLID/E.*

(Crickets.)

The Crickets constitute the last of the three families embraced
in the section Saltatoria. They agree with the members of the pre-

ceding family, the Locustidae, in the possession of long, slender,

delicately-tapering antennae, and differ in the form of the tegmina,
the number of segments in the tarsi, and the form of the ovipositor.

The tegmina in the Gryllidae are horizontal, with the outer portion
bent abruptly downwards ; the tarsi are three-jointed, except in CEcan-

thus, which has the hind tarsi four-jointed, and the ovipositor is

usually long and spear-shaped.
With most species of crickets the two sexes differ greatly in ap-

pearance. The female has a long ovipositor, and the venation of

the tegmina is simple, while the male has the veins upon the hori-

zontal part of the tegmina so modified as to admit of their being
used as a musical organ.

During the latter part of the summer and in the autumn, the air

is filled with the cries of the crickets. With care it is easy to ob-

serve these little fiddlers calling their mates. The common field-

crickets lurk in holes in the ground and under stones, or, emerging
from these retreats, run through the grass in search of food. At
the season indicated above, the male crickets spend much time at

or near the entrance of their

burrows, making their pecu-
liar calls. So intent upon
this are they, that by moving

quietly one can approach

sufficiently near to watch

them carefully. And even

when they are disturbed they
retreat into their holes only
for a short time, if all re-

mains still. At night they
can be observed by means
of a lantern, as light does

not disturb them. In order

to understand the manner

of making th<se calls, it is TV :y the stnu-tup

mina. In the male a m differ gr<

FIG. 107. Tegmiaa of male

Grjfllidae. Grfllus gn-llut % a crickei.
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from the simple form seen in the females. In Fig. 107, </ represents

the tegmina of a male Gryllits. It will be seen that the large veins

divide the wing into disk-like membranous spaces. If the principal

vein, which extends diagonally across the base of the wing. In

amined with a microscope, it will U Btt n to be furnished with

transverse ridges like a file t Fig. 107, b}. On the inner margin of the

wing, a short distance towards the base from the end of the principal

vein, there is a hardened portion which may be called the scraper.

This is shown enlarged at c in the figure. Each tegmina is therefore

provided with a file and scraper. When the cricket wishes to make
his call, he elevates his tegmina at an angle of about forty-five de-

grees with the body ; then holding them in such a position that the

scraper of one rests upon the file of the other, he moves the tegmina
back and forth laterally, so that the file and scraper rasp upon each

other. This throws the tegmina into vibration, and produces the call.

The Gryllidae is a comparatively small family, but the American

species have not yet been monographed. The few genera which I

have selected as illustrations, and which are our most common ones,

can be separated by the following table :

A. Fore tibiae broad, fitted for digging. (Fossorial Crickets.)

B. Insect small ; antennae ten- to twelve-jointed. i. TRIDACTYLUS.
BB. Insect large; antennae many-jointed. 2. GRYLLOTAIPA.

AA. Fore tibiae slender.

B. Hind femora stoutish. (True Crickets.)

C. Last segment of the maxillary palpi of the same length as the next

to the last. 3. GRYLLUS.
CC. Last segment of the maxillary palpi double the length of the next to

the hist. 4. NKMOBIUS.
BB.Hind femora slender. (Tree-crickets.) 5. CEi AN mrs.

The Fossorial Crickets. We have two genera representing this

group ; they are commonly known as Mole-crickets. There are

species belonging to the next group, the true crickets, which burrow

in the ground ; but the mole-crickets, as their common name indi-

cates, are pre-eminently burrowers. The form of the body is that

suited to this mode of life. The front tibiae, especially, are fitted for

digging. They an- greatly broadened, and shaped somewhat like a

hand, or the feet of a mole. Gryllotalpa is the better known of

these two genera, this is doubtless owing to the large si/.e of tin

. The Northern Mole-cricket, Gryllotalpa bored/is, inhabits nearly

the whole of the United States east of the great plains, from Lou-

na to Massachusetts. It is not a common insect, but occasion-

ally it is found in great numbers in a limited locality. It can be
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easily recognized by the accompanying figure, which represents the

insect natural size. They make burrows in moist places from six to

eight inches below the surface of the ground, and

feed upon the tender roots of various plants.

In Europe, where mole-crickets are more abun-

dant, they are frequently serious pests in culti-

vated fields ; and in the West Indies there is a

species which is very destructive to sugar-cane.

The species of Triddctylus resemble Gryllotalpa

somewhat in form, but are very much smaller;

our species are all less than 10 mm. (0.4 inch) in

length. They also resemble the large mole-

crickets in habits, burrowing in similar places.

But they differ in having their hind legs formed

for leaping, and are able to jump as well as the

true crickets. At Ithaca we find Tridactylus

very local in its distribution. A large number

of specimens have been taken from a small Fic -

spot on the margin of one of our streams, but

a most careful search has failed to reveal its presence elsewhere in

our region.

The True Crickets. The true crickets abound everywhere, in

pastures, meadows, and gardens ;
and certain species enter our

dwellings. They are chiefly solitary, nocturnal insects ; yet many
can be seen in the fields in the daytime. They usually feed upon

plants, but are sometimes predaceous. The eggs are laid in the

autumn, usually in the ground, and arc hatched in the following

summer. The greater part of the old crickets die on the approach
of winter; but a few survive the cold season. The greater part

of the species of our true crickets are included in the two ge:

Grjtllus and Nemobius. To the former genus belongs our la-

spec 'I* he two larger of our

species are Gryllus lucttwstts ami

Gryllus abbn-riii: The

species of the genus Nemobiu^

much smaller than Gryllus. an<;

Characterized by the greater K ;

FIG. v*a.-Gr?//m* abbrevint**. o f t |lc j ast segment of tlu maxillary

palpi. The most common sp<

and one that is very abundant in our fields during the latter
\

of summer and autumn, is Nemobius -itttitus.
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The Tree-crickets. Our common Tree-crickets belong to the

genus CEctinthits. The most abundant species is the Snowy Tree-

t, (Ec&nthus nlveus (Fig. 109). This is a delicate greenish-

white insect. The male is represented

in the figure. The closely-folded wings

can be seen through the transparent

tegmina. The wings vary greatly in

length ; sometimes they are longer

than the tegmina, and sometimes not

as long. In the females the tegmina
are wrapped closely about the body,

Fie. 109. (Ecanthus niveus, male. FIG. no. Stem of blackberry with eggs of (Ecantku
niveus. c, egg enlarged ; </, ornamentation of egg
(From Riley.)

making the insect much narrower than its mate. The female

lays her eggs in a longitudinal series in the twigs or canes of various

plants (Fig. no). She selects the raspberry more often than any
other plant ; and as that portion of the cane beyond the incisions

made for the eggs usually dies, it often happens that these crickets

materially injure the plants. In such cases the dead canes should

cut out and burned early in the spring before the eggs hatch.
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Order IV. PHYSOPODA.*

(Thrips.)

The members of this order hare four icings ; these are similar in

</. long, narrow, membranous, not folded, with but few or no

..v, and only rarely with cross-wins ; they are fringed with long

hairs ; and are laid horizontally along the baek when at rest. The

metamorphosis is incomplete. The mouth-parts are probably used

chiefly for sucking; they are intermediate in form between those of
the sucking and those of the biting insects ; the mandibles are bristle-

like ; the maxillic are triangular, flat, andfurnished with palpi ; and
the labial palpi are also present. The tarsi are two-jointed, bladder-

like at tip, and without ci.

These are insects of minute size, rarely exceeding 2 mm. or 3 mm.
in length. They can, however, be obtained easily from various

flowers, especially those of the daisy and clover. Ordinarily, it is

only necessary to pull apart one of these flowers to find several

specimens of Thrips. They are in many cases very active insects,

leaping or taking flight with great agility. In case they do not leap

or take flight when alarmed, they are apt to

run about and at the same time turn up the

end of the abdomen in a threatening manner,
as if to sting. In this respect they resemble

the Rove-beetles.

The body is long (Fig. in). The head
is nan 'Aver than the thorax, without any dis-

tinct neck ; the eyes are large, with conspic-
uous ocelli; there are also usually tlr

simi . Tin- ventral side of the' head is
: i 1 .

prolonged into a conical beak, which extend* be-

h the prostcrnum. The form of tin mouth-parts car, only be

made out by dissection and the use of hi;,.;!) p\vers of the micro-

scope. Fig. 112 rep the mouth-parts of one of our common

*
Phyopoda : phytao (0v<ra'), to blow up; potu (ffovC), A foot.
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FIG. 112. Mouth-parts of Thrift. (Drawn
by J. M. Stedman, under the author's di-

rection.) 8. labrum; 10, mandible; n, max-
illa; 12, labium.

The mandibles are long, bristle-like, curved, and somewhat

flattened at the base ; the maxillae are broad at the base, and taper

to a point ; they are furnished with well-developed palpi ; the labial

palpi are distinct, but less conspic-

uous ; the labrum, in the form fig-

ured, is furnished with a curious

appendage at its tip; and the la-

bium is deeply emarginate. The
three thoracic segments are well

developed. The wings are laid

horizontally on the back when not

in use ; they are very narrow, but

are fringed with long hairs, which,

diverging in flight, compensate for

the smallness of the membrane.

This fringing of the wings sug-

gested the name Tliysanoptcra, by
which the order is designated in

many entomological works. In some-

species the wings are wanting. The legs are well developed,
but are furnished with very peculiar tarsi; these are two-jointed,

and arc bladder-like at the tip. It is this character that sugi;

the name Fhysopodct. The abdomen is more or less spindle-form ; it

is terminated in some genera by a long, slender segment ;
in others,

the females are furnished with a four-valved ovipositor, which lies

in a groove on the ventral aspect of the abdomen.
The larva resembles the perfect insect, but has a softer body.

with the mesothorax and metathorax distinct; the mouth is like

that of the adult; the antennoj and legs are shorter; there are no

simpl- md the compound ones are replaced by conglomerate

The pupa resembles the perfect insect, but the articulations

of the limbs are obscured by a film, and the wings inclosed in .short

heaths. The antenn;e are turned back on the head, and the

. though it moves about, is much more sluggish than in the

other States." ' I laliday.i

The different species of Thrips vary greatly in habits, some being

injurious to vegetation, while oth- arnivormis. It should be

borne in mind that th- commonly called The T//n'/>s, that in-

fests the leaves of grape, is not a member of this order, but one of

the Leaf-hoppers (family Jassid.e of the order Hemiptera). The
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misapplication of the name Thrips to this insect is often the cause

of confusion.

In taking up the Physopoda, it seems very probable that we re-

turn again to near the foot of the insect series as represented by

living forms. This is indicated by the Campodea-like form of the

body, the presence of rudimentary abdominal legs in a European

species, and the Podura-like habit of jumping of many forms.
*

These insects have been placed in various positions. But the

structure of the mouth, and the character of the wings, throw them

out of any of the accepted orders. And now the majority of ento-

mologists agree in assigning them the rank of a distinct order. As
to the position of this order, it seems to me that it is the lowot

living representative of one of the lines of development of winged
insects, of which line the Hemiptera is the culmination.

The Physopoda has not been thoroughly studied. The most

important paper on the insects of this order is by A. H. Haliday.
This was published in the Entomological Magazine for 1836. hi-

entitled An Epitome of tJie HritisJi Genera, in tJic Order Thysanop-
tera. with Indications of a few of the Species. Although this article

published more than a half century ago, and was intended only
to include the British genera, it is the most complete account we

have of the order. The following classification is compiled from it :

Sub-Order I. TUBULIFERA.*

This sub-order is characterized by the absence of a borer in

the females, and by having the last abdominal segment in both

sexes elongated, narrow, and tubular. The maxillary palpi arc

jointed, with the first segment very short ; the wings ,uv without

veins; the two pairs are of the same structure ; they .ire naked.

cept the marginal fringe of hairs; and when at re-t. they are CTO

so as to lie upon each other upon the abdomen.

This sub-order includes a xjnglc family, the Tubulij \ml

only a single genus, Pkluothfip^ re] .ng thi> family, \\.i-

scribed by Haliday.
*

Phla-othrips. -Here belong the more common ^( the black tlnips

which abound in the flowtrs of clover and daisy ; th

found, as their name in-i .uder the lurk of trees.

Tubullfcra: tut>ulut. a small tube; fcro, to bear.
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Sub-Order II. TKK I'BKAMI A.*

This sub-order U characteri/.ed by the presence in the female of

ar-valved borer. The maxillary palpi are three-jointed ; the two

liffer soineuhat in structure; the first pair is Mime-

uh. .and wider, and usually also thicker: Mmctinu> they

iiorny: both pairs are elotlu-d with numerous very fine

hairs: the front wings have two parallel veins, the hind wiiu

,le vein or none: the veins of the \\ings usually bear c>nspicu-
the wings, when not in use, are folded parallel to each

other on the abdomen.

The members of this sub-order are much more agile than t'

ding. They run rapidly, and spring, by bending under

the tip of the abdomen and suddenly straightening it out.

The Terebrantia includes two families
;
these can be separated

A Females with borer curved downwards. Fam. II. STI Npi i i

AA. Females with borer curved upwards. Fain. III. COLEOPTRATIDJE,

Family II. STI:V >ITI:KII >.]:.+

In the Stcnopterid.e the wings are narrow and are furnished

with one or two longitudinal veins
; but there are no cross-veins.

The longitudinal veins are usually fringed with spines. There are-

two or three small indistinct segments at the end of the antenna,-.

And, as stated above, the ovipositor of the female is curved down-

wards. This family includes the greater number of the mcmbe;

the order. The following table will aid in determining the gen

netted with elevated lines. i. Hi MOTH;
A A. 15ody smooth.

I

1

,. Abdomen clothed with silky hairs.

Ill 1 IJody glabrous.

C. Prothorax produced in front and narrowed. 3. OiiKon;
CC. Prothnrax not narrowed.

D. Last -eminent of abdomen armed with paired spines in the female;

male winkle 4. LIM< > mi
DD. I- -t -eminent unarmed.

last two segments of the antenna- shorter than the

nent. i KIPS.

1.1, the antenna- longer than the sixth

segment. T.i LOTH]

*Terri.rantia: tcr,-hr,\ to bore through.

f Stenoptci i. narrow; //, / ;-), \\ wing.
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The most abundant members of this family pertain to the genus

Limothrips. There is a light yellow species which swarms in the

flowers of clover and daisies. Another common species I have desig-

nated, in my 4< Notes on Entomology," as The Grass-eating Thrips,

Umotkrips podphagus. The injury caused by this pest often attr.

attention, although the insect itself is rarely observed. It infests

timothy and June-grass, causing the head to turn yellow and die

before maturing. These dead heads are very abundant every y

nulling the head from its sheath, the stalk will be found to be

shrunken in the tender part just above the joint, where the
j

has been sucked from it ; and in this place, if the examination be

made soon after the turning yellow of the head, the insect can also

be found. The adult female is light yellow in color, measures from

I nun. to \\ mm. (0.04 inch to 0.05 inch) in length, and is remark-

able in lacking the long spines on the veins of the wings.

Family III. COLEOPTRATID^:.*

This family is characterized by having the ovipositor of the

female curved upwards. The front wings are broader than in the

preceding family, and are furnished with both longitudinal and

cross veins. The following-named genera are indicated by Haliday :

ntennae with nine distinct segments. I. MELANTHRIPS.
AA. Antennae apparently five-jointed, the last four segments being minute

and compact.
B. Body somewhat flattened; mesothorax and metathorax broad; front'

wings without fringe on costal border, and with four cro^ :nalo

\vithlntcralabdominalappendages. 2. (' xiPS.

BB. Body cylindrical ; mesothorax and metathorax constricted, wings rudi-

mentary. 3. ^loi

*Coleoptratidse: coleopteros (KoleoxrepoS), sheath-winged.
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Order V. HEMIPTERA.*

, riant-lice, JJark-licc, et a
I.)

The members of tJiis order have four -icings ; in one sub-order the

first pair of icings arc of tlie same thickness throughout, and usually

slope at the sides of the body ; in another sub-order the first pan
*s are thickened at the base, icith t/iinner extremities ic/iieh c

lap on the back. The mouth-parts are formed for sucking. TJie

metamorphosis is incomplete.

The Hemiptera comprises the insects which are properly called

bugs. This term is commonly applied to any thing that creeps or

crawls ; but the entomologist always refers to a member of this

order when he speaks of a bug. In addition to the general term

bug, the representatives of some of the families are known by special

names, as plant-lice, bark-lice, leaf-hoppers, water-boatmen, and

others. The order is a very important one ; it includes many spe-

cies injurious to vegetation, which often occur in such great numbers

as to destroy the plants infested. On the other hand, some of the

are ranked among beneficial insects on account of their car-

nivorous habits ; while still others, as the cochineal and lac in.M

furnish us with useful products.
The nanu- 1 lemiptera was suggested by the form of the front

wings in the sub-order I letcroptcra ; here the basal half of ti

organs is thickened so as to resemble the elytra of beetles, only the

terminal half being wing-like. The second pair of wings are mem-

branous, and arc- folded beneath the first pair. On this account, the

latter are often termed wing-covers ; they are also termed hcincly-

i word suggested by their structure.

The \ving-covers of tin- 1 l-tei-optera present characters much
1 in classification; and consequently special names have l>

applied to the different part-. The thickened basal portion is

*
llemlptcni: //<////- (/////-), half; ptcron (rrre/;or), a wing.
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composed of two pieces joined together at their sides ; one of these

is narrow, and is the part next to the scutellum when the wings are

closed (Fig. 113, 67); this is distinguished as the^ftv^v

the other broader part is the cerium (Fig. 113, Co).

The terminal portion of the wing-cover is designated
as the membrane (Fig. 113, M). In certain families, a FIG. n 3 .-

triangular portion of the terminal part of the corium is winf<aver.

separated as a distinct piece (Fig. 113, Cu)\ this is the

cnncns. In certain other cases, a narrow piece on the costal mar-

gin of the corium is separated (Fig. 113, E) ;
this is the cmbolium.

Both pairs of wings in the Homoptera and Heteroptera are furnished

with veins
;
but it is not necessary for the purposes of this work to

discuss here the nomenclature of these veins.

The mouth-parts are formed for piercing and sucking. Without

dissection, they usually appear as a slender jointed beak, arising at

the base of a shorter pointed labrum. This beak consists of four

bristles inclosed in a fleshy, jointed sheath (Fig. 114).

Two of the bristles represent the mandibles, and two

the maxillae. The sheath is supposed to consist of the

labium and the grown-together labial palpi. This sheath

is usually four-jointed, and is never composed of more

than that number of segments. The maxillary palpi

are wanting.
Most of the Heteroptera protect themselves by the

emission of a disagreeable odor. This is caused by a

fluid which is excreted through two openings, one on

each side of the ventral aspect of the thorax, behind or

near the middle coxa. These openings are termed
F
ifouth-'Pir^

tnc ostcoles. Each of these is usually in some kind of

c
f

r

B
Muhr'f

f " an Pen channel styled the ostcolnr caihiL and th:

surrounded by a more or less rugged and granu
he evaporating surface. Tin- legs of the Hciniptcra vary
:i form, but the tarsi are never more than threc-j< tinted.

The lateral margin of the abdominal segments is mm h '.

oped in several families. ;m d forms a ll.it. rellexed or vertical boi

to the abdomen, which is called the <nn< i /.-//;//.

In their transformations tin- Hemiptrra pass through an iiu

The rudimentary \v IngS of the n\ mph
in the normal position, with the lov

body, and not inv< \\ith th< Jum] ': thoptcra.
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males at the Coccid.e present a remarkable exception in the nature

of their transformations, the metamorphosis being a complete one.

This order includes three well-marked groups; these are ranked

ib-orders. and are distinguished as follov.

TABLE OF SUB-OKI>F.k> OI 1 1 KM JI'TERA.

A. \Vi:^less Hemiptera, parasitic upon Man and other Mammals, with a fleshy

unjointed rostrum.* 1. PAR A

A.\. Hemiptera \vith or without win^s, but with a jointed rostrum.

H. Wiii^s of the same thickness throughout, and usually sloping at the sides

of the body; rostrum arising from the hinder part of the lower side of

the head; head without neek. and so closely applied to the prot :

that the first pair of coxae articulate with the cheeks. 11. HOMOIM
BB. First pair of wings thickened at the base, and with thinner extremities,

which overlap on the back ; rostrum arising from the front part of the

head ; head (except in t'(-/s/i/- and Xntont'ctMu-) with a more or les

tinct neck, so that the cheeks and the first pair of coxae do not touch

each other. III. HETEROPI \ KA.

Sub Order I. PARASITICA.

The Parasltica includes certain parasites of Man and other Mam-
mals, commonly known as lice. All the species which have been

found in the United States belong to a single family, the l\*dicu-

lidic. \Ve will not, therefore, enter into a discussion of the charac-

ters of the sub-order, but pass directly to a study of this family.

Family I. PEDICU Li I >.!:.+

(Lice.)

The lice are very small, \\ingless insects, which live on the skin of

Mammalia, and suck their blood. The mouth is furnished with a

fleshy, unjointed proboscis, which can be withdrawn into the head,

or extended to a considerable length. Within this proboscis are

two protrusiblc knife-like stylets; and at its base, when extended,

there is a wreath of re-curved hooks. These hooks serve to anchor

firmly the proboscis when inserted in the skin ot the infested ani-

mal. The ( two in number, small and simple. The antenna-

have tu nts. The leg's are joined to the outer margin of the

* This is true of all forms that have IK-CM found in the t'niu-d States. Hut in the

genus /Wr< /<////.( the rostrum is three-jointed. Two species of this i^eiius are known;
; one in the \V< the other in China,

f J'tittiulns, a I
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thorax. They are fitted for climbing, being furnished with a pow-
erful curved claw at the tip of the tarsus, which is opposed by a

toothed projection of the tibia. This arrange-

ment is admirably adapted for clinging to hairs.

The young do not undergo a metamorphosis.

Only a few species pertaining to this family are

known. The bird-lice, which differ from the

true lice in having biting mouth-parts, consti-

tute the family Mallophagida, of the order

Pseudoneuroptera, and should not be con-

founded with the insects we are now de-

scribing.

Three species of lice infest man
;
these are

as follows :

The head-louse, Pcdiculus capitis. This

is the most common species infesting man.

It lives in the hair of the head, and is found upon all

races of men. It is most common upon the heads of neglected

children. Its general color is pale yellowish, with the outer edges
of the thorax and abdomen dark brown or gray, and the tarsal

claws pale brown. The eggs are oval, and are usually glued by the

pointed end to the hair of the host. These " nits" are said to hatch

under favorable conditions in about a week from the time they are

laid. Under ordinary circumstances, cleanliness and the use of a

fine-toothed comb are all that is necessary to insure freedom from

this disgusting pest.

The Body-louse, Pcdiculns wstiwcnti. This is somewhat larger

than the preceding species. Like the head-louse, it infests all races

of men. It is an interesting fact, however, that peculiar \

have been developed upon the different races. The variety which

infests the Whites in this country is yellowish, tinned wii,

"that of the Wesl African and Australian is nearly black; of the

Hindoo, dark and smoky; of the Africander and Hottentot, orange;

that of the Chinese and Japanese, yellowish brown ; of the Ind

of the Andes, dark brown; of the Digger Indians of ( alifoi

dusky olive; and that of the more North American Indians, near the

Esquimaux, paler, approaching to the li^ht color of th

European."
* This in- upon the skin of most parts of

body; but especial!) <1 back. 1: ften trouble-

_____^__^_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

* Andrew Murray, Economic Entomology, p. 392.
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some on ships, in military camps, in prisons ami in the apartments
of uncleanly people who m-glect to change their clothes. Tlu

male attaches her eggs to fibres in the scums of undergarments.
from which the larvae hatch in about a week. Th;

ceedingly* prolific. The method ot \ ing these vermin com.

monly employed in hospitals and poorhouse> is to rub mercurial

ointment in the seams of undergarments.

Crab-louse, /V/////;/. i mmon name of thi-

cies is suggested by the form of the body, which is nearly as broad

as long. When highly magnified, the resemblance of this insect to

a crab is quite striking; but to the unaided eye it appears more like

scale of dandruff. These offensive vermin affect the pubic
on and armpits of man. stretching themselves out flat, holding

tight to the cuticle, and inflicting most irritating punctures. They
can be destroyed by mercurial ointment.

The true lice of cattle, of the horse, ass, swine, squirrel, etc., are

very closely allied to the head-louse and body-louse of man. They
have been placed, however, by systematists in a distinct genus.

-natoplnus. The names of the more important species are as fol-

i6.-//. eurytttrmttt, FH.. 117. //. rituli.

(From Law.) <m I^iw.)

i ft //. suit. FlG. UQH. tili/f
ivv.)

lows: louse of cow, //. curystfrni'* (Fig, 1 16) ;
a second

found on cattl. . .illy calves is //. ,-////// (Fig. 1171; lou*

horse and aSS, //. tisini ( I
r

ig. 1151; loiisC of swine, //. .v///.v i l
;

ig I i

louse of the dog, //.////// i 19); IOUM.- of rabbit. //. i-cntri-

'S ; louse of monkeys. //.
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The reader should bear in mind that certain of the bird-lice, Mal-

idu, infest cattle, the horse, ass, sheep, dog, and cat. Those

:s have been discussed in an earlier chapter. The true lice of

the genus Htcinatopinns can be recognized by the figures on the

two preceding pa.

For the destruction of these pests upon cattle, poisonous sub-

CCS must not be used, as injury would result from the animals'

licking themselves. They may be safely treated by washing with a

strong infusion of tobacco leaves, or by rubbing with an ointment

made of one part sulphur and four parts lard, or by sprinkling with

Scotch snuff or powdered wood-ashes. The insecticide should be

applied thoroughly, leaving no spots untouched where the lice can

gather and remain, and from which they can spread over the body
n. The application should be repeated several times at inter-

vals of three or four days, in order to destroy the young which may
hatch after the first application. It is also nece;iry. in order to

make sure of eradicating the pests, to dress with similar agents, or

with strong lye, or kerosene, all places where the cattle have been in

the habit of rubbing, and the cracks in the stables where they have

stood : or to whitewash the stables and rubbing-places,

Sub-Order II.-HOMOPTERA.*

The Homoptera is that division of the Hemiptera in which the

wings are of the same thickness throughout, and. when at n>i. usu-

ally slope roof-like at the sides of the body. This sub-order

cha: (1 by the absence of a neck, and the position of the

mouth-parts at the hinder part of the lower side of th So

closely is the head applied to the thorax that usually the front coxse

articulate with the cheeks, and in many forms the mouth-part s
,ip-

trom between the front !

Although the Homoptera is a well-marked group, so

that by some it is considered a distinct order, the families of whuh

composed show great variations in structure, and n

velopment of the sp Some of the most i:

problems presented by Entomology have arisen in the study of this

order.

TABLE OF FAMILIES Ol II RA.

A. Beak apparently arising from the sternum, or absent ; tarsi two-

mac usually prominent and filiform, sometimes wan:

inOplerm : komc .une; ftfro* (wr*,tor\ a wing.
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B. Tarsi one-jointed; adult male without any beak and with only two

female wingless, with body either scale-like or gall-like in form, or ^rub
and clothed with wax. The waxy covering may be in the form oT

powder, of large tufts or plates, of a continuous layer, or of a thin scale

beneath which ihe insect lives.

BB. Tarsi usually two-jointed ; wings, when present, four in number.

C. Wings opaque, whitish : wings and body covered with a whitish pow-
der. 3. ALEYRODlDv.

CC. Wings transparent.

D. Legs long and slender, not fitted for leaping; antennae three

seven -jointed. 4. APHIDID.*.

DD. Hind legs fitted for leaping; antennae nine- or ten-jointed.

5. IM'U.lD^E.

AA. Beak evidently arising from the mentum ; tarsi three-jointed; antennae

minute, setiform.

B. With three ocelli, and the males with musical organs. UsualK

insects, with all the wings entirely membranous.

BB. Ocelli only two in number, or wanting ; males without musical or-

C. Antennae inserted on the side of the cheeks beneath the eyes.

8. FUL<;<>KII> i

CC. Antennae inserted in front of and between the eyes.

D. Prothorax prolonged into a horn or point above the abdomen.

6. MEMBRA*
DD. Prothorax not prolonged above the abdomen.

E. Hind tibiae armed with one or two stout teeth, and the tipcro.

with short, stout spines. 9. CERCOPID..
EE. Hind tibiae having a double row of spines below. 10. JASSID^.

Family II. COCCID,E.*

(Scale-insects or Bark-lice, Mealy-bugs, ct al.)

The family Coccidce includes tin: Scale-insects or Hark-lue.

Mealy-bugs, and certain other insects for which there are no popu-
lar names. In many respects this is a very anomalous group, the

species differing greatly in appearance, habits, and metamorphoses
from those of the most closely allied families. Not only do the

members nf this family appear very unlike other insects, but thnv

nderful variety of forms within the family; and even the

two sexes of the same species differ as much in the adult

members of distinct ord<

111- males of Coccidae, unlike all other Hemiptera, undergo a

complete metamorphosis. The adult males have only a single pair

*C6ccida% Coccus : cotcum,
" the berry that grows upon the scarlet oak." This sup-

posed berry was a bark-louse.
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of wings, the hind wings being represented by a pair of club-like

halteres. Each of these is furnished with a bristle, which in all of

the species I have studied is hooked, and fits in- a pocket on the

wing of the same side (Fig. 120, \a\ The male in the adult state

has no organs for procuring food, as the mouth-parts disappear

4*4
FIG. i3o Asfiidiotus nerii. i, scales on leaves of acacia, natural size

; in, adult male, enlarged ;

scale of male, enlarged ;
i, . scale of female, enlarged. (From the Author's Report for 1880.)

during the metamorphosis of the insect, and a second pair of eyes

appear in their place. The adult female is always \\iiiLjcss; and the

body is cither scale-like or gall-like in form, or grub-like and clothed

with wax. The waxy covering may be in the form of

Or plates, of a continuous 1 of a thin BCalc, bc-

i which the insect li ,

<>ng the Coccidae are found many of the most seriou

horticu!' any kind of fruit is free from their attai

tin species of scale-insects and mealy-bugs are constant
]

in conservatories. 'J -:h which these insects or tli

ran^porttd long n fruit <>r h\

plants, has caused many species that infest cultivated plan:

come world-wide in distribution.
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Dui 3, much attention h.is hern paid to devising
method The insecticides which are now

d are alkaline washes and k< mul>ion.
(J

Chapter \i\

>t usetul inse -

;1 ^t () this family. Several sp

furnish dye-stutis. The best known <>f these is (\'>t't'HS <v/Y//, the

dried 1) I which are known as (

'

-chineal. The .stick l.u

vom which shell-lac or shellac is prepared, is a resinous

sul>~- xcreted by one of the iirtcria ICu'ca, which

lives on the young branches of several tro])ical 1 \nd the

>f this insect, \\hich are obtained from the stick lac. furnish

the coloring agent known as lac dye. China wax is .mother sub-

stance for which we are indebted to this family. It is the <. xcretion

of an insect known as IV-la, Kriccrus pc-la. In fact, many species of

this family excrete wax in considerable quantities. I have found

thn - in this country which, if they can be easily cultivated,

produce wax in sufficient quantities to be of economic importance.
The family comprises four sub-families. One of these includes

species that live in galls, and is confined to Australia. The tl

sub-families which are represented in our fauna can be separated by
the following table:*

A. Body either naked or clothed with a secretion ; the clothing, however, not

in the form uf a scale composed in part of moulted skins.

15. Body of female usually remaining distinctly segmented.

'lM*f*r\
and retaining the power of motion till maturity: -me-
time>. i : lee< mirs more or Ir-s globular and ;

but in all cases the labium is eornpo-
nn-nts. and : no anal pl.ites. (Fig. IJI..//M The

abdomen usually ends in a pair of lobes, each funi:

with one or more bristles (Plate IV. Fig. i<-j.

i. (

\\\\, 1 1< idy
( >f female (hanging much in form during devel

>|>-

ment, becoming or IIX.K -'.obular. with

the segmentation absent or indistinctly indicated. The

individuals usually In-con,. , the plant upon which

pi'ates.

Kcd '

they liv<-; sometimes they are enclosed in a coverin

wax. In all < a-es the labium is composed of a single

t tiiealii!. ial in the adult female ie

gular pla 2 l.i

* The characters given here for di " I.ccani:

merely provisional, as these groups are not yet well known.
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,. Body of inso n part of moulted skins and
on of tin- 3. Di IS!

Sub-Family I. O >

The sub-family 9 includes tho-e I'occids of which the

female- undergo the least change in form during their development.
The majority of them retain a form not much different from th, ;

the young larva- : but in some genera the body become nilar

:th little or no indication of segmentation. The m<t im-

portant character-, as the family is no\v understood, are the multi-

articulate labium, and the absence of anal plates. 1'late IV. \<i

its the typical form of the female adult in this sub-family : i<

represents the caudal end of the body of the same. The mo-t coin-

exception to this form is that of the genus Kcrrnt's de-cubed

\v. In most genera of this sub-family the body of the female

mes enclosed in a cottony or felt-like sac. In some, as the

mealy-bugs, this takes place just before they begin to oviposit ;

while in other genera the greater part of the life of the insei

ed within the sac. In this and the next sub-family the caudal

style of the male is short ; and the last abdominal segment bears a

pair of long waxy filaments. Each filament is supported by om
more hairs, at the base of which are the spinnerets from which the

wax is excreted (Plate IV. I<7 and \b).

ily-bugs. Dactylopius. The mealy-bugs are the best known
members of this sub-family, .is they are

the most common and most noxious of

green-house pests. Fig. \22 represents

J). fangijilis, a common species in i

houses. D. dcstrfictvi
23) is an-

female, en m the
Aui: for 1880.)

!

Icm.i in the

Au;l for 1880.)

other common which differs in lacking the long filaments
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of the preceding species. This occurs in green-houses in the North,

and is also very destructive to orange-trees in Florida.

Cochineal, Coccus cacti. This is a native of Mexico, but is now
cultivated in India, Spain, and other countries. It feeds upon vari-

ous species of the Cactaceae, more especially Opunlia coccinilifcra.

I have received living specimens which were collected upon a wild

cactus in Florida. The dye-stuff consists of the female insects,

which, when mature, are brushed off the plants, killed, and dried.

The entire insect is used. From cochineal, lake and carmine are

also prepared. Cochineal is now being superseded by aniline d\

which are made from coal-tar.

Orthczia. The members of this genus occur not uncommonly
on various weeds. They are remarkable for the calcareous secretion

with which the body is clothed. This is in the form of long pla

1:14 represents a nymph ; in the adult female, the excretion be-

comes more elongated posteriorly, and forms a sac containing the

eggs mixed with a fine down. Later, when the young are born,

they remain in the sac till they have themselves secreted a sufficient

amount of the lamellar matter to cover them.

4.-OftAfMta, enlarged. (From ttic \*i.Ic<rya furck*ti. Female*, adult
Author'! Report for 1880.) and young, on orange. (From the Auihor't

n for 1880.)

Yd purehast. T i it if ul in ' the

rous pests ii, n California. The 1>

of the adult female i nd has the doi

MUTC or less covered with a white or \ < llowish-wliitr j>..\\

The in a large egg-sac, which causes it to rest inble l'ul
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'.ext sub-family. '\\\ LC of Icerya, hov.

.utifully ribbed, while that of Pulvinari.i is not definite

.111 introduced insect from Australia.

AV/; Two species of Rhizoi\h\'n$ ai\ figured on Plate IV.

I represents A'. ,// pecies infesting Norfolk Island

pine \Arancaria i.\-it'lsior\ in southern California: and Fii;. j is of

v.s- upon oak from Florida. This ^enus is a i;ood illustration

\2(>.Kertnes sj> <s agri/olia. Adult females on stem
;
immature males on leaves.

( From the Author's Rej>ort for 1880.)

of the forms that spend a greater part of their lives within sacs. A
more common illustration of thi^ occurs in the ^c-nus / . of

which we have a
3]

:nm<>n upon a/aleas in *

.The most abnormal members of this sub-family consti-

tute the L^enus Kcrmcs. S] : this ^c-nus are common upon
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oaks wherever they grow. These insects are remarkable for the

wonderful gall-like form of the adult females. So striking is this

mblance, that they have been mistaken for galls^by many ento-

mologists. Fig. 126 represents a species of this genus upon Quercus

agrifolia. The gall-like swellings on the stem are the adult females;

the smaller scales on the leaves are the immature males.

Sub-Family II. LECANIN/E.*

In the present state of our knowledge of this sub-family there is

nothing to add to the characterization of it given in the table on page

136. The most available character for recognizing these in-< *. :

the presence of the subtriangular anal plates (Fig. ui>. Usually,
the body is elliptical or circular in outline, vith a deep incision at

the caudal end, leading to the anal opening (Fig. 121). Although
rule these insects remain fixed to one spot after the wandering

larval stage, I have seen the adults of certain species move from one

place to another. It is a curious fact that in certain ^pecies. among
them the most common ones, as I.. //< >yV;-/V///w, the males are un-

known. It seems probable that they rarely, if ever, occur. Only
three genera have been found in the United State's. These are dis-

tinguished as follows :

or nearly so.

B. Female secreting a mass of cottony material in which the eggs are laid.

2. PULVINAKI \

B. Female laying her eggs beneath her body, not excreting a

tmy material. I. LECANIUM.
AA. Body covered with a layerof wax. 3. ( 'I-KOH \

ininw. The of the genus Lccanium abound every-

tlu-y occur on all kinds of plants both in Conservatories and

in the open air. Some of them are known to garden.

The genus is one that is racily reo>iMii/.ed, but no one has

'ly character*, for separating the i IOM-!\ allied

figured three of tl common t >i ins. 1

V. I if of /.,,, //////;;/ //rsfSrif/uw. This is .1 represent .1! i\ up
that includes our i :nm<n ;

oval in outline, near! ul smooth and shin;

/;////;;/ / I Mate V. . much more c<>:

ndicates. I
1 :mioji in conservato:

Lecanlnc, I I "). a dih
IO
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Ltcaniiim olccB also occurs in conservatories, but it is very common in

the open air in California. Here it is a serious pest of the orange,

.-t.Ptthinaria innumtrabilis. Female on grape, natural size. (From the Author's Report
for 1880.)

olive, and other trees. It is very convex and marked with promi-
nent ridges ( Plate V. i). Especially prominent are two transverse

ridges and a longitudinal one which frequently form a raised sun

of the form of a capital H.

-.Ctrtfla ,,,it. adult and
r

larked: f>, adult female, enlarged. (From the. Au-
(Ho.)

Adult female*, naiura
male enlarged. (From the A
Report for tMo.)

This isd hcd from Lccanium only by
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the fact that the ndult female excretes a large cottony mass in which

the eggs arc laid. Fig. \ i~ represents I'ulrintJria innmncrdlulis,

which is common on grape, niapK orange, and other plants.

Ccropldstcs. The species belonging to this genus are furnished

with a thick covering of waxy material, which does not, however.

adhere closely to the insect. Only two species have been found in

the United State-. Both of these are Florida insects, and in each the

waxy covering is dirty-white in color. The most common sp<. I

C. Floridfnsis (Fig. US-, infests a great variety of plants both wild

and cultivated. C. cirripcitiformis (Fig. 129) is not very common ;

it infests orange and quince. It is a beautiful species, as the \\a.\y

excretion is in the form of regular-shaped pla'

Sub-Family III.

The Diaspina includes those species of scale-insects that form a

scale composed in part of moulted skins, and partly of an excretion of

the insect. This apparently trivial character is correllated with im-

portant structural characters, which mark a well-defined group. The

:} . Organs of the last segment of adult females of the niasfhttr. a, opening of oviduct;
b. anus : </, d, ccphalo-lateral groups of spinnerets ; /, t, caudo-lateral groups of spinm-n
lobes ; k, spines ; /, plates (these are frequently described by authors as spines). (From a Report
by the Author, 1881.)

most important of the structural characters is the peculiar form of

the last segment of the body. This segment is highly speciali/ed

for the excretion and manipulation of wax. It is furnished with

many openings and appendages. These vary greatly in number and

form, and afford good character^ for distinguishing closely allied

*
Diasplrue, Diaspis: dia (did,) through; asfis (a'cnrj'S), a shield.
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Figure 130 represent^ a common form of this segment.
But these special characters of tli .cut are not presented In- the

larv.e till after the first moult, nor by the male alter the chan-

pup
The following account of the metann>rplm>es of the Diaspin.r i>

quoted from my report on Scale-Insects in the Annual Report of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture for 1880.

The newly-hatched scale-insect is oval in outline, much flattened, furnished

with six legs, a pair of antennae, and an apparatus for sucking the juices from

plants. (See Plate VI. \ouni; of . L\/>/<//<//// .* jit us.) At thi-

its existence it is very small, a mere speck, which the untrained eye could only
with difficulty detect. By means of a lens, however, these minute creal

can be seen crawling in all directions over the leaves or bark of an int<

tree. After wandering for a time, usually but a few hours or e\en less, the

ig scale-insect settles on some part of the plant, inserts its beak, and draw-

ing its nourishment from the plant, begins its growth at the expense of its host.

In a short time there begins to exude from the body of the larva fine tin

of wax, which are cottony in appearance. The excretion of this wax continues

until the insect is completely covered by it. The rate at which this excretion

is produced varies greatly. Thus larvae of the red scale of Florida (.ls/>/(//o/us

ficus), which were only one day old, were found to be completely covered by the.

cottony mass which they had excreted ; while the larvae of Glover's scale j.I/r//-

laspis Glwerit) did not become entirely covered until they were six days old.

Sooner or later the larva begins to excrete a pellicle, which, although
thin, is dense and firm in texture. The mass of cottony fibres either melts or

is blown away, or, as in certain species of Aspidiotus, a portion n-mains
white dot or ring on the centre of the scale. After a period, whirh, in several

species that we have studied, is about one-half of the time from the hatching of

the larva to the emerging of the male, or one-third of the time from the birth

of the female to the date at which she begins ovipositing, the larva sheds its

skin. In some species this does not take place until after the beginning oi the

formation of the permanent scale, and in such cases the moulted skin adhe:

the inner surface of the scale; and cannot be seen while it is in its normal posi-

tion on the plant. This is true of many species belonging to the genus Aspidi-
otus {A.ficus, A. citri, A. perniciosus, and othersi. In these -peeies the position

of the exuviae is indicated by a nipple-like prominence, often marked by a

white ring or dot, which is the remains of the cottony ma>s lir>t excreted. In

other species the moult takes place before the beginning of the excretion i' tin-

permanent scale. In these, the larval skin is plainly visible either upon t la-

surface of the scale, as in certain species of Aspidiotus (. /. .v,v //. ! and

in Diaspis (Plate VIII. Fig. M. 2,n. or at one extremity, as in Mytil.i-;

X. Fig. la). Sometimes, however, the larval skin is covered by a deli.

parent layer, which, I think, is the melted or compacted remains of the cottonv

mass excreted by the young larva (Plate X
The change which the larva undergoes at this moult is a very remarkable

one, appearing to be a retrogression, instead of an advancement to a more
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highly organized form, as is the rule in the development of animals. With the

skin are shed the legs and antennae.* The young scale-insect thus becomes a

degraded grub-like creature, with no organs of locomotion. The mouth-parts
remain, however, in a highly developed state and are well fitted to perform
their functions. This apparatus is not the least remarkable thing in the

structure of these insects. It is terminated by a thread-like organ, which is

frequently much longer than the body of the insect, and is composed of four

delicate hair like bristles. By means of this organ the insect is firmly attached

to the plant, and draws its nourishment therefrom. From this stage the devel-

opment of the sexes differs.

The second and last moult of the female takes place, in those species which

we have studied most carefully, when she is about twice as old as when the

first moult occurred. The change in appearance at this moult presents nothing
remarkable. The second cast skin is joined to the first, and with it forms a

part of the scale which covers the body of the insect. Sometimes, as in the

genus Uhleria( Plate VI I. Fig. 9), this moulted skin is very large and constitutes

the greater part of the scale; but more commonly the exuviae form but a small

proportion of the scale, the greater part of it being excreted subsequently to

<-cond moult. Soon after the second moult of the females takes place the

adult males emerge, and doubtless the impregnation of the females occurs at

\:;er this, the body of the female increases in size, becoming distended

with ci^s. The oviposition takes place gradually, and, in those species that we
have MS when the female is about three times as old as when the

first moult occurred. The eggs are deposited beneath the scale, the body of the

female gradually shrinking and thus making room for them. (See Plate X.

) Some species, however, are viviparous.

The male scale-insect during the early part of its larval life is indistinguish-

able from the female. The first moult occurs at the same time and is accom-

panied by a similar change, the male larva, like the female, losing its legs and

antennae. The second moult is also synchronous with the second moult of the

female ; but here the similarity in form between the two sexes ceases. K\vn

before this moult takes place there may be observed the formation of rudiment-

ary limbs beneath the transparent memberless skin of the larva; and alter this

iied, the male, now in the pupa stale, differs remarkably fioin the

:lc. The male pupa has lung antenna-, and its lei;s and win^s. although in

The duration of the pupa state in those

species which lOIt, lasting but a few days; and the:

thin: in, the adult male appears.
The outline !: ;\'.. VI.. and IX.

this stage. Tin- anterior win-s tiiou-ii very delicate, Mt large, and enable

the male to fly readily, The p-.ste:ior win^s an- n i oni\ i>\

ts resemble in this respect the ili<

insects belong the order D >rtwo-wii

wrh .1
|t) le, win. ii ! ft ffl

the r Is the external organ of reproduction. \

res represent ..nly a dorsal view, the ni <r ! the

* Rudiments of antennae are sometimes retained, as in certain species of
'
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Scale* of the l)iatf>i*a, from camera-lucida drawings, i, Asf>iditus ficus, female ; in, male of

same; a, A ifidiot us nerii, female ; aa, male of same ; 3, Diatfiii roso-, female; .;. m.dc ->f

same; 4, Ckionasfiis/ur/urut, female; 4^, male of same; 5, Afytilat/>is /omorMin, f<

yi, male of san, ria ferga ndii, female; 6a, male of same; 7, /',/?/,//

female; 71. male of same; / tityphi, female
; 9, Uhltria mmellitt : 10, Aspidi-

otut f pa rlatoroidtt, female
; n, Ckionatfi* f bicLi
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adult the supplementary eyes which takes the place of the mouth parts is

not shown.

The genera of the Diaspinae are characterized chiefly by the form

of the scales, and the position of the moulted skins or exuviae upon
them. In the use of these characters it is necessary to distinguish
the sex of the individual by which a given scale was made. This

can be done as follows: In the scale of the fully developed female

there are two moulted skins, while in that of the male there is but

one. Our genera can be separated by the following table :*

V Scale of female circular with the exuviae either central or more or less

nearly marginal.
B. Scale of male but little elongated, with the exuviae more or less central ;

scale usually resembling that of the female in color and texture (Plate
VII. Fi^. \a and 2<i). ASP1DIOTUS.

BB. Scale of male elongated, with the exuviae at one extremity.
C. Scale of male, white and carinated (Plate VII. Fig. $a). Di

CC. Scale of male, not white and with no central carina (Pl.iu- VII.

Fig. 6rf). PAR i \:>KIA.

AA. Scale of female elongated, with the exuviae at one extremity.
I). Exuviae small.

E. Scale of male, white and carinated t (Plate VII. Fis*. \a) ; last

segment of female with five groups of spinnerets. CHIONASIMS.

EE. Scale of male white, but not carinated; female with eight groups

ofspimu: PoLi.\-ris.

ilc of male similar in form to that of the female (Plate VII.

MY 1 1! iSPIS,

DD. Exuviae large.

I Two moulted skins visible on the scale of the female (Plate VII.

7,8). PAKI.AIOKIX.

FF. Second skin covered by a secretion (Plate 1 Fig. 9). UHLERIA.

Tin- accompanying illustrations, from my report on scale-in

in the Report of tin- U. S. I)ept. of Agriculture l"i iSSo, will enable

vc tin- m<nv important species of this sub-family.

:ns. This is the largest gentlS of the Diaspin.. than

,
, .I in thr I 'nited States. The one

\\hi- ! injury to citrus fruits on tin

coast is the i

Clos d to this i, the Red Scale of Florida. ./. VI,

U Sralr- 1 IIMM 1 1 1 in thr Sc, , .M.I Report

Ithaca, N. Y., 1883.

the Kale <! His species

will- mia.
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2 . This also infests oranges; but its injuries are overshadowed in

Florida by those of other scale-insects; ./. ncrii (Fig. 120) is the

common white scale, which occurs on a great variety of plants. It

is an imported insect ; but I have collected it throughout our country
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Atlantic

the Pacific; in the colder parts of the United States it is, next to

the mealy-bugs and Lecanium, the most common Coccid on house-

plants. In northern California, and especially in the Santa Clara

Valley, is found A. pcrniiii>sns; this is a circular, grayish scale which

infect- nearly all of the deciduous fruit-trees grown in that State. It

is the nmst destructive of the scale-making Coccids; and before the

fruit-growers auoke to the importance of fighting it, it came near

roving the orchards of that section.

x/vx. Our commonest representative of this genus is Dnisj>is
i Plate VIII. 11; this is a snowy-white scale, which occurs

abundantly on neglected roses; I have found it also on raspberry,

and blackberry bushes. Didspis carudi (Plate VIII. 2) is common
in some localities on Juniper and allied plants.

Chionaspis. The common white scale of pear and apple is C/ii-

muupis f&rfurus (Plate IX. i). Another common species which

occurs throughout the United States upon the leaves of pine and

spruce is C. pimfolii (Plate IX. j .. C. cudnymi (Plate VIII. 3) in-

inus ; it is remarkable for having the scale of the female

dirty blackish-brown color, instead of white-, as is the rule in this

genus. The common white scale of willow is ( '. sdf/ds.

Myti/tispis.'liO this genus belong some of the best known Coc-

.
( )f those that occur on plants in the open air, only three

American species have been recogni/ed. Two of these abound on

iges. One of the orange species .17. ^/<>:-<n;. , Plate \ i he

ly recogni/.ed by the very narrow form of the scale-, and the
I

that laid in two rows beneath the scale (Plate X. I

In the other </d, ( Plate X. I . i the scale of the

ich wider, and the - irregularly beneath

hell Bark-louse of the Apple. .)/. /v ;//<>;///;/,

is (1 fmm M. citricola <.nly by minute eh.n, The

to would set lly well for this

that it does not oeeur <>n t; the nx.st common
the t "nit. d State I in \\ Inch that '

! "th, r plants
'ants ..t in ,1 on Plat. VII.. and not

ida
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oranges. Parlatoria protcus has been found only on exotic plants
in conservatories. Parlatoria zizyphi is an exotic species which is

often found on imported oranges. Uhlcria camcllii'c is a trouble-

some pest of the camellia in conservatories. Aspidiotus parlato-
roidcs infest the Bay Tree in Florida. And Chionaspis bic/dris is a

remarkable species, which I found burrowing beneath the epidermal
layer uf certain exotic plants in the conservatories at Washington.

Family III. ALEYRODID;.*

(Aleyrodts.)

The insects of the genus Alcyrodcs were for a long time classed

with the Coccidae. In their immature state they are scale-like in

form i Fig. 131), and often somewhat resemble certain species of

anium. But the mature insects differ so

much from Coccids that the genus has been

separated as a distinct family. They are very
small insects; the species with which I am

acquainted have an expanse of wings of about

three millimeters. Both sexes are winged ;

and. as with other Hemiptera except the

Coccids, there are two pairs of wings. In the

adult state, all the species are of nearly the FIG. 131.

-ame color; the wings are white, sometimes

red : the body is usually yellowish, sometimes pinkish, and more

or less spotted with black. The most striking character presented

by the adults, in addition to the fact that both sexes are winged,
and each has t\vo pairs of wings, is the presence of a whitish powder
with which the wings and body are covered. It is this character

which gives the name to the genus.
With the adults the eyes arc reniform. and generally di\

into two portioi : by a membrane : in some Species they

! rounded or triangular. Above
minute ocellus. The rostrum is stout, and composed of th:

I :. Tin- wings in repose are

ntally. The first pair arc the- larger, and

:. which ' he mid-

dle of the wing, is much ti md win

'c vein.

Aleyrtdide, Alcyrfldcn: n/furM-t (d\vp<a6t<), like flour.
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Owing to their small size and similarity in color, it is difficult to

distinguish the different species of Aleyrodes in the adult state.

But the immature scale-like forms present considerable differences.

The most common form that I have met is very flat, nearly circular

in outline, and furnished with a beautiful white fringe ( Fig. 131);

this fri: 1 of parallel fibres, which radiate from the

margin of the body ; and its white color contrasts strongly with the

dark color of the insect. The segmentation of the body is often

represented by prominent wrinkles, which give the insect a minia-

ture resemblance to the fossils known to geologists as Trilobite^.

Sometimes the fringe of excretion is

wanting; and in a common species on

maple, the excretion from the margin of

the body, instead of extending laterally

and forming a fringe, is directed towards

the leaf upon which the insect rests,

and thus the body is lifted away from FIG. i 3a.-^*yr/ on maple,

the leaf, and perched upon an exquisite palisade of white wax

The American species of this family have not been studied. In

an\' of them become destructive to vegetation, they can proba-

bly be destroyed by strong alkaline solutions, as are Coccids.

Family IV. Ai'iimm/E.*

Tlu plant-i well-known insects; they infest nearly all

kinds (.1 tion in all parts of the country. Our most common
fl-bmlii <

. witli long U-gs and

ant- lich appear <>n various plants in the house and in tin-

field. Among our common are both winged and wiiu,

form .it number of species, nearly all of which

1 1).
|

! our larj
measure only 6

or 7 mm. (0.24 or 0.2; inch > in length.

pear shaped The wii

forms li -isparent \\ings. 'I i fur-

nishcil with a few simple \e.in->; but the venation is more i

Aphldidtt, Aphis: perhaps from afhysso (d0vcr<rv), to drink up liquids.
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than in cither <>f the two preceding families. The first pair of \\ :

is larger than the other: and the two wings of each side are usually

connected by a compound booklet. The beak is two-jointed, and

\ea greatly in length : sometimes it N longer :han the body. The

compound i prominent : and ocelli are also usually present.

The antenna: are from three-- to seven-jointed. On the dorsal aspect

of the sixth abdominal segment there is. in many species, a pair of

tubes, through which a sweet, transparent fluid is excreted. In

some genera these organs are merely perforated tubercles ; while in

still other genera they .ire wanting.

The fluid which i through the abdominal tubcrc!<

the substance known as honey-dew. It is sometimes produced in

such quantities that it forms a glistening coating on the 1

the branches below the plant-lice, and stone walks beneath shade-

trees are often densely spotted with it. This honey-dew is fed upon

by bees, wasps, and ants. The bees and wasps take the food where

they find it, paying little, if any, attention to its source. Hut the

ants recognize in the plant-lice useful auxiliaries, and often care for

them as man cares for his herds. This curious relationship will be

more fully discussed under the head of ants.

In addition to honey-dew, many Aphids excrete a white sub-

stance. This may be in the form of a powder, scattered over tin-

surface of the body, or it may be in large flocculent or downy
masses; every gradation between these forms exists.

The plant-lice are remarkable for their peculiar mode of

development. The various species differ greatly in the details

of their transformations: but the following generalizations can be

made.

At some period eggs are produced by impregnated females.

This ordinarily occurs in the autumn ; in which case the eggs do not

hatch till the following spring. From the fact that these t

fertilized, they are frequently referred to as true eggs, in contradis-

tinction to pseudova, described later. These true eggs are also

known as winter eggs.

From the winter eggs there hatch in the spring a generation of

Aphids in which there is no distinction of sex. All are females:

and each has the power of reproducing without the intervention of a

male. Such reproduction is termed agamic* reproduction, or repro-

duction by budding. And this term is also applied to the individu-

*
Agftmic: a (a), without; games (yapoS), marriage.
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als that reproduce in this way. Usually, the agamic generation pro-

duced by the winter eggs is wingless. The agamic female which

hatches from a winter egg, being the starting point from which arise

the generations that intervene between this egg and the production
of other true eggs, is termed the stem-mother.

The offspring of the stem-mothers are wingless or winged or

both, and are agamic. In many cases they are born alive. This

can be seen by examining almost any colony of plant-lice during the

summer-time. While an agamic mother is unconcernedly feeding
or walking about, it may be giving birth to a young louse

;
the lat-

ter can be seen with the unaided eye, but better with a lens, emerg-

ing from the caudal end of its mother, tail first, and kicking vigor-

ously, even before its head has been delivered. In other cases, the

agamic form produces egg-like bodies, which are termed pseuiiora, to

distinguish them from the fertilized or true eggs. And, in still other

cases, they produce living young, which are enveloped in a pellicle,

from which they emerge in the course of a few minutes ; such an

enveloping pellicle with its enclosed young is also termed a pseudo-
vum.

The number of agamic generations that may follow without the

intervention of sexual forms varies with different species, and, in

some cases at least, varies in the same species, depending upon tem-

perature and other conditions. Thus Kyber, in the early part of

this century, succeeded, by keeping the insects in a warm room, in

ing a series of agamic generations of two species of Aphids.
which extended through four years without the intervention of

ual forms.

As already indicated, the agamic generations are of two forms,

wingless and winged. Each of these has a peculiar function in the

economy of the species. The wingless generations, which are usu-

ally the more numerous, by their great fecundity provide for the

enormous and rapid multiplication of individuals, which is so cha

f these insects. Hut th: increase of individuals would

be disastrous to tl ies, by the destruction of tin-

plants and the consequent .starving of the it not sup-

plemented by other powers. We find, therefore. int< ! among
wingless sedentary generation

and mi. Thus tl d of tin lor.

Generally on the setting in of cold weather, or in some <

the failure of nourishm thcr being still warm. th< i

produced a gei :<li\iduals of both 1 he

1 1
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:her winged or wingless; but, 9O far as is known, the

females that pair with the males are aluays windless. Th

females aft ;iing impregnated, produce the winter eggs ; thus

mpletcd th t changes through \\huh th<

In mat 1

t,
the individuals of the agamic generation

that immediately precedes the sexual one produce but few pseudova ;

:dova the sexual individuals emerge, not as l.n

but as fully developed individuals, ready to pair and reproduce ; in

. in the cases referred t. the sexual individuals have the mouth-

parts in a rudimentary state, and take no nourishment. In many
the impregnated female prodih .;. which is

nearly as large as the insect herself; frequently th ; s egg is

laid, but remains throughout the winter in the dry skin of the dead

parent.
unic Aphides may hibernate, and may coexist with the sexual

ration of the same speci

in the above generali/ations it will be seen that a single

of plant-louse may present three distinct forms: first, a

ntary. agamic, wingless form, furnished with mouth-parts;

second, a migrating, agamic form, which is winged and furnished

with mouth-parts; third, a sexual form, of which the females

wingless, while the males may be either winged or wingless; in cer-

tain it least, the sexual forms are inouthK

There is unfortunately a generalization in most of the text-books

on entomology that is incorrect. It is that the winged generation is

produced only on the approach of cold weather, and that this gen-

eration is the sexual one.

Plant-li [ten very destructive to vegetation ; they ap;

however, to be more liable to attack unhealthy plants than those

that are in good condition. The best method of destroying tl.

by spraying with a strong solution of soap, or with 1,

emulsion. (See Chapter XIV.) As plant-lice draw their nourish-

ment from below the surface of tin- plants they infest, they are not

injured by the application of poisons to the plat

The Aphididae Comprises tour sub-families; the following table

for separating these sub-families is published by I )r. Thomas, in the

ortofth Entomologist of Illinois. Itisnt

the names applied to the veins of the w
them are used in this table. The principal vein of the front wing,

that which extends from the base to near the tip of the wing, (1
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133, sc.) is the subcostal or submarginal vein. The distal end of

this vein becomes widened, and ex-

tends to the margin of the wing; this

part of it is the stigma (st\. From the

nia, a curved vein extends to the

tip of the wing; this is the stigmatic
or fourth vein. From the submarginal
vein there branch two or three veins

(in addition to the stigmatic vein),

which extend across the disk of the

wing; these are the first, second, and FIG. i 33.-wings of piant-iouse.

third discoidal veins. The third dis-

coidal vein is sometimes forked. The veins of the hind wing, so

far as they are present, are named in a similar manner.

A. Winded form known; species not subterranean, except in a few cases

where there are dimorphic forms.

B. Front wings with three discoidal veins ; antennae of the winged individu-

als, and generally of the apterous individuals, six- or seven-jointed.
C. Front wings with the third discoidal vein twice forked (except in Tox-

optera, which, however, has well-developed honey-tubes); posterior

wings with two discoidal veins; honey-tubes various. 4. APHIDIN^E.

CC. Third discoidal vein with one fork or simple; posterior wings with

one or two oblique veins; honey-tubes tuberculiform or want-

ing. 3. PEMPHI..

B. Front wings with but two discoidal veins, the third being absent ; an-

tennae never more than five-jointed, sometimes but three-jointed.
2. OlIKMI

manently apterous ; at least no winged form has been observed : cl

subterranean, residing on the roots of plants. i. RHIZOHII

Sub-Family I. Rm/<n:n\

As indicated in the table above, this sub-family has been erected

for certain genera in which no winged form*; are known. It is pos-

f the insects placed here are merely the clc

wingK-s- tion of which have also higher developed
1 which pertain to some one of the tlm <

live in the ground upon the roots of pi

Our best kt, the Lettuce Earth-louse. A

:ica. This occurs on the roots of lettuce, often in great num-

Rhizobilnc. Rhizobius ; rA/M^a), root; bios (/Wu), life.
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bers. The mature lice measure 2 mm. (0.08 inch) in length. They
are oval, of a dull whit with dusky legs and antennae, and

with the body dusted over with a white powder.
Other species of this sub-family are found on roots of grasM

herbaceous plants, and usually accompanied by ants.

Sub-Family II. Cm KMI SIN.-E.*

The Chennesinic includes those genera of plant-lice in which the

front win^s have only two discoidal veins ; the antenna: are from

three- to five-jointed.

This sub-family is represented by two common genera. Chiniu s

and Phylloxera. In Chcrmes the antenna; are five-jointed, while in

Phylloxera they are only three-jointed.

C/tcrmcs. The most common species of this genus is the Tine

Blight, Chcrmes pinicorticis. This, in its most conspicuous form, ap-

pears as patches of white, flocculent, down-like matter on the smooth

bark of young white-pine trees. Beneath these patches of white

substance the very minute young lice can be found. The win

generation appears in early summer. A closely allied species, L

vies abicticolcns, infests the terminal shoots of spruce, producing

large swellings.

Phylloxera. This genus contains many species; one of them,

Phylloxera vastatri.v. has

attracted so much atten-

tion by the great extent

of its ravages that it is

often referred toas//v Phyl-

loxera. It is more prop
termed the Grape Phyllox-
era. \Ve have space for only
a brief account of the his-

tory of this species.

The presence of this in-

sect is manifested by the

vines in two ways: fust, in

the case of certain sj

PCS, there appear upon
the lower surface of the

leaves fleshy swellings, which are more or less wrinkled and hairy

(Fig. 134); these are hollow galls, opening upon the upper sun

FIG. 134. Leaf of grape with palls oi

(From Ri

*
Chermeslnae, Chermes: Arab, ktrmfs, Skt. kriwi, a worm.
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of the leaf, and containing a wingless agamic plant-louse and

her eggs : second, when the fibrous roots of a sickly vine are

examined, we find, if the disease is due to this insect, that the

minute fibres have become swollen and knotty; or, if the disease

is far advanced, they may be entirely decayed. Upon these root-

swellings we also find an agamic, wingless, egg-laying plant-louse,

the author of the mischief.

The insects found upon the roots differ slightly from those found

within the galls; but their specific identity is now generally accept-
ed. A careful study of this insect has revealed still other forms.

So that now we can say that the species is presented to us under

the three distinct forms described below.

Of the first form there are two types : one, the root-inhabiting

type, which causes the knots on the roots; second, the gall-inhabit-

ing type, which produces the galls upon the leaves. The gall-inhab-

iting type is simply a dimorphic form, which does not constitute an

essential part in the cycle of changes through which the species must
It onlyappears when the insect infests certain species of gra,

The following epitomized account of the life-history of this spe-
.ondensed from Dr. C. V. Riley's Sixth and Seventh Mis-

souri Entomological Reports:

^.Pkyllixtm root inhabiting form. . room of Clinton v k
- the relation of well-

f d antenna and leg of amr . mure mature lice; /'.

tubercle : /. irmiwrerte foldi at bor < From Kiley.)

The Grape rhyll.xrrn hil>. m.ites upon the roots of the

nf the hr-t Of

forn
'

135). With th< .1 <f vine i;i<>\\ th in the ipri
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this larva moults, rapidly increases in size, and soon commences lay-

in*; In due time inve birth t> voting, which s

:ng mothers, like- the first ; and, like them,
emain winkle--. Five :is of these parthen-

16 Phylloxera, root-inhabiting form, a shows a healthy root
; , one on which the lice are

iK. representing tlie knots and s\Nellink'S caused by their punctures; r, a root that has
been deserted by them, anil where the t ,/. ,/, ,/. shows how
the lice arc found on the lar^r- nyin|)h. dotsal vii-w

; /, same, ventral \

' (1 female, dorsal view ; .:r.il view : /. ma^mtied antenna of winded in

: the winjil'- -'Vinff ejfjjs on nx.ts
;
k shows how the punctures of the lice

' the larger .cy.)

;^-l)cann^, windless mothers follow each other, when

(about the middle of July, in the latitude of St. Louis) some of

the individuals be^in to acquire win^s. Thus is ])roduccd the second.

or mi^ratin ic, winded form i

'

I-'i^. i.^'i. The>e issue from

the jrnjund while yet in the pupa state' ; as soon as they hav<
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quired wings, they rise in the air and spread to new vineyards, where

they lay their eggs, usually in the down of the under sides of the

leaves. Each individual of this generation lays from three to fi\ e,

and sometimes as many as eight eggs. These eggs are of two sizes;

the smaller, which produce males, are about three-fourths the size

of the larger, which produce females. From these eggs are hatched,

in the course of a fortnight, the third, or wingless, sexual form. It is

a very remarkable fact that this form emerges from the egg not as

larv;u but as fully developed individuals. These sexual individuals

are born for no other purpose than the reproduction of their kind, and

are without means of flight, or of taking food. After pairing, the body
of the female enlarges somewhat and she is soon delivered of a solitary

egg. This impregnated egg gives birth to a young louse, which devel-

ops into the first or sedentary, agamic, wingless form; and thus re-

commences the cycle of changes through which the insect pa-

It has been discovered that sometimes the first form, during the

latter part of the season, lays a few eggs, which are of two sizes, like

those of the second form, and like those also produce males and

females. These males and females are precisely like those born of

the winged form, and like them produce the solitary impregnated

egg. Thus the interesting fact is established that even the wir

form is not essential to the perpetuation of the species.

tral virwt

f form, a, fr, newly
'

.nd doml \

\\\l III tC!

ted utmut. Natural

If to the above account we add that occasionally individuals

abandon their normal underground habit, and : lb up.. n the

es of c< 'ics of grape vin< I : i :

"
. ft baVl . in .1

he \vh.le natural history of the spci
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to the great injury which tli< has done to the vine-

ince, hundreds of memoirs have been published n yard-

ing it. But. means of destroying it has 1

overed. The difficulty lies in the fact that the insecticide must

be one that can penetrate the ground to the depth of three or four

. reaching all of the fibrous roots infested by the in-ect. It

must be a substance th.it can be cheaply applied on a larg<

and it must also be something that will kill the insect without injury

to the vine.

Where the vineyards are so situated that they can be submerged
with water for a period of at least forty days during winter, the

inject can be drowned. But this method is obviously of limited

application.

It is found that vines growing in very sandy soil resist the attacks

of the Grape Phylloxera. This is supposed to be due to the diffi-

culty experienced by the insect in finding passages through such

soil.

The method of destroying the pest which is most generally avail-

able is by the use of carbon bisulphide. See Chapter XIV.

Sub-Family III. PEMPHIGIN/E.*

The Pcmphiglnce includes those genera of plant-lice in which the

front wings have three discoidal veins, and of which the third dis-

coidal vein has only one fork or is simple ;
the honey-tubes are

tuberculiform or wanting.
In habits and transformations it is an unusually interesting group.

As a rule the species live above ground, although with s,,me t!

are root-inhabiting forms. Many species are remarkable for the

form and abundance of their excretions; others cause abnormal

vegetable growths or galls within which they live. The galls made

by the different species \ary greatly in form
;
but each species pro-

duces a characteristic gall.

The species chosen to illustrate this sub-family represent two

sections of it, as indicated below :

Section I. PEMPHIGINI.

This section includes genera in which the third discoidal vein of

the front wings is Dimple ;
the antenna: are six-jointed.

*
Pemphiglnse, Pemphigus: pemphix (itj*<t>tt), a blister.
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Three genera occur in this country. These can be distinguished
as follows:

A. Hind wings with two discoidal veins. i. PEMPHIGUS.
A A Hind wings with only one discoidal vein.

B. Antennae six-jointed. 2. Ti IK \NKURA.
BB. Antennae five-jointed. 3. HORMAPHIS.

Among the common representatives of this section are certain

species of Pemphigus^ which make galls upon various trees of the

genus l\*pulus. One of these, the Poplar-leaf Gall-louse, Pemphi-

gus populicaulis, is common on the leaves of cotton-wood and of

aspen. It makes a swelling the size of a small marble on the leaf at

the junction of the petiole with the blade. This gall is of a reddish

tint, and has on one side a slit-like opening. In the early part of

the season each gall is occupied by a single, wingless female, prob-

ably the agamic stem-mother, which, by midsummer, becomes the

mother of numerous progeny; these often amount to one hundred
and fifty in number.

A closely allied species occurs throughout the Western and South-

western States, which makes a similar gall near the base of the leaf

of Populus monolifera and P. balsamifera. This gall has a trans-

verse slit-like opening, which probably suggested the name of the

*hlgus populi-transvcrsus. As in the preceding spec

the gall is started in the spring by a single, wingless stem-mother;

by the latter part of June the stem mother is surrounded with young
of various sizes, all covered with the usual white secretion, and

mixed with liquid globules. A generation of winged individuals is

produced in the autumn, sometimes not until the leaves have fallen.

Another of these species is known as the Vagabond Gall-l-

htindus. It infests the tips of the twig
'

.iin

cotton-woods and the balsam poplar: here- it m.i' -rugated

galls, which somewhat resemble the flower of the double cockscomb

of our gardens. Ti '.Is turn black, and remain on the t

dur; On opening tin- galls in midwinter I have found

'many of win- in them.

Section II. Smi/< >\i IKI

This section includes genera in whuh tin third discoidal vein of

front wings is forked ;
the .mt nn.r .<.
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occur in thi- .'///</ an.. ra. In Colopha the hind

win. coidal vein: in Si/ii^onciirii they have t\\

Tlu- b Llm Gall. Lvlopha ulmlcolti. Among;

the gall-

mal tbably the most familiar one.

! is an excrescence or follicle like :nb, which r:

abruptly from the upper surface of the i ehn ;
it is usually

about an inch long and a r of an inch high ; it is compre>sed.
anil has its sides wrinkled perpendicularly and its summit irregularly

ied and toothed ; it is of a paler gn r than the leaf and

more r less red on the side exposed to the sun; it opens on the

under side of the leaf by a long slit-like orifice ; inside, it is wrinkled

perpendicularly into deep plaits. The complete life-history of this

is not known. According to Riley and Monell th<

winter egg, which is usually inclosed in the dry skin of a >exual

female. This can be found during winter in the crevicesof the bai-k

the White Kim. The stem-mother which hatches from this

forms the gall. She gives birth to numerous offspring: th

me winged, and constitute the only generation produced within

the gall. These winged, agamic females issue from the slit-like

ling of the gall ;
and each gives birth in the course of a day or

so to upwards of a dozen young. These are born as pseiulova.

They have well developed mouth-parts; and it is probable that

when fully grown they give birth to the sexual generation.

To the genus Schizoneura belong several of our most conspicuous
'

Woully Aphids." Among them are the following:

The Alder Blight, Schiconcura tcssclldta. This woolly loi:

often found crowded together on the under side of the branches of

alder (Alnus rubra i. and concealed beneath a covering of downy
cretion. It also excretes abundantly honey-dew. The result is

that the branches infested by this insect, and those beneath the

cluster of Aphids, become blackened with fungi that grow upon
\\. Tlv Curious fungus which grows in large

spongy masses immediately beneath the cluster of plant-lice; this is

known to botanist- --ins spongiosuin. It is evidently fed by
the honey-dew that falls upon i*t.

The Beech-tree Blight. Schi.Concura imbricator. This infests both

the twigs and leaves of beech. Like the preceding species it oc-

curs in clusters of individuals, each of which is clothed with a o>n-

uous downy tion, These clusters often attract attention

by the curious habit which the insects have of waving their bodies up
and down, the plume-like masses of excretion rendering them very
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conspicuous. When an infested limb is jarred, the Aphids emit a

shower of honey-dew. Owing to the abundance of this secretion,

the branches and leaves of an infested tree become blackened by

growths of fungi, as with the preceding species.

The Woolly-louse of the apple, ScJiizoncura /anigcra. The

\Volly-louse of the apple is one of the best known pests of the

fruit-grower. In its most conspicuous form it appears on the trunk

and limbs of apple-trees. It congregates in clusters of individuals,

which are conspicuous on account of the woolly excretion with which

their bodies are clothed. They are especially injurious to young
trees, the bark of which becomes deeply pitted and scarred by their

attacks. The bark apparently ceases to grow at the point of attack,

but swells into a large ridge about the cluster of lice, leaving them
in a sheltered pit. The lice also frequently congregate in the axils

of the leaves and the forks of the branches. This specie- resembles

the grape Phylloxera in having a root-inhabiting form, which ca;

knotty swellings on the fibrous roots. It is the presence of this form

which makes this pest such a difficult one to combat.

Although this insect has been known since the close of the

century, its complete life-history has not been traced out. As with

all the Peinphigina.- the transformations of which we know, and with

Phylloxera, there is in this a generation of mouthless. wing-
. and generally degraded sexual individuals. The females of this

generation produce each a winter egg. This can be found fn the

winter in the crevices of the bark, and in the pits caused by the

trunk form. It is frequently enveloped in the dry >kin of the sexual

female. The trunk type at least of the win. ..imic foi:

birth to living young not enveloped in a pellicle. As the season

advances there appears a generation of winged individuals. Tl

are probably agamic ; but whether they produce the sexual

tion directly or whether then- intervenes one or more a^amu
tions has not been determined. At Washington I have seen both

the root* and trunk type of the wini;! nic form maintain them-

selves throughout an entire- winter without the intervention of a

winter egg. I presume this is a common occun rther smith.

As one form of this in- -id upon the

fibr of the trees, the same difficulties are met in :ing

tO destroy it tli.it are presented 1>\ the -rape IMiyll II

;n case of an that it

will pay to attempt t> MVC a tier that has become badly inle-ted by
the woolly ap-:- h will bccheape: up and burn it,
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ami the ground to S>nu- >th>

planted in the same place, but not an apple,

hould betaken in putting nut trees from a nur>. :

that thi "Hi this pest. If there is any doubt, the t:

;!d be wa-hed, roots and all. in a strong solution of It is

. to put in the fork of the trees a piece of hard soap, which

will be . 1 and washed down by the rains. This will sen

,-nt certain other pests as well .is the woolly aphis from getting

!d. In case it is desired to rid an inferred tree of this
]

the trunk form should be washed off with a strong .solution

applied with a sponge, taking care to destroy all and the

:ul should be treated with carbon bisulphide, as i'or the grape

Phylloxera.

Sub-Family IV. Arm DIN

The sub-family Aphidinaj includes those genera in which the third

>idal vein of the front wings is twice forked ; the hind wings have

discoidal veins; and the honey-tubes are usually well develn:

times tuberculiform or obsolete. The number of species belong-

ing to this group is very great ; it being the largest of the sub-families

of the Aphididaj. Most of the species live above ground, on the

surface of leaves or twigs of woody plants or upon the

and .stems of the more succulent species. I do not know of any
that produce galls.

/.tic/inus. The largest of our species of Aphididae belong to the

genus iMiJinns. L. ciirvic is found on the pig-nut

hickory, clustered on the under side of the limbs

in summer; it is interesting from being perhaps
our largest plant-louse, measuring to the tip of the

138. Lacknus. abdomen 6 m m. ( 0.24 inch , and more than 10 mm.

; inch) to the tip of the wings.

Aphis. To the /////.v, in its i : sense,
;

con-

siderable number of the important species of this sub-family. The
that occurs in such immense- numbers on cabbage is Aphis

brassicn-. It is the most common, and, perhaps, the most injurious

that occurs in the vegetable gardens of this country. The
i riant-louse is Aphis wait/is. This Speci< ding to the

rvations of Forbes, winters in the wing! inic form in the

!y infected. In the spring it appear^ to be

Strictly dependent upon a sj> ant. /.(isiiis a/it'ims, which mines

along the principal roots of the corn, collects the plant-lice, and
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conveys them into these burrows, and there watches and protects

them. In a short time after the lice have been transferred to the

roots of the corn, they mature a winged generation, by means of

which adjacent fields may be stocked. These facts indicate the

inadvisability of planting corn on a field that was infested by this

insect the previous year. The species of Aphis that has attracted

the most attention recently is Apliis mdli. This has occurred in im-

mense numbers on the young leaves of apple. Usually the injuries

of this species are confined to the terminal shoots of a few branclu s ;

but in seasons favorable to its development, the entire tree becomes

infested. It is necessary then to resort to the use of alkaline washes.

(See Chapter XIV.)

Myzus. Two species of Myzus are very common. One of these,

the Cherry-tree Aphis, J. rasi, infests the leaves and twigs of

cherry. Sometimes it becomes so abundant that it completely covers

the infested tree. The other species referred to is the Peach-tree

Aphis. Mvzus fcrsicie. This lives on the under side of the K.

ing them to thicken and curl. Its injuries are usually confined

to the terminal portion of a few branches. The easiest way to

destroy this pest is to dip the infested branches into a pail of soap
solution. There is a serious disease of the peach which causes the

es to curl in a similar manner, and which is known as the curl-

leaf. This disease can be distinguished from the injuries of the

vh-tree Aphis by the absence of plant-lice in the curled lc.,

It is caused by a fungus known as fcxoascus dcformans.

The H.p Aphis, riiorodou humuli. This species often swarms in

hop-yards to such an extent that it seriously injures the crop. An

interesting and important feature in its lite-history is that it p.i

the winter on plum-trees. As soon as the leaves of plum appear in

the spring, the first generation of this Aphid hatches from the winter

eggsonplum. The first and second generations are win: nnic

females, which live upon the plum; the third a; .rly in June,

mged, and migrates to the hops. From tl: ration ti

aerations of wingless, agamic females. Of tl

tin- be, according to Kiley's observations, upon which this

account is based, as many as eight, making tin last one the < lew nth

of the season. Late in August and early in September the offspring

of t' nth generation and of the members of the other gen
tions that are still alive become winged. These winged indivic

are agamic females which migrate to plum-trees and there produce

wingless, sexual females. Late in Sept :liere is produced on
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:ne men venth agamic general i. >n a

:ni;cd males, Tlu-M- tly to the plum-trees and mate

with the wingl< \hich are already then-. Soon

r this th lepOSlt n the smaller twig^ ami bran*

of the plum, in and around the angles formed by the buds and t\\

from one to thr.

If it should be ]>roven that this -pecie- can winter only on plum,
on of plum and hop culture would be adxisablc. But

further observations are needed before we are warranted in advising

the destruction of plum-trees in the hop-growin. MS. But

urge the careful destruction of all Aphids on plum-trees early in

the season. The most practicable way of doing this is by spraying
with a strong solution of soap or with kerosene emulsion. <

Chapter XIV.)

Family V. PSYLLID/E.*

('///mping Plant-lice. )

The Jumping Plant-lice are comparatively small insects; our

more common species measure only 3 or 4 millimeters in

length ; and our largest species, the giant, comparatively speak-

ing, measures only 6 mm. and has a wing-expanse of 12 mm.

They resemble somewhat the winged Aphids in appearance ; but

they look more like miniature Cicades i Fig.

They are, however, closely allied to the Aphids ; but

they differ from them in the firmer texture of the

body, in the stouter limbs, in having the hind

fitted for jumping, and in the 9- or lO-jointcd an-

tcnnaj. The antenn.e are peculiar also in being
armed at the tip with two bristles, or less commonly

aVed^
7*' with one "The rostrum is short, three-jointed, and

placed almost between thi h fits into

a grooved -pace. Both Lfe always winged in the adult ; the

win. are ample, and, while often trail-parent , are much thicker

than the wings, and furnished with stout curving veins, which

encl< I the tip." < I'll!

The Psyllidaj subsist entirely upon the juices of plants; many
species form galls. But it is rare that any of them appear upon culti-

-1 plants in sufficient numbers to attract attention, except incase

of the Pear-tree Psylla.

*
Psyllidac, Psylla : /;//</ (0i',U<r), a flea.
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The Pear-tree Psylla, Psylla pyri. This is a minute species which

measures only 2.5 mm. (O.i inch) to the tip of the folded wings. It

invests the smaller limbs and twigs of pear-trees, causing them to

droop and fall off. It can be destroyed in the same way as recom-

mended for plant-lice in the same situation.

Family VI. MEMBRACID,.*

( Tree-hoppers^

\Ve have many common representatives of this sub-family ; and

the grotesque forms of certain species are sure to attract the attention

of collectors. The general outline of the body is usually triquetral,

that is, shaped like a beech-nut. But many of the species have one

or more of the angles prolonged, or are furnished with prominent

humps or tubercles. The most useful character for distinguishing
members of this family is the prolongation of the prothorax back-

ward above the abdomen. Sometimes it extends back to the tip of

the abdomen, and completely covers the wings. This development
of the prothorax reminds us of what occurs in the Tettiginae, of the

order Orthoptera.
\\ species of the Membracidae live upon bushes or small trees ;

and all are good leapers. Hence the common name, Tree-hoppers.

Although these insects subsist upon the juices of plants, I have m
known them to occur in sufficient numbers to be of economic impor-
tance. Some members of this family excrete honey-dew, and an

tended by ants, as are the Aphids. The transformations of but few

have been observed. Some of these make slits in twigs, in

which they lay their eggs. The immature- form- of certain sp
cur upon plants in company with the adults. Hut the early stages
of tl. majority of species are unknown to us.

The genus Darnis will serve as a good illustration of one of the

principal types of this family. I leiv the prothorax is n<

all that can be seen of the body from above. It is very coi

in front, overshadowing tin- short, transverse, band-like h

and tapers to a .sharp point, which extend* lu yoml the tip

of the abdomen.

The Buffalo Tree-hop] biiba/us. rcprc-

another type belonging to this f The popular n.i:

the prolongations of the prothor h suggest the horns

Mcmbrikida, Membrtcb : mtmbrox (utvflpaf). a kind of Cicada,
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of a but": , 141)- This insect lives on the sap of apple, pear,

and other tree-. It is of a yellow: n color. The .v hud in

little >lits in the bark; they hatch in the spring; and the

you different from the adult, being furni>hed

fwith

a pair of large spines upon each segment.
The Two-horned Tree-hopp > also

a common species. It resembles the Buffalo Tree-hopper

[n iize ami form. It is a pale, dirty yellow, spotted with
<w.i- Drown ; the lateral and caudal aspect of each hoi:

brown ; the caudal tip of the prothorax, and a I

midway between the tip and horns are also brown. The in>c

densely clothed with hairs.

The genus Enchcnopa illustrates another strange form found in

this family. The Two-marked Tree-hopper, Enchciwpa binotata, (,Fig.

abounds on various trees, shrubs, and herbaceous

plants. It is gregarious; and both adult and immature

forms are found clustered together. It is almost always

attended by ants. It lays its eggs in frothy masses, which
FJG _

are very white, and appear like wax. These egg-masses
been mistaken for insects of the genus Orthczia.

Another very common species is E. curvata. It is brownish, un-

spotted, and has a rather longer horn than the preceding spev
" To the genus Tclatiwna (Fig. 143) belong our

indigenous humpback forms, of gray, claret, or

greenish colors, which live in June and July upon
oaks, hickories, and other forest trees. They gen-

erally rest singly on the limbs and branches of the

trees, with the head directed away from the trunk ;

but in the younger stages they keep together in small groups."

(Uhler.j

Family VII. Cic\mi;

(Cicadas.)

The lar uul the well-known songs of the more common
species of this family render them familiar objects. It is only

necessary to refer to the Periodical Cicada (or the 1 7-year locust, as

*
Cicadidae, Cicada: Cic&da, Latin name of these i
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it has been improperly termed) and to the Dog-day Harvest-fly

(Fig. 144) to give an idea of the more striking characters of this

family.

The species are generally of large size, with a subconical body.

The head is wide and blunt, with prominent

eyes on the outer angles, and three bead-like

ocelli arranged in a triangle on the vertex.

"The mesothorax is the largest segment, and

the metathorax is reduced to a narrow scale.

A very conspicuous feature in all of them is a

cross-like prominence on the hind end of the

former, which adds great firmness to this im-

portant part of the chest. The wing-covers

are nearly elliptical, longer than the body,

parchment-like, but generally transparent, and

with a Aeries of eight areoles at the tip ;
but the

hind wings are more membranous, scarcely ex-

ceeding half the length of the former, and with Fic ^.-cicada

an apical series of six areoles. Their legs are short and stout, not

fitted for leaping, the fore-thighs quite thick, armed with two or

more thick teeth ; also, the hind shanks are bristly, and have a series

of sharp spines on each side.

" But the most distinctive peculiarity, which has no parallel in

any of the other groups, appears in the organs of sound (of the

males). These consist of two large parchment sacs, ribbed and

'1 into numerous plaits, furnished with powerful muscles, and

situated in large cavities at the base of the abdomen. When in

action, the air is driven in great force against the ribbed surfaces, and

vibrations are set up which produce the sound in accordance with

the number and form of the fluted spaces and ribs." (Uhlcr.)
The Dog-day Harvest-fly, or Lyerman, Cn<uia ///>///. The
1 cry of this species, which is the most prominent of the various

insect sounds heard during the latter part of the summer, has

brought its author into prominent notice. This insect varies both

ize and colors. It commonly measures 50 mm. (2 inches) to tin

tip of the doted -. k and green, and more or less

powdered with whr uh. The transformations of this i:.

arc similar to those of the followin : that it reqi;

oniyl pment. It diners also in seldom

occurring in sufficient numbers to be of economic importance; but a
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brood of it appears each year. It is distributed from New York to

Thi ;;/. Th: now

.inionly known as thi r locust. Hut the term locust, as ap-

plied to it, is a misnomer, the locusts being ( )rtliopterous in.s,

I there >pt the more appropriate name. Periodical 1'icada.

which has been proposed for it. This species is remarkable for the

long time required for it to attain its maturity. The eggs are laid

in the twigs of various trees; the female makes a series of slits in

the twig, into which th are placed. Sometimes thi

occurs in such great numbers that they seriously injure small fruit-

trees, by ovipositing in the twigs and smaller branches. The lai

hatch in about six weeks. They soon voluntarily drop to the

:nd. where they bury themselves. Here they obtain nourish-

ment by sucking the juices from the roots of forest and fruit tr

And here they remain till the seventeenth year following. They
emerge from the ground during the last half of May, at which time

the empty pupa-skins may be found in great numbers, clinging to

the bark of trees and other objects. The insects soon pair, the

females oviposit, and all disappear in a few weeks.

More than twenty distinct broods of this species have been tr

out; so that one or more broods appear somewhere in the United

States nearly every year. In mail}' localities, several broods coexist ;

in some cases there are as many as seven distinct broods in the same-

place, each brood appearing in distinct years. There is a variet

the species in which the period of development is only thirteen years.

This variety is chiefly a Southern form, while the seventeen-}

broods occur in the North.

niily VIII. FULGORII'

( I.,intcrn-flics ct a/.)

This family is remarkable for certain exotic forms which it con-

tains. Chief among these is the great Lantern-fly of Hra/.il, which is

figured in many popular works on insects. Scarcely less strange

the Candle-flies of China and the Last Indies. Tim

*
Fulgorid.-e, FulgOra : futgor, flashing
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to be any typical form of the body, characteristic of this family. The
different genera differ so greatly that, on superficial examination, they

appear to have very little in common. Some even resemble butter-

flics and moths, while others might easily be mistaken for certain

Neuropterous genera.
The most useful character for recognizing these insects is the

form and position of the antennae. These are bristle-shaped, and

inserted into a button-shaped base on the sides of the cheeks beneath

the eyes. Although the Fulgoridae are vegetable-feeders, none of

our species have attracted the attention of agriculturists. There

are, however, certain exotic species which do great injury to

crops.

The Brazilian Lantern-fly, Latcruaria phosplwrca. This is the

largest species of the family, and is one of the most striking in ap-

pearance of all insects. It has immense wings, expanding nearly

150 mm. (6 inches). Upon each hind wing there is a large eye-like

spot. But the character which makes this insect especially promi-
nent is the form of the head. There is a great bladder-like prolonga-
tion extending forwards. This prolongation has been aptly com-

pared to the pod of a peanut. In a specimen before me. the body,
exclusive of the head, measures 45 mm. (1.8 inches) in length ; while

the head alone measures 30 mm. (1.2 inches). The specific name
refers to the supposed luminosity of this part. Prof. Branner tells

us of various superstitions held by the Brazilians regarding this

ct. For example: "That it has great powers of flight, and when
in its wild career it strikes any living object if an animal, no m.r

how large or powerful it falls dead upon the spot ;
if a tree, it soon

wilts and dies."

The Chinese Candle-fly, Fulgi>ria catniclaria. This is another

very prominent insect, and also one that has the reputation of being

phosphorescent. It is commonly represented in collections of

exotic i' :nd it is often figured by the Chinese. It is -mailer

than the preceding spec: .bout two thirds as much in

length. The prolongation of the head is proportionate 1\

than in the Bra/.ilian insect . but it is more- lender, and is ^.nieal.

The color of the ii greenish or orange-yellow, with banded

wing-cov
>f our native genera will < rve t> illustrate some

of tl form represented in this country. Our species
are all small com ibcd above.
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. -In this genus the .ily prol. 1451,

pee ies, how-

ever, measure only about S nun. 10.31 inch) in

gth.

-In this genus, tile body is oblong;
the head is con, with a double edge both

..and the antenna- arc furnished

with tape-like appen. s nhjucbirtii is

a gay lemon-yellow or cream-colored species, with a broad stripe

of the face and wavy red forked lines on the win-

the head, as seen from the side, is of the form of a ploughshare, with

little brown eyes standing out like beads. The antenna,- have three

bent appen trips of tape. It measures about

8 mm. (0.3 inch) to the tip of wing-covers, lives upon the K

id hickory, in July, August, and Septemb
(Uhler.) It is distributed over the entire Eastern United St.

Ormcnis. In our common representative

of this genus the wing-covers are broad, and

!y applied to each other in a vertical

they are more or less truncate, and

give the insect a wedge-shape outline. O. st'/>-

tcntriondlis < Fig. 146) is a beautiful pale-green
j j -.1 i , i i r j l"ic,. n^ (iniifnis stfiten-

owdered With white, which feeds on /,..

wild grape-vines, drawing nourishment from

the tender shoots and mid-ribs of the leaves, during its young

Family IX. Ci KC )i>n

(Spittle-insects or I:rog-hopf

This and the following family agree with tin- Membradda> in h,"v-

the antenn;L- inserted in front of and betwei-n th. Hut the

m the Meinbracula- in lacking the backward pro-

longation of the prothorax, and from the Jassida- in the character of

the spines upon the hind tibia-. H< -id the tibia- armed with

th, and the tip crowned with short, stout spines.

The (Vrcopida- "mark an important advance in the direction of the

pterabythel; >f the prothorax and increased freedom

of the t . This CXtensh is no longer a mere cap OF

*Cerc6pide, C
"

e of nn-n.
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scale as in most of the Fulgoridae, nor yet a lid, case, or bubble-like

expansion as in the Membracida?, but is an important regional por-

tion, exercising various important functions." i Uhler.)

Our most common representatives of the family are the insects

known as spittle-insects or frog-hoppers. During the summer months

one often finds upon various shrubs and herbs masses of white froth.

In the midst of each of these masses there lives a young insect, a

member of this family. In some cases as many as four or five in-

inhabit the same mass of foam. The froth is supposed to consist of

which the insect has pumped from the plant, by means of its

: urn. and passed through its alimentary canal. It is averted

that these insects undergo all their transformations within this ma-;
that when one is about to moult for the last time, a clear -j>a.

formed about its body: the superficial part of the foam dm
to form a vaulted roof to a closed chamber within which the change

made. The adult insects wander about on herl

and trees. They have the power of leaping well. The name i

hoppers has doubtless grown out of the fact that formerly the froth

"frog-spittle," and was supposed to have been voided by
the tree-frogs from their mouths. The name is not, however, inap-

propriate: for the broad and depressed form of our more common

mething like that of a frog.

Our more common species of spittle-insects belong to the genus

Aphrophora. They are mostly brownish insects, and are variously

led and spotted. One of the common species of the Kastern

tea is Af*h ?'('tphora quadrangularis (Fig. 147). The adult

\S a brownish insect, densely cover

with microscopic hairs, and black beneath; the \\ ing-

are marked with two oblique, brown bands,

which are confluent near the middle of the costal mar-

humeral region is dusky; and the- tip of

is marked with a small blackish cm
the ocelli are black, but indistinct. This

me.t om 6 mm. to X mm. u>._\j t<> 0.31 incln in Icn

mbling thi and also common in tin-

East, is Apliropliord <fmi(/r<in<>t<it(i. In this

paK :e dusky, each u ith t u < large hyaline costal

ined with dark brown; the ocelli are blood-n < 1 : and the

i pronotum arc furnished \\ith a slightly eK vated. median.

:udinal

To the r<0 belong cert. tin <>ther u-mmdi men
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of this family. In this genus the body is short and plump, some-

times nearly hemispherical: the species are small, our common forms

ranging from 3 mm. to 6 mm. (0.12 to 0.24 inch) in length. Cfastfy-

fens is a conspicuous species on account of it> bright yellow

marking. It varies greatly in color and markings: but the n

striking forms are black, with three transverse yellow bands, two on

the head and one on the thorax; and with the scutellum and a

large oblique band on each wing-cover yellow. Another common
cies is Cl&Stdpttra obtilsa. This occurs on black alder in summer

and autumn. "It is of a claret-brown color above, marked with two

pale bands on the vertex, two on the prothorax, and a wavy, broader

band on the wing-co\vr>. The membrane is often whitish, the

waved band is extended exteriorly, and there is a pale V->haped

figure on the end of the scutellum."

Family X. JASSID.K.*

(Leaf-hoppers. )

This the highest family of the Homoptera is a very extensive one.

And it is also of considerable economic importance: for it include*-

a number of species that are very injurious to vegetation. The 1>< >dy

i> more slender than in the preceding family; with which this agi

in the insertion of the antennae in front of and between the t

and in the absence of a prolongation of the prothorax above the

abdomen. But the most salient character which distinguishes the

Jassidae is the structure of the hind tibiae. These are nearly or

quite as long as the abdomen, curved, and armed with a ro\\

spines on each margin. The form of the body
"

is commonly long
and slender, often spindle-shaped, with a large transverse prothorax
not much wider than the head. The front i> generally an oblique.

cross-ribbed, inflated prominence, with the cheeks touching the

anterior coxae, but rarely, if ever, restraining their movement. They
have a rather large triangular scutellum: the wing-Covers curve

the the abdomen, appear as tapering towards the tip. and

the membrane is distinguished from the more leathery corium."

(Uhler.)

The Jassidae are able to leap powerfully; and, as they are more

often found on the leaves of herbage and on grass than elsewht

they have been termed leaf-hoppers.

*
Jftssidse, Jftssus : /,issus, a proper name.
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The family has been divided in various ways by different writers.

It seems best to recognize in this place only two sub-families ; although
seven are proposed by Stal. These two sub-families can be distin-

guished as follow- :

A. Ocelli placed on the front rim of the vertex close to the eyes, or on the

front, but never on the disk of the vertex. I. JASSI
AA. Ocelli placed upon the vertex. II. TETTIGONIN i

Sub-Family I.

The more important members of the Jassinae from an economic

standpoint are the following:

The Destructive Leaf-hopper, Cicddula exitiosa. During t he-

winter of 1879-80 much damage was done to winter grain in the

Carolinas and Georgia by this species. It is a small, active, brownish

insect, which measures with its wings folded about 5 mm. (0.2 inch) in

length. Its general form is well indicated by the enlarged figure (Fig.

148). It is very quick, a good flyer, and a great jumper.
It injures grass or grain by piercing the midrib of the

leaf and sucking the juices from it. Upon the planta-

tion where I studied this insect there was observable a

most exact line between the eaten and uneaten portions of

the wheat-field. Instead of spreading themselves over

the field indiscriminately, or half eating a patch here and

there, the leaf-hoppers ate the wheat down to the ground
as they progressed. They are very shy, however, and fly F|G 8 _

iv on the least disturbance. Judging from the known ,

t7
,' ?,,"/*

habits of allied species, the eggs are doubtless laid in the JfiV!

stems of grasses close to the ground. The young hoppers fs^ /
1 *

when hatched are almost
i

of the same appearance
he old ones, except that they lack wings. The time occupied in

attaining full growth probably does not exceed a month, so :

there are several broods a year. These insects are readily .r

by light; and probably many of them could be destroyed by t;

lanterns, or by building bonl night. It is possible, also, that

many could be destroyed by spraying with some of the alkaline or

other washes described in t ter on remedies. In those cases

where the line of injur narked one, only a small part of

the field would need to be sprayed.
The Grape 1 hopper, Erythrontura :>//w. Tl
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ape, and

vnown to grape grov. Thrip." These all belon

the genus lirvt/ironi'itni. The < union one i> /:". TV//.V. It is

a little more than 3 mm. (o.\2 inch) in length, crossed by two blood-

ind a third dusky one at tlu- apex. These lnse<

winter in the j)erfect state-, hibernating under dead K

.bbish; in the spring they deposit their eggs on the young
I tlie vine. The lame hatch during the month of June, and

:nble the adult insect except in size and in being destitui

wing. The insects feed together on the under side of the le.;

and are very quick in their movements. Like the preceding
this insect can be destroyed by trap-lanterns or by \\risl

The Rose Leaf-hopper, Empoa rosa. "Swarms of these in

may be found, in vuriou- of growth, on the leaves of the r<

bush, through the greater part of the summer, and even in winter

upon housed plants. Their numerous cast skins may be seen adher-

ing to the lower sides of the leaves. They pair and lay their <

about the middle of June, and they probably live through the winter

in the perfect state, concealed under fallen leaves and rubbish on the

surface of the ground." Although this is a very common pest, it

does not seem to have received much attention from entomologists
since the time of Harris, from whom the above account is quoted.
It should be combated in the same way as the leaf-hoppers already
described.

Sub-family II. TETTIGOMN i

The members of this sub-family are mostly small or medium-
insects, with long narrow bodies. Hut we find here some forms

which resemble certain genera belonging to the Cercopid;e. Thus
rcnthitnia includes plump, short-bodied insects, which remind u

Clastdptera; and the genus (iVpona includes a large number of spet.

which resemble very closely certain species of Aplirophora.
It is, however, hardly necessary to remind the student that a glance
at the

; leaf-hoppers will enable one to dis-

tinguish them from tl: ]>ids. which they SO closely resemble.

The genus Diedroctyhala includes grass-green, or pale-green,

dle-shap
; <:s which represent better the typical form of

this sub-family. The member^ of this genus may 1' .i/ed by
the long, triangular hea<: n from above. One of the

*
Tettigonlnac, Tettigonia : tettix (rerrts), a cicada; gonia (yoovia), a corner.
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D. flaviceps, sometimes greatly injures fields of grain in the South.

The most common species in New York is D. twccboraccnsis.

The genus Proconia includes species in which the head is more
blunt than in the preceding genus, and is wider across the eyes
than the thorax. J\ undata (Fig. 149) is a common species.

*'
Its

body, head, fore part of thorax, scutellum, and legs
are bright yellow, with circular lines of black on the

thorax, and scutellum. The underside of the

abdomen is banded, and the breast and legs speckled
with black. The wing-covers are bluish purple, when
fresh, coated with whitish powder." (Uhler.) It FlG M9-

*ta undata.

measures 12 mm. (0.47 inch) to the tip of the wing-
covers. It is said to lay its eggs in single rows in grape canes; and
to puncture with its beak the stems of the bunches of grapes, caus-

ing the stems to wither and the bunches to drop off.

Sub-Order III. HETEROPTERA.*

The Heteroptera includes those members of the order Hemip-
tera to which the general name Bug is most frequently applied.
These insects are characterized, as already indicated, by having the

first pair of wings thickened at the base, and with thinner extremi-

which overlap on the back
;
and by the position of the rostrum,

which arises from the front part of the head. The head is furnished

with a more or less distinct neck, so that the cheeks and the first

pair of coxae do not touch each other.

In this sub-order we find variations in structure which corre-

spond closely with variations in habits. There are certain families

the members of which are truly aquatic, living within th<

through which they swim, and to the surface of which they come

occasionally for air. There are others which are truh

living upon the surface of plants, or in other positions away from

There are still other families the members of which hold an

intermediate position between the aquatic and the terrestrial forms,

g upon the surface of water, or in marshy pl.i

In a systematic arrangement of the Heteroptera the aquatic
forms arc placed first or lowest; the terrestrial forms, highest;
and the scmiaquatic forms hold an intermediate position.

diverge ; f>ttron (wrrpor), a wing.
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TABLE FOR DETERMINING 11 IK FAMILIES OF HETEROPTERA.

A. Antennae short, and nearly or quite concealed beneath the head.

B. Ocelli wanting; insects I ;i<i, excepting Nepidze and Nan.

ii legs fitted for swimming.
C. Head overlapping the prothorax ; fore tarsi flattened, consisting ot one

segment, and ciliated. Fam. XI. OKI
CC. Head inserted in the prothorax ; fore tarsi normal.

D. Body thick, dorsal aspect of abdomen very convex. Insects which

swim upon their back. Fam. XII. NOTONECTID^:.

DD. Body either flat or elliptical in outline, or much elongated ; caudal

end of abdomen furnished with a respiratory tube composed of a

pair of grooved filaments. a. XIII. NEI

DDD. Body flat, oval or ovate, without respiratory filaments.

E. Abdomen with a pair of strap-like caudal appendages (these ap-

pendages are retractile, and are frequently withdrawn from si

legs flattened for swimming. Fam. XIV. BELOSTOMATIDJE.

EE. Abdomen without caudal appendages; legs fitted for crawling
rather than swimming. Fam. XV. NAUCORI;

BB. Two ocelli present; insects aerial, although living near the water ;
!>

short and broad ; eyes very prominent. Fam. XVI. GALGULIIM
AA. Antennae prominent, free, rarely (Phymatidae) fitting in a groove under

the lateral margin of the pronotum.
B. Body linear; head as long as the three thoracic segments.

Fam. XX. LIMNOBAI
BB. Body of various forms, but, when linear, with head shorter than the

thorax.

C. Distal segment of the tarsi more or less bifid, with the claws inserted

before the apex.
D. Body usually elongated, prothorax narrow; rostrum 4-join

second and third pairs of legs extremely long and slender.

Fam. XIX. HYDROBATIIM
DD. Body usually stout, oval, and broadest across the prothorax ;

trum 3-joimed ; legs not extremely long. Fam. XVIII. VELIAD^;.

CC. Distal segment of the tarsi entire; claws inserted at the end.

D. Antennae 4-jointed.*

E. Wing-covers reticulated, and of one uniform thin substance

throughout; very rarely (Piesma) with a distinction between the

corium and memb; Fam. XXVI. TINGITID^:.

EE. Wing-covers of various forms or absent, but not of the form pre-
sented by the Tingitidae. See Fig. 171.

F. Rostrum 3-jointed.

G. Ocelli wanting.
H. Wing-covers rudimentary, with only corium (Acanthiinae>.

Fam. XXVII. ACANTHIID/E.

* In certain families there are minute Intermediate joints between the principal joints

of the antennae. For the purposes of this table these intermediate joints are not counted-
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HH. Wing-covers well developed.
I. Body linear. Fam. XXL E.MESiD.t.

II. Body not linear.

J. Body greatly flattened. Fam. XXV. ARADID.*:.

JJ. Body of ordinary form (Saicinae).

Fam. XXII. REDUVIID.E.

GG. Two ocelli present, though sometimes difficult to see ; wing-
covers well developed.
H. Wing-covers with embolium, Fig. 151. (Anthocorinae.)

Fam. XXVII. AcANTHUD.t.
II H. Wing-covers without embolium.

I. Rostrum long, reaching to or beyond the intermediate

coxae. Fam. XVII. SALDID^;.

II. Rostrum short.

J. Front legs with greatly widened femora.

Fam. XXIV. PHYMATID/E.

JJ. Front femora somewhat thickened, but much less than

half as wide as long. Fam. XXII. REDUVI
FF. Rostrum 4-jointed.

G. Membrane of wing-covers with longitudinal veins ; legs either

raptorious or ambulatory.
H. Membrane usually with four long veins bounding three

discal cells, which are often open. From these cells diverge
veins all around and form several marginal cells (Fig. 1501;

legs raptorious. Fam. XXIII. NABID/E.

HH. Membrane with 4 or 5 simple or anastomosing veins

arising from the base ; or with a larger number of veins aris-

ing from a cross vein at the base ; legs ambulatory.
I. Ocelli wanting ; membrane with two large cells at the base ;

and from these arise branching veins (Fig. 153).

Fam. XXIX. PYRRHOCORID^.
II. Ocelli present.

J. Head with a transverse incision in front of the ocelli.

Fam. XXXI. BERVI

JJ. Head without transverse incision.

K. Membrane with 4 <>r 5 simple veins arising from the

base of the membrane ; the two inner ones sometimes

joined to a cell near the base (Fig. 154).

Fam. XXX. LYG.tiD.fc.

KK. Membrane with main, usually forked, veins, spring-

ing from a transverse basal vein (Fig. !,

Far \DM.

Membrane .f wings-covers with one or two closed cells at

l>ase. otherwise without veins (Fig. 152); legs ambulatory.
CXVIIL CAM

GGG. Membrane of wing-covers without any veins ; legs ambu-

Fam. XVIII. H
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DD. Antenna; 5-jointed.*

E. Lateral margin of scutellum with a furrow in which the edge of

the wing-cover nts when closed.

F. Scutellum nearly flat, attenuated posteriory.

G. Tibiae unarmed or furnished with very fine short spines.

XXXIII. Pi M AloMlDvE.

Tibiae armed ng spines in t

Fam. XXXIV. CM>
IT. Scutellum very convex, covering nearly the whole abdomen.

Fam. XXXV. COKIMI LA N

EE. Lateral margin of the scutellum without a fun Hum

very convex, covering nearly the whole abdomen.

Fam. XXXVI. Si U i i LLERIDA

o. .V- FIG. 151. Am- FIG. 15,2. c'.i/- FK.. 153. Pyr- Fie;. 154- Lygt~ FIG. i. C*-
tidtr. tkocffrimr. sitttr. rkocoridee. idtr. retJte.

Family XL CORlsiD/E.f

( Water-boatmen?)

To the Corlsidie belong certain aquatic Hctt ropiera which are

very widely and commonly distributed throughout our country.

They are of medium or small si/.e, and of somewhat elongated oval

form. They occur in lakes, ponds, and streams, in both stagnant

and running water, and even in the salt lakes of Utah and Califor-

nia.

All of the North American species of this family belong to the

genus Corisa. Fig. 156, which represents a

^_^ species of Corisa % illustrates the form of the

rT3 body. These insects may be distinguished by

^^^Bjl
the peculiar tarsi of the front legs. These

jjfT ^^\ lars ' ' uv !^ ltl(
' lu '

( l or scoop-like in form; each

"lE?'
Consists! a single- -r-mcnt, and bears acomb-

^ - like fringe of bristles. Tin structure of the

./
Iu-ad of tlu-sf insectfl is (juite unusual. In-

FIC. 156. Corita unduiata. stead of being inserted in the prothorax. tin-

head overlaps that segment. The position of

the mouth-parts is also peculiar ; these are pushed through an op

* In certain families there are minute intermediate joints between the prim ipal joints

of the antennae ; for the purposes of this table, these intermediate joints arc nut iuntrcl.

f Corlsida, Corisa: coris (KopiS), a bug.
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ing in the clypeus instead of being articulated to its tip. In the

males of Corisa the abdominal segments, especiall}' the four caudal

ones, are very unsymmctrical, being upon one side broken into

irregular-shaped fragments.

These water-boatmen have the body flattened above, and swim

upon their ventral surface ; they differ in these respects from the

members of the next family. They swim with a quick, darting mo-
tion ; they use for this purpose chiefly their long, oar-like posterior

. When in their favorite attitude, they are anchored to some

object near the bottom of the pond or aquarium by the tips of their

g, slender, intermediate legs, at such times the fore legs hang

slightly folded, and the posterior legs are stretched out horizontally

at right angles to the length of the body. The body of these in-

sects with the air which clings to it is much lighter than water;

consequently, whenever they loose their hold upon the object to

which they have been clinging, they rise quickly to the surface, un-

they prevent it by swimming. They occasionally float on the

surface of the water, and can leap into the air from the water and

take Hight.

The bodies of these insects, as they swim through the water, are

almost completely enveloped in air. The coating of air upon the

ventral surface and sides can be easily seen, for it glistens like silver.

- atching the insects carefully, when they are bending their bod-

an be seen to fill the spaces between the head and protlmrax.

and between the prothorax and mesothorax. The space ben<

the wings is also filled with air. When these insects are in impure
water, they must come to the surface at intervals to change this sup-

ply of air. Hut I have demon that in good water it is not

v for them to do this. The air with \\hich the body is

clothed is purified by contact with the fine particles of air n

through the water; so that the insect can breathe its coat

and again indefinitely.*

:><>atmen arc carnivorous, feeding upon other in

o aquatic plants ; and the yomi uiul

in the same situations as the adults.
"
In Mexico, the eggs ot said to be

from water-plants, and nsl as an article of food by the d \wllers

r the la) md. The natives cultivate a sedge

upon which I Otit tlxireggs. This sedge is made

* See acr , experiments in A>
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into bundles, which are then floated in the water of a lake until cov-

i with eggs. The bundles are then taken out. dried, and beaten

cloth. The ing thus disengaged, are cleaned and

pounded into flour." (Glover.)

Family XII. NOTONECTID,.*

(Back-swimmer* or Back-swimming Water-boatm

The Notoncctidic differ from all other aquatic Heteroptera by the

fact that they always swim on their back. And there is a corre-

sponding difference in the form of the body. This is much deeper

than in the allied families, and is more boat-sh

A^ The back, from the peculiar attitude of the ii

' M
)tfi^C* when in the water, corresponds to the bottoi

boat, and is sloped so as to greatly resemble in

form this part (Fig. 157).
F|G "

Z'
mfelm The eyes are large, uniform, twice sinuated

on the outer side, and project a little way over

the front margin of the prothorax. The prothorax has tri-

lateral margins sharp and projecting. The legs are all long ; the

hind pair are much the longest and fitted for swimming.
The tarsi consist each of three segments, but the basal segment
is so small that it is often overlooked. There is a ridge along the

middle line of the venter which is clothed with hairs.

These insects are predaceous, feeding upon insects and other

small animals. In collecting them, care must be taken or they will

inflict painful stings with their sharp and powerful beak.

The favorite attitude of the Back-swimmers is floating at the

surface of the water, with the caudal part projecting sufficiently to

admit of the air being drawn into the space beneath the wi:

When in this position, their long oar-like hind legs arc stretched out-

ward and forward ready for action. When disturbed, they dart

away toward the bottom of the pond, carrying a supply of air for

respiration beneath their wings. As in the Corisid.-e, the body of

these insects with the air which they carry for respiration is much

lighter than water; consequently, the moment they stop s\\imming.

they rise to the surface of the water if they do not cling to -om<

object to prevent it. Occasionally these insecta will float on tin-

surface of the water with their dorsal aspect uppermost ; and, like the

*
Notonficlidae, NotonCcta: notes (yuroS), back; nectos (vytfroS), swimming.
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\Vater-boatmen, they can leap into the air from the water and take

flight.

There are three genera in North Americ.i. The greater number

of our common species belong to Xotonccta. The following table of

the genera is from an unpublished work by Professor H. E. Sum-

mer

Apices of hemelytra entire ; the three pairs of legs similar in shape. PLEA.

AA. Apices of hemelytra notched ; legs dissimilar.

B. IK-iiu-iytra much longer than abdomen; fourth segment of antennae

longer than third. AXISOPS.

BB. Hemelytra but little longer than abdomen; fourth segment of antennae

shorter than third.

Family XIII. NEPID.E.*

( Water-scorpions.}

The members of this family can be distinguished from other

aquatic Heteroptera by the presence of a long respiratory tube at

the end of the abdomen. This tube con-

sists of two long filaments, each with a

groove on its niesal side. By applying

these filaments together the grooves form

ibe, which conducts the air to t\v<>

spiracles situated at the caudal end of the

abdomen. By means of this apparatus

tlu ible to rest on the bot-

tom of a shallow pond, or among rubbish

or plant> in water, and by projecting this

tube to the surface obtain what air tb

With regard to the form of tin- body
two iferent types exist in this fam-

ily. In on< ted by the genus

long-oval, flat and thin;

in ted by the genus
:,itra. the body is almost linear and

FIO. isi.-*/r- /.
: 158).

scorpion rorOUS; and with them the

is fitted for seizing prey. In these legs the coxae

. a *cot;
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very long, especially in A -nora are furnished with

a groove into which the tibi.i- and tarsi fit like the blade of a pocket-

handle.

lough the Nepiil.i- are truly aquatic in.-ect>. the second ami

third pair> of legs are fitted for walking rather than swimmir.

Of the genus Nifa we have only a >in-K- species, .V.
<//>/</

This in about two-third* of an inch in length, not includ-

ing the respiratory tube, which measure* a little more than <

fourth of an inch. It lives beneath stones and rubbish in ponds,

and in the quiet parts of our streams.

Of the genus R tinatni % our most common species is A', fnscn

(Fig. 158). This insect lives in the same situations as Y/w. o\\

to the linear form of its body, and to the dirt with which

usually covered, it is quite difficult to detect the presence of this

insect among the rubbish where it is found. Doubtless this re

blance to a dirty stick aids it greatly in the capture of insects, fi>h.

and other unwary animals upon which it preys.

Family XIV. BELOSTOMATID/E.*

(Giant 1 1 'atcr-bugs.)

" The family Belostomatida contains the largest Heteroptera now
in existence. These are all wide and flat-bodied aquatic insects, of

more or less ovate outline, furnished with powerful flattened swim-

ming-legs, the fore tibiae curved as in the preceding family, and fitted

for seizing and holding tightly the victims, upon which they pounce
from their hiding places in the rubbish or among the branch*

water-plants. A remarkable feature of all the genera is in the p

ence of a pair of flattened, narrow, strap-like appendages at the end of

the body, which are extensile, but not concerned with respiration

in members of the foregoing group". (Uhler.)
Tin are rapacious creatures, feeding on other in-

sects and small fish. Some of the species are of great size. One
found in Guiana and Brazil sometimes measures four inches in length.
We have in our fauna two common >pecies of the larger (iiant \Yater-

bugs. They are Relostotna amcricnnutu and llt-nticns ^riscus. Th
so closely n -M inble each otlu -r that they arc commonly

confounded.

*Belostomatide, BelAsloma : belos (fi\ot), a spear ; stoma (aro/ua), a motuh.
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Belostoma americanum (Fig. 1 59) varies greatly in size. Specimens
before me as I write this range from 44111111. (1.75 in.) to 60 mm. (2.4

in.) in length. It is of a pale dirty-brown

color, mottled with dark brown ; the ven-

tral aspect of the body is speckled with

dark brown. The anterior femora are

furnished with a groove for the reception
of the edge of the tibiae.

rlsciis can be distinguished
from Belostoma by the absence of the

femoral groove. In Bcnacus the ventral

t of the thorax is marked by five

interrupted longitudinal stripes of dark

brown.

To the genus Zditha belong our more
common representatives of the smaller

members of this family. The common
es of the Eastern United States is

ZditJia flnmlnca. This measures about

nine-tenths of an inch in length, and bears

a round scar on each side of the prothorax (Fig. 160). The
females of this species lay their eggs upon
their own backs. These eggs are set upon
end, and placed in transverse ro\\ s. by nu a-

a long protrusile tube or ovipositor, which the

in-ecl can extend far OVCT her own hack. The
are fastened to the back of the mother by

a very thi.i layer of a waterproof gun: d by
the insect. At about the time when the young
brood begins to hatch, the mother sheds the

entire layer of eggs from her back. (Dim-

mock.)

FIG. amtrica**m.

FlG. i6o.Zaittn flu
mint*.

Family XV. NAUCORID.*:.*

rf&f includes flat-bodied, chiefly oval ir .Inch

are of small than the members of the -ig famil)

abdomen Is without caudal appendages ,and the legs an I
1 for

:u-rtli;u! !

for gra- mora being greatly th no

NaucOridac, Naucorii : n.iut (ravf), a boat ;
corn (tcoptf), a bag.

'3
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ocelli; the antenna.' consist of four >imple segments, arc Very >
]

and 'ed beneath the trum is three-jointed,

by the large, trail ; iangular or rounded

labrum, aiul the wing-cov -urm'shed with a distinct cmbo-

lium.

The members of this family are predaceous ; and, accordii 1

Uhler. they are fond of reedy and grassy, quiet waters, wh<
; )out like the Dyticid beetles, creeping and half-swimming

around and between the leaves and sprays of the submerged plants,

and suddenly seizing any unlucky Lvrisa or other insect that hap;

to be within reach.

The family is a small on t,
less than fifty species h

ribcd. These are distributed among twelve genera. Of tli

that occur in the United States, only five species, representing two

genera, have been described. Hut one of these is found in the St..

on the Atlantic coast. This is l\'ldcons fcmorata. It measures

about 9 mm.(0.35 in.) in length, and after death is pale yellov.

brownish in color, with black or dark-brown markings. The remaining
are found in the Western States, and belong to the genus

Ambrysus. This genus differs from Pclocoris in having the front

margin of the prothorax very deeply sinuate.

Family XVI. (i\i <,CLIM:.*

The ('nilgiilitlic is the concluding member of th of fami-

lies of Heteroptera characterized by short antenna-, nearly or quite-

concealed beneath the head. This family differs from the other

families of the series in that the present a pair of ocelli. In

the more typical forms, the body is very broad and short, and the

prominent and projecting. Fig. \(>\ represents
the cha fclC form of these- ins,

The (ialgulida: differ from tin- other short-horned bugs
in habits. Whilst th<- members of the preceding families

truly aquatic, the- pass their lives on the

muddy margin , tins, or about the other part

marshes, where the s.il is moist but not continuously
sub- Some of them make holes for th<

and live for a part of the time 1>< -n- -ath the ground.
Thi nail family, containing only about a ! known

*
GalgOlidac: gMgulus, the witwall or ycilow thrush.
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species. Of these, only three, representing three genera, have been

catalogued from the United States. Our forms can be separated

by the following table:

A. Fore-legs stout, fitted for grasping!

Anterior tarsi with a single claw. MONONYX.
BB. Anterior tarsi with two claws. CALCULUS.

AA. Fore-legs slender, fitted for running. PELOGO

Our three species are Mononyx stygicus, Gdlgulus oculatus, and

is americanus. Fig. 161 represents the Galgulus ; the Mon-
r closely resembles this in form ;

while the Pclogonus is a smaller

insect, with a more oblong body, and of a velvety black color. All

of the species are predaceous.

Family XVII. SALDID^:*

With the S(i!(fi(fic we reach the beginning of the extensive M

of families of Heteroptera, in which the antennas are prominent and

are not concealed beneath the head. In this family the in-

of small size, and of dark colors, with white or yellow markings.
The head stands out free from the thorax on a cylindrical b

The antenn;e are four-jointed ; there are two ocelli ; the

rostrum is three-jointed and very long, reaching to or

beyond the middle coxae. The membrane of the wing-

furnished with looped veins, forming four or

'Is placed side by side. Occasionally there

is little or no distinction between the corium and mem-
brane. Two forms sometimes occur in the same sp t

one with a distinct membrane, and another \\ith the membi
thickened and almost as coriaceous as the corium proper.

In regard to the habits of the Saldidae, Uhler states aa foil.

" In the present family we ha\ which, like (iti/^it/:.-

holes for t: tor a part of the time beneath the

ground. Like '

nus, too. a majority of these

inhabit damp soils, and n found in countless numbers on

or brackish marshes of our sea-coasts. Their main

'.11 those that inhabit tin -same
j
.laces. When

app in any p from the ground.
1 into the air by means of their \\ings, and alight a

* Sildidje: StMa, a proper n..
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short di-'
, taking i

> to slip quickly into tin

:uft of grass or clod where the soil \ ith

olor of their bodies."

ut thirt 1 from the Unit.

and British America. These all belong to the genus Sii/dt?.

:nily XVIIL- Yi:i 1AKK.*

The I't/iadic includes insects which are allied to the

riders both in structure and habits. In both families, the

.eiit of the tarsi is more or less bifid, and the claw-

rted before the apex. These characters distinguish tin

families from all other 1 leieroptera. In the Y the boil

usually stout, oval, and broadest across the pro-

thorax, (Fig. 163). The rostrum is three-jointed,

and the legs are not extremely long. In fact,

the legs are fitted for running over the water, in-

td of for rowing, as with the Hydrobatu:
The Yeliadiu "

pass most of their lives upon
the surface of the water, but always near the

banks of the stream or pond ;
but they also make

excursions beyond the limits of the water, and move with great free-

dom upon the land." (Uhler.)

9 than a dozen species have been described from the United

but these represent six genera.

Family XIX. HYDROBATIDyE.t

This family includes elongated or oval insects which live upon
the surface of wat< very abundant on our

ponds and streams. They run over the surface of the water \

rapidly; and, like the Whirligig-beetles, often congregate in great

nun The head is inserted in the thorax up to the base of tin-

are round and prominent. The antenna- arc- long, and

consist of four segments. "The thorax usually widens backwards,

and its thicl the prominent middle and posterior

liich project beyond the >ides. No scutellum is apparent

<-pt in Stiphania), but in its pla< id of the dorsal plat

* Velladae: Vtlia, a proper name.

Hylrob.i-' T t'titfs (ftarrj^), one that treads.
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the mesothorax is scale-like, narrowed, rounded, and depressed
around the tip. Behind this, the abdomen tapers more or less to-

wards the last segment, which is usually armed each side with a

tooth-like process. The under side of the body is generally min-

utely pubescent and sericeous like satin, and this is sometimes con-

tinued along the sides of the thorax. There are commonly two

forms of the adult belonging to the same species, the winged and

unwinged. These do not necessarily co-exist. During soni

only the winged forms appear ; while in others, and especially if the

spring and summer are cool, the individuals will all be unwinged.
Often in sunn}-, protected places, where the food is abundant, all

will be winged, while, in exposed localities, the same species will be

found unwinged, with, perchance, a single, more vigorous specimen

winged. In some parts of the Southern States three forms occur,

those before cited and another which has the wing-covers of

half length." (UhK
The water-striders prefer quiet waters, upon which they rest, or

; which they skim rapidly. They jump from the water to capture
flies or other insects for food. Fig. 164 represents a species of Hy-

grotrccJnts.
" These insects stow

themselves away under the banks

of streams, in the mud beneath

es or rubbish, or at the bottom

of water under stones and roots of

trees when the autumn begins to

be cold ; and from thence they
.r upon the surface of the

water as soon as the warm weather F,C . ^-Hyerotr,ck** c**f*rmit.

of spring returns. Soon after this,

the eggs are attached by a sort of glue to the leaves an

of aquatic plants. They are whitish translucent, long, cyliml,

more blunt at the end from which the young emerge than at the

somewhat tapering, but round, opposite extremity. If the

continues to grow \\.irnx i. th-M- eggs mature in about t

occur in our fauna; these can be separated by the

following table :

*

A. Body oval, less than three times as long as broad ; pronotum not 1<

i broad.

This table was prepared by Professor 1 1 ners.
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- cond segment of antennae longer than either the third or fourth.

Mi
BB. Second segment of air than either the third or fourth.

I'll \NI A.

Body elongate, more than four times as long as bi .m much
r than broad.

H Ante; r than head and j>n>m>tum together; the posterior tibiae

and : ther much longer than the intermed

LlMNOPORUS.
Antennae shorter than the head and pronoun: r; the posterior

tibiae and tarsi together but little longer than the intermediate tibiae.

C. First segment of antennae nearly equal in length to the fourth.

Ll v
[

CC. First segment of the antennae considerably longer than the fourth.

Hi

Closely allied to Step/idnia, and resembling it in the form of their

bodies, arc the species which constitute the genus Haldbatcs. Ti;

:ruly pelagic insects, living on the surface of the ocean, often

hundreds of miles from land. They are most abundant in the region

of calms near the equator; they feed on the juices of dead animals

floating on the surface, and probably attach their eggs to floating

weed ' Sargassuni).

Family XX. LIMNOIJATID^.*

The members of this family are very long, slender insects, with

linear legs and antennae. The head is nearly

cylindrical, and longer than the thorax; thi

are round, projecting, and placed a little n

the base than the tip of the head. These in

creep slowly upon the surface of the water: they

carry the body considerably elevated: and are

found mostly where plants are growing in quiet

de-light to remain at rest, with

perhaps a single claw hooked to some projecting

object. When disturbed, they move very slowly,

and seem disposed to save themselves rather by
concealment among rubbish or tangled growths
than bv movement^. The voting forms

^-Limnobattt 3 *

lender that they can only be det

with great difficulty in the places to which they report." (Thler.)

* Limnobfttida, Limnobatcs: lintnc (Mm //i, a salt marsh; bates (/>'<
t' r

//
:
,\ one that

treads.
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I find no observations regarding the food of these insects; but they
arc probably herbivorous.

Only a single species has been found in the United States. This

is Limtwbatcs lincata. It is a small insect less than 12.5 mm. (0.5 in.)

in length. The legs and antennae are extremely slender, being hair-

like in form. Fig. 165 represents this species greatly enlarged.

Family XXL EMESID.i:.*

The Etm-sida includes a small number of insects in which the

body is very slender, and the middle and hind legs are thread-like.

The front legs are less thread-like, and fitted for grasping. They

suggest by their form the front legs of the Mantidae; the coxa is

very greatly elongated, more than four times as long as thick; the

femur spined ; and the tibia shut back upon the femur.

This family is very closely allied to the one following. In

fact, by some authors the two are united. They agree in ha

the rostrum short, attached to the tip of the head, and with the

distal end when not in use resting upon the prosternum, which is

grooved to receive it. The great length of the fore coxa easily dis-

tinguishes this family from any of our species of the Reduviidae,

and in the Fmesida? there arc no ocelli. Only seven species of this

family are catalogued from the United Stat

Our most familiar representative is /:;// \v</ Umgipts. This i:

by r '. form and slender legs, at fir>t sight reminds or

the walking-sticks. But the raptorial fore legs, the wings, and the

rostrum, really give this species a very different appearance from

tho- . IN body measure-; about 33 mm. (1.3 in.) in length;

the middle and hind 1< each about 40 mm. (1.6 in.) 1<

while the narrow wings are only one-fourth as lmg a^ the legl, As
indicated by the structure of the fore legs, tin

predacef -

Four genera are rep ! in our fauna ; these can

as follov

A. The pre-tibiac and prc-tarsi together not shorter than the prc femora.

B. Eyes large, very pro n hen seen fmm the side, occupying th<

side of the head. I. Ltmvx
BB. Eyes small, slightly pr. n seen from the side, not ocm

re than half of the side of the !>< 2. CERASCOPUS.

'.: Emeia, a proper name,

f Table prepared by Professor 1 mcr.
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A A. Pre-tibi L and iiortcr than the pro-femora.

wed,

Family XXII. R I DUVIID

The Redwlida is a large family, including nun . nera of

diverge forms. Many of the members of it are in cn>iderable

(1. They arc' p: [5, living mi

the blood of insects. In sou : tack the higher animals
;

and, occasionally, even man suffers from them. As already >tated,

this family i- y allied to the preceding. Hut the spcci

from the Kmcsiihu in having the body and legs thicker. The front

coxaj are shorter, being never more than two or three times as ',

'. ; and, in the case of the found in the United St,

two ocelli are present. These insects agree with the Fmoidaj in

having the rostrum short, three-jointed, attached to the tip of the

head, and with the distal end, when not in use, resting upon the

prosternum, which is grooved to receive it.

In Uhler's Catalogue of the Hemiptera of North America ( 1886),

fifty genera of the Reduviidoj representing nine sub-families, are

enumerated. Only a few of the more familiar species can be referred

to in this place.

The Masked Bed-bug-hunter, OpsitfTtns />crMiititns. The member

of this family about which probably most has been written is the one

for which I propose the popular name given above. The species is a

European one, and is described in nearly all of the Kuropean t

books of entomology under the name Rcdui'iiis fr-rwndtiis. But it is

now placed in the genus OpsiciTtns. A variety of thi>

f
. curs in the Atlantic region of our country. Fig.

W \J 166 represents the adult insect. It measures from 15-20

|\V/(
mm. (0.6-0. S inch) in length. It is black, or of a .

NiK^ dark brown. The prothorax is strongly constricted

JHIL in the middle, rounded in front, and has a prominent

y ^B y groove on the middle line.

1 ^J I There are two marked peculiarities of thi>

Fjo t(
which has caused it to attract much attention: first, in

its immatu: -.the body red with a viscid
ionatut.

substance which .

;.
articles of dust and fit'

to adhere to it ;
not only the body proper, but the legs and

*
Reduvlidae, RcdOvius: hang-nail.
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antennae also are masked in this way: second, this species infests

houses for the sake of preying upon the bed-bug. It feeds also upon
flies and other insects. Dr. Le Conte, in writing of this insect, states

that it is remarkable for the intense pain caused by its bite; that,

when caught or unskilfully handled, it always stings. In this .

the pain is almost equal to that of the bite of a snake, and the swel-

ling and irritation which result from it will sometimes last fora week.

In very weak and irritable constitutions it may even prove fatal.

The Hig Bed-bug, Conorhinns sa*guistgUS.C\OSt\y allied to the

masked bed-bug-hunter is a large bug which insinuates itself into

beds for a less commendable purpose than that of its ally; for it

sucks human blood at first hand.

This insect measures 25 mm. (i inch) in length. It U black,

marked with red. The prothorax is triangular, with a tubercle in

front on each side, slightly constricted before the middle, in front

with two raised lines diverging backwards, and most raised in front,

margined with red; scutellum with two raised diverging lines din

forwards and joined at the base; wing-covers with two trianiuilai

spots on each, one at the base, the other near the middle on t lie-

outside ; abdomen with six red spot-* <>n each side, both above and

below. The species was first described from Georgia; but it occurs

also in the more Northern and Western States. It, too, is re-

markable for sucking the blood of mammals, particularly chil-

dren. Dr. Le Conte, who first described this ii iya that

it, like the preceding sj most painful wound. And
that he lias known its bite t<> be followed by rious Co-

quences, the patient not -ing from it> for nearh

that the accounts which we ha\

being bitten by spiders are based on stings of these or allied in-

iiough th to illustrate the

form of the members of this family, tl. >tional in habits.

I ki DO others that habitually enter the duelli:

Usually the members of this family pa-s their li

bs, or li adroitly catchin- theii pfey, I

both in the larva ami adult Nnm
mces are on record of their destroying the Colorado pot

beet Kocky M othcrimpor
The wh a good

ion of the habits of th( nbersofthi

I is a common insect in the South. ggs,

and several nyn
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masses of eggs arc deposited on the bark <>f trees, on fence-rails, under

the -f out-buildings, or wherever the female chances to be

FIG. 167. Prionidus cristatus. (From Glover )

at the time of oviposition, to the number of 70 or more. The

nymphs when young are blood-red, with black marks, and do not

mblethe adult insect excepting somewhat in form and in habits.

Hoth the nymphs and adults feed upon all other insects they can

overcome, not even sparing their own kind. "They kill their prey

by inserting into it the proboscis, which ejects a most powerful

poisonous liquid into the wound. The victim thus pierced dies in a

very short time. They then leisurely suck the juices out, and drop
the empty skin. The perfect insect is of a gray color, and has a high
semicircular ridge or projection on the crest of its thorax." (Glover.)

Family XXIII. NAIIID.I-:.*

We have but few representatives of the Xabides ; but some of

them are very common. In this family the body is oblong, and

* Nabidae: Nabis, a proper name.
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somewhat oval behind. The rostrum is long, slender, and four-

jointed. The wing-covers are longer than the abdomen, or are very
short. In the long-winged forms the membrane is usually furnished

with four long veins bounding three discal cells, which are often

open. From these cells diverge veins all around and form several

marginal cells. (Fig. 168.)

Only three genera occur in our fauna; these can be separated by
the following table :*

A. Pre-acetabula remote from each other. Clavus and corium semi-transparent.

(Sub-family Coriscinae.) i. CORISCUS.
AA. Pre-acetabula close together. Clavus and corium opaque. (Sub-family

Nabinae.)

B. Joint 2 of rostrum longer than joint 3 ; joint 2 reaching base of head.

2. PAGASA.
BB. Joint 2 of rostrum shorter than joint 3 ; joint 2 not reaching base of

head.
3. NABIS.

Corlscus ferns is one of our most common species. This insect

measures about 8 mm. (0.3 in.) in length. It is pale yellow with nu-

merous minute brown dots. The veins of the mem-
brane are also brownish. This species is widely dis-

tributed both in this country and in Europe. It

secretes itself in the flowers or among the foliage

of various herbaceous plants, and captures small

insects upon which it feeds. Fig. 168 represents the /JrJ*
"***

wing-cover of this species.

Corlscus subcolcoptrdtus is another very common species, and one

that is quite likely to attract attention. Although I have collected

very many specimens of it, I have met with only the short-winded
form. This is of a shining, jet-black color, with the edge of tin

abdomen and the legs yellowish. The specimens before me have

short wing-covers which barely extend to the second abdominal

ment. Uhl< that the long-winged form is much narr<

behind, and the wing-covers and abdomen are rather dusky, or pice-

ous, than black.

Family X XI V. PlIYMA riD/H.f

rhywti: -i more poorly ! in this country
than the preceding family; but. as m that case, some of tlit

*
Prrp.rr .! by Professor H. E. Summers.

. maiidse, Phymala: fkyma (Qvfjta), a tumor.
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:imon. Here we find the body extended laterally

tlu- name of the typi-

Hut tlu- which distinguishes this

:p is the remarkable form of tin- front legs. These are luted for

The v. mewha; ted; the femur is greatly

thicken .1 it is half or two th: oad as long ; the lib'

;, aiul fits closely upon the broadened and curved end

of the femur; both tibia and femur are armed with ..

> that the unlucky insect that K '1 by this organ

rmly held between tw> saws; the apparently U

bent back into a groove in the tibia. Another striking char.,

is ])resented by the antenn;e : the terminal segment is more or

enlarged into a knob. Under the lateral margin of the pronotum
there is <>n each side a groove into which the antenna fits.

Only two genera are represented in our fauna. These can be

distinguished as follows:

^cuiellum short; head with a bifid prolongation above the insertion of tin-

I'm

A.\. Scutellum very lonjj. rxu-ndin.u; to the tip of the abdomen ; head \vithout

bifid prolongation of the antem M.\<

Our most common species is Phyinatii Wolffii (Fig. 169). It is

a yellow insect, greenish when fresh, marked by a broad

~^~
black band across the expanded part of the abdomen.

It conceals itself in the flowers of various plants, and cap-

j^^l lures the insects which come to sip nectar. It is remark-

blc what large insects it can overcome and destroy.

Cabbage-butterflies, honey-bees, and large wasps

overpowered by it.

Family XXV, ARADI1

The Arniliilic ai :ii/ed by the (U-]>ressed form

of the body. In fact they are tlu- flattest of all Heteroptera. They
live in the .ith the bark of decayin and the

form of the body is r^jx -eially adapted fr gliding about in tl

cramped situations. They are usually of a dull brown color; >ome-

tini' re varied with reddish or pale markings. Unlike the pre-

family, the similar form. There are no

ocelli; the antenna- are four-jointed; the rostrum three-jointed ; the

wing-covers are usually well developed, with distinct corium. davus.

* Aridid.i nt disturbance of th<
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and membrane ; and the tarsi are two-jointed. The species are said

to feed upon fungi. It is desirable that observation should be made

upon their habits. The family i> not a large one.' Only a little

more than species are now catalogued from the United

They arc of medium or .small size; our largest one m
ures less than half an inch in length. Fig. 170, Aradu*

acfitus* will serve to represent the form characteristic of

the family.

Our genera can be separated by the following table :*

A Rostrum reaching only about to base of head, ventral surface FIG. 170.-

of thorax and abdomen not furnished with a fine mesal furrow. *c*tit?

(Sub-family BRACHYRHYNCHIN
B. Joint 4 of antennae much longer than joint 3 ; scutellum transverse, broad

caudad, caudal angle obtusely rounded. i. AMARUS.
B. Joint 4 of antennae not longer than joint 3 ; scutellum scarcely tr,:

;igular, caudal angle acute. 2. BRACHYRHYNCHUS.
A A. Rostrum reaching about to caudal margin of prosternum or beyond it;

tral surface of abdomen and thorax furnished with a fine mesal furrow.

(Sub-family Aradinae.) ARADUS.

Family XXVI. TiN(, nil

The Tingitida are doubtless the most easily recognized of all

.. The reticulated and gauze-like structure of the \\

cove My accompanied by expansions of the prothor.

similar form, gives these insects a characteristic appearance uhich

needs only to be 01 n to be recogm
in the future'. Fi-. i ; i represents one of

these i;: rcatly enlarged, the hair-line

at tin- side indicating the natural >i/c of the

i. They are generally very Mini! in

But they occur in great numbers on the

.nul shrul)-.

In this family the ocelli are wanting : the

urn and the antenna- arc- both four-

jointed: the scutellum is \\anting or rudi-

uc *r<*. mentary. i by the an-ul.ir hind pm :

H

of tl ...Him : ami tl.

joinl

The family is one of consid There are about i

s table was prepared by Profe*or H. t. Summers,

f Tingltid.r a proper name.
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hundreds of s;
than a

tiu I'nitccl States; but doubt

many more will be found.

There are two well-marked sub-families.

Sub-family I. TlNGITI]

Th: :i includes nearly all of the k-iown Species, Here the

-.Hum is usually Covered by an angular projection of the pro-

notum ; and the wi: - have no distinction between the elavus,

corium, and membrane.

The genera that occur in the United States can be ! by
the following tab

A. Discoidal and costal areas of hemelytra rarely jointly elevated ; when so

elevated, the lateral margins of pronotum never broadly foliaceuus, nor with

the narrow foliaceous parts (wlicn they are present) produced ccphalad.

B. Rostral sulcus of the sternum not interrupted by a tra-

tween the mesosternum and metasternum).

C. Costal area of hemelytra furnished with a regular single or double

series of areoles.

D. Costal area with a single series of areoles. i. Tri.n >\f MIA.

DD. Costal area with a double series of areoles. "NOIS.

CC. Costal area of hemelytra, at least in part, furnished with a tri;

multiple, sometimes confused, series of areoles.

D. Joint I of antennae not twice as long as joint 2.

E. Pronotum with a single longitudinal mesal ridge (carina) ; third

joint of antennae not at all slender. 3. Li-.i-n"

EE. 'im with three parallel longitudinal ridges (carina.') ; third

joint of antenna- slender. 4. PHY> \ I >enil.A.

DD. Joint I of antenna- at least twice as long as joint

E. Oblong, anal margins of hemelytra somewhat <

5. Li PTOSTlh \.

EE. Oval, anal margins of hemelytra con

BB. Rostral snlcus of the sternum interrupt'
< rnum

an<: num by a tra' \ Nil A.

AA. il and COS nu-lytra jointly elevated ; lateral margins
n broadly foliaceou- phalad. 7. COUYTIM

follo\viiiL,
r

species will an illustration of this siib-

family.

The Hawthorn Tint's, Corythucn arcuata. This I found \-ery

abundant in Washington, puncturing the under surface of the leaves

*
Prepared by I il. E. Summers.
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of different species of Cratccgus. The infested leaves have a brown

and sunburnt appearance. All stages were found together. The

adult is represented much enlarged by Fig. 171. In Fig. 172 the

eggs and immature form are shown. The eggs are

smooth, whitish, glistening, semitransparent, and

ovoid in shape. Their average length is 3 mm.

(p. 1 2 in. . They are deposited on their broad end,

and seem to be somewhat inserted into the sub-

stance of the leaf
; they are covered completely

brown, sticky substance, which hardens soon

after oviposition. It adheres so firmly to the egg,

especially to the upper portion, that it is impos-

sible to remove it without crushing the egg. _
At its upper end this covering of the egg is squarely nymph of Coryi

, rt

trun ing the whole mass the appearance *
8
ull

)

0r ' ReP rt for

of a frustum of a cone with a porous lid. From
the funnel-shaped summit the young insect makes its r \it. The eggs
are usually laid, in groups of from ten to thirty, along both

some prominent leaf vein. They bear a much greater resemblance

to certain forms of fungi, notably the genus Phoma, and to certain

young Homopterous galls, than they do to eggs of any sort.

The immature insect is of the same dirty brown color u the sub-

stance covering the egg, and but little darker than the withering

leaf. It is of a broad, flat, oval shape, and spines seem to

from almost every portion of its body. It looks under the micro-

scope more like a lobe of prickly cactus than anything cF

think of. The cast-off skins stick to the leaf, and give it the apj

ance of being much more seriously infested than it realK

The dead leaves under the bushes during the winter have

often found to contain the living and healthy eggs of the Tin

but the customary method of hibernation is in the adult ->ne.

This form can be found during the winter under the loose bark of

and in id stones on the ground. 1

can be destroy' kaline \\ashes or by kerosene emul-

sions. Hut it is probable that if the leaves and rubbish un<

the fall or every spring, a i.

for remedies will not arise.

Sub-Family II. Pi I

This division includes a single aberrant genus. Inch

but few spc- known. Here the scutellum is not i the
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wing-covers have a distinct clavus, with a well-marked claval suture ;

the clavus is furnished with one, and the corium with three longi-

tudinal veins which are much stronger than the network of v<

between them. In long-winded .specimens the tip of the membrane

lacks the network of veins and appears like the membrane in other

families. As yet but a single American species has been described.

The Ash-^ray Leaf-bui; .This measures about

3 mm. (0.12 in.) in length, and i^f anash-gray color. The prothorax

eply pitted, so that it presents the same appearance as the base

of the wing-covers. The head is deeply bifid at tip, and there

short robust spine between the eye and antenna of each side'. This

species sometimes infests vineyards to an injurious extent, destroy-

ing the flower-buds in early spring.

Family XXVII.

The Acanthiidae comprises two closely allied groups, which have

been considered as distinct families, but are now ranked as sub-

families. These are the AcantJiiimc and fat Antkocorlna. As these

have been separated in the table of families, I will at once proceed to

the discussion of them.

Sub-Family. I.

(Bed-bugs.)

The Acanthiime is represented in this country by a single spe
the Bed-bug, Acanthia lictiildria. This species is a well-known pe>t

over the greater part of the world. It is reddish-brown in color, and

measures in length when full grown from 4 to 5 mm. (0.16 to .018 in. i.

It presents the following characters, which are those of the sub-family
Acanthiinae: The body is ovate in outline and is very flat 1

173). It is wingless or with very short and rudimen-

tary wing-covers. The labrum is triangular. There-

are no ocelli. The rostrum consists of tlnv.

ments; the antennae, of four; and the tarsi, of

three.

The bed-bug is a nocturnal insect, hiding by day
in the cracks of furniture and beneath various

objects. Ordinarily it is found only in the dwellings of man.

Hut it has been known to infest chicken-coops and

*
Acanthiidae, Acftnthia : acdntha (ttKOi'&tr), a thorn.
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houses. And the opinion is held that it also infests bats and

ma>- be brought into our dwellings by these creatures. I have.

however, found no well-authenticated instance of its occurring

upon these animals, or of its being found in saw-dust, or under the

bark of trees, as has been reported. The means commonly employed
to destroy this pot is to wet the cracks of the bedstead and other

places in which it hides with corrosive sublim Ked in alcohol.

This is sold by druggists under the name of bed-bug poison. AS

this substance is a virulent poison, it should be used with ire.

A safer substance to use is P\ icthrum. In case of a badly infested

room, it should be thoroughly cleaned; fumed with sulphur; the

walls re-papered, kalsomined, or whitewashed ;
and the wood-work

painted. In travelling where one is forced to lodge at places infe

by this insect or by tie. is, protection from them can be had by

sprinkling a small quantity of Pyrethrum powder between the sli

of the bed on retiring.

Sub-Family II. ANTiiocoRiN.i-:.*

(TJic Fbwer4nigs.)

In the Antkocorlnce the wing-covers are almost always fully

veloped ; and are furnished with an embolium (Fig. 174). The
ocelli are present, though sometimes difficult to

As in the preceding sub-family, the rostrum const

of three segments; the antenna^ of four; and the

, of tin 174.-

The species are small. They are found in a g;
of

variety of filiations, often upon trees and on fl<>\\

som under bark or rubbish. They are predacrous.

Nearly thirty species have been catalogued from the Ur
State-. Tl. known of tlu -e is the Insidious Flower-bug,

*///,/>.$
i>: This ; found preying upn th<

habiting form of tin Phylloxera ; it is also >m-

pany with the Chinch-bug, upon \\hich it pn y-, and Id \\hich it is

sometimes mistaken.

Family XXVIII.

This isone of t! hun-

dred genera arc catalogued from North species

Antbocortrue, Anthocorts : antkof 9, a bug.

f Ctpskhe. Capmis : taftmt, a wagon-body, an enclosure.
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arc usually of medium or sni variation in the

form of the body, which makes it difficult to characterize the family.

The most available character fo; aishing these insects i> the

structure of the wing-covers. T: almost always complete, and

composed of clavus, corium, cuneus, and membrane. At the \>

of the membrane there are one or two cells ; otherwise the in

brane is without vei- taracters of the fam-

ily are as follows : The ocelli are wanting ; the rostrum

and antennae are each four-jointed; the c< -ub-

elongate ; and the tarsi are three-jointed.

It is impracticable to discuss here the di\ .

>ff -cover this family; I can only refer to a few of the more

10^ common species.

The Four-lined Leaf-hug, Pcfdlocdpsus /i/ti'tifits.

This is a bright yellow bug, marked with black. It measures about

8 mm. (0.31 in.) in length. There are four longitudinal black lines

which extend over the prothorax and the greater part of the

wing-covers (Fig. 176). There is in many specimens
a black dot on the cuneus of each wing-cover; and ~vy
the membrane is also black. This insect inf. , VmJ
various plants, but abounds most on the leaves of rlBr
currant-bushes and of sage. It punctures the

J
H

\^

young and tender leaves, causing small brown

spots; but these are sometimes so numerous and 2?""
/""""

closely placed that the leaves become completely
withered. This insect is sometimes very abundant during the spring
and early summer; and occasionally does great injury. No efficient

means of destroying it has been devised except to collect it by

jarring the bushes early in the morning while it is torpid.

The Tarnished Plant-bug, Lygus pratcnsis. The Tarnished Plant-

bug :y common member of the Capsida-. It is smaller than

the preo-ding species, measuring 5 mm. (O.2 in.) in length, and i\ mm.
(o.i in.) in i

1

t width. It is exceedingly variable incolorand

markings. It ranges from a dull bark brown to a greenish or dirty

yellowish brown. In the more typical forms the prothorax h

yellowish margin an< a longitudinal yellowish lines; then

a V-shaped yellowish mark on the scutellum ; the distal end of the

corium is dark
;
and the cuneus is pale, with a black point at the a;

This species has been reported aa injuriously infesting the young
leaves of the expanding buds of pear, and also the unopened buds.

Sometimes a whole branch will be thus affected, and will die as the
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result of the injury. This species passes the winter in the adult state.

When it becomes injurious, the insects should be shaken from the

trees upon a sheet, early in the morning, while they are torpid, and

destroyed.
The most abundant species of the Capsidae in the Northeastern

United States is one for which I know no popular name. Lcptoptcrna
\rdta. In sweeping the grass of meadows, in early summer, in

this locality, frequently more specimens of this bug are taken than

of all other insects. This species is very different in form from the :

preceding, the body being long and narrow. Fully developed speci-

mens measure 9 mm. 1 0.4 in. ) to the tip of the wing-covers ; and are but

little more than 2 mm. 1.08 in.) in width. The color is greenish

yellow marked with black. The markings of the head vary greatly ;

there are two longitudinal black stripes extending from the <.

r the prothorax and scutellum. The central part and apex of

the scutellum is light-colored. There is a variety in which the cor-

neous part of the wing-covers is rust-red.

Family XXIX. PV

The members of this family are very different in appearance from

those of the preceding family. They are larger, stouter, and n,

heavily built, and are generally marked with strongly con:

colors; red with black or brown are the most usual

combinations. In coloring these insect -nblesome

of the pecies of the following family. The

rhocoridae can be distinguished from the L\

by : nee of ocelli, and by the peculiar venation

of the membrane of the wing. 1771. At
the base of the membranr then- art tWO

'

and from tin-- branchi: Only t\\ < nty-

fi\< s of this family ar< 1 by Uhler
from North Am id of these but

creditetl to the United States. Our forms occur in

the Southern and V

Our most important :nic

standpoint, is the Red-bug or (

ics serve I don

of the appear the members of tl

1

is oblong-oval in form, of a red colo:

-,'/ (xvppol), reddish .0if), bug.
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and an arc on the base of the prothorax, and also the scutcllum,

pale brown. The wing-covers have tin cental margi-

narrow line bi e of the membrane ami continuing

diagonally along the outer margin of the clavu>. ami also a -lender

ak on the inner margin of the clavu>. pale yellow. It varies

much in size, ranging from 10 mm. to 16 mm. (0.4 in. to 0.63 in.i in

length." From time immemorial this has been one of the v,

pests with which the cotton-planters of Florida and the \\Vst Indies

have had to contend ; it would be difficult to estimate the imnii

it has occasioned. It does much damage by piercing th

and bolls with its beak and sucking the sap, but the principal injury

to the crop is from staining the cotton in the opening boll by it-

lent. I found also in Florida that this insect is sometim

injurious to oranges; it punctures the rind of the fruit with its

trum ; and soon decay sets in, and the fruit drops. The principal

injury seems to have been done where cotton was planted in close

proximity to the orange-groves. On one occasion I received the

eggs of this insect from Florida
; they were laid in a group of

twenty-one upon the under side of an orange-leaf. They were am-

ber colored, and oval in shape ; the)- appeared smooth and glistening

to the naked eye, but an examination with a lens showed them to be

densely covered with hexagonal impressions. The young bugs are

lit red with black legs and antennae. These insects can be trapped
in cotton-fields by laying chips of sugar-cane upon the earth near

the plants; in orange-groves small heaps of cotton-seed will be found

useful, as well as pieces of sugar-cane. The insects which collect

upon these traps can be destroyed with hot water.

Family XXX. Ly; i n

The Lygaeid.'u is another one of the large families of the II

optera. It includes certain forms which closely resemble mem!
of the preceding family in size, form, and strongly contrasting o !<

Hut the great majority of the are of smaller si/.e and

brightly colored ; and all differ from that family in presenting dis-

tinct ocelli. The membrane of the wing-covers is furnished with

four or five simple veins, which arise from the base of the mem-

brane; sometimes the two inner veins are joined to a cell near the

*Lygaidae, Lygacus : tygaos (At^iuoS), dark.
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base (Fig. 179). The antenna of each side is inserted below an

ideal line extending from the eye to the base of the

rostrum. And the vertex is not constricted in front of

the ocelli.

There is a great variety of forms in this family;
the NOrth American species are distributed among
nearly fifty genera, representing nine sub-families.

The first sub-family, Lygalnte, includes the forms, referred to

above, that resemble the Pyrrhocoridae in coloring. These are chief-

ly red insects, banded with black across the wing-covers. Among
our most common species are the three following:

Oncopcltusfasciatus. This is a large red and black insect, ITU

16 mm. (0.63 in.) in length. It has the following-named \

black: legs, antennae, rostrum, sides, and middle line of the h

di>k of the prothorax, scutellum, most of the ventral aspect of the

thorax, dots along the lateral edge of the abdomen, the tip of the

abdomen, and two spots on each side of the ventral aspect of the

same region. There is a broad black transvrr^- hand across the middle

of the wing-covers ; and the membrane i> also of the same color. This

;>retty generally distributed throughout the warm and

i parts of this continent, and wherever the larger varieties of

Asclepias flourish, either on the coast or inland." (Uhler.)

Ly^ .:rdtns. This is smaller than the preceding sp<

measuring from 10 to 12 mm. (0.4 in. to 0.47 in. > in length. '1 lu-

lls black, with red spots on the vertex; the thorax is 1)1.

with a transverse red band on the disk of the pronotum ; this

band is sometimes twice interrupted, so that : by
three dots; the abdomen is bright red. with the

11 dots on th and a row of spots on i

')lack ; the \\ ire black, with a

OUtv. ii . the free- margin of the mrmbran j>OtS

on the disk, and two or mo; lar spots on the basal margin of

ncmbranc, are snowy wh

A variety occurs in which the white spots on the disk of the

ibrane are v :lumost common i

e of th \\hich I find in central New York. A
of t; hile in a large

s of this species in our i :i from Arizona these sj

nt.

Ly '. illied t"

Ceding, if n< R ith it. 1 ! <>t on tl
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:ul includes the antcnnal tubercles. The membrane of

tile lacks the discal whit md the basal half of the

clavi;

the many smaller representatives of this family tlu

lowing is the best known:

The Chinch-bug, missus Icncdptcnts. This well-known pest of

:i-fields is .1 small bug, which when fully grown measures a little

than4mm. (<Xl6 in.) in length. It is blackish in color, with o>n-

'\\y-white wing-covers. There is on the costal margin of

>ver near the middle of its length a black spot ; from each

ts there extends towards the head a somewhat V-shaped

';y line. The body is clothed with numerous microscopic hairs.

In Fig. 1 80 this insect is represented natural >i/e

and enlarged. The species is dimorphic, there being
a short-winged form.

There are two generations of the Chinch-bug

year. The insects winter in the adult state, hiding
180. BUS- beneath rubbish of any kind; thev even penetrate

tus Uucopterus.
J J

forests and creep under leaves, and into creVK

bark. In early spring they emerge from their winter qua;

and pair; soon after the females begin to lay their this

they do leisurely, the process being carried on for two or three

ks. The eggs are yellowish ; about 500 are laid by a single in-

re deposited in fields of grain, beneath the ground upon
the roots, or on the stem near the surface. The eggs hatch in about

weeks after being laid. The newly-hatched bugs are red ; they
i at first on the routs of the plants which they infest, sucking the

juices; afterwards they attack the stalks. The bugs become full-

vn in from forty to fifty days. Before the females of this brood

hey leave tli inal quarters and migrate in

.bundant supply of food. About this time the

wheat becomes dry and hard; and the migration appears to 1

Although the in [Retimes go in different

ral rule the ma^es take one direction, which is

held of :ii, or some- other cereal

that is still in a succulent state. At this time many of the 1)

have not reached the adult state; and even in the case of the fully-

winged individuals the migration is usually on foot. In their new

quarter- the bugs lay tli cond or fall brood.

Satisfactory means of preventing the ravages of this insect are
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yet to be discovered. Something can be done by burning in au-

tumn all rubbish about fields, in fence-corners, and in other pL
where the bugs have congregated to pass the winter. The march-

ing of the spring brood into new fields has been stopped by means

of ditches, as is done with the Army-worm. Some farmers have ac-

complished the same purpose by making a line of gas-tar on the

ground ; the bugs will not pass such a line, but it is necessary to re-

place it frequently. In some cases kerosene emulsion can be used

to advantage.

Family XXXI. BERYTID^E.*

The Bcrytidic consists of a small number of species, which on

account of their attenuated forms are very striking in app
ance. The body is long and narrow; the legs and antennae are also

tremely slender. There is a transverse incision in the

vertex in front of the ocelli. The antennae are four-jointed, elbowed

at the base of the second segment, and with the tip of the t

ment enlarged. The rostrum is four-jointed ; and the memb;
of the wing-covers is furnished with a very few veins.

Only two genera are catalogued from

United States, each represented by a

lc species, Ja/ysns spitwsus and A
< us. Thesecanbe separated as follows:

In Jalysns ( Fig. 1 8 1) neither the corium

nor the punctate; and th<

19 not furnished with a prominent

process extendin Ml. id.

a small spine on the

scutellum, and one on each side of the

-x in front of t u /. .</;,

about 8 mm. (0.31 in.i in length.

In AV/f/ urn and vcir

strongly punctat.: the furnished FIO. 181 -
with a prominent spin. id-

ccphalad. This genus l,K-ks the spines of the scutellum

thorax chara ding genus.

BciftkUc, Beryiui : fapvrtf, Greek name of Bcyrout.
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mily XXXIL COREIDA*

The Coreid ae of the most extensive of the familit

ul the nu-n:' itly in form.

:c amoni; the most formidable in appearance of all

of our He: iiile others are comparatively weak and in-

-picuous. The family is characterized as follows: The ante;

rted above an ideal line extending from the eye to the 1-

he rostrum, ami are four-jointed; the vertex is not trail

imp ( '.'.i are present ; the rostrum is four-jointed; the

: ellum is small or of medium size ; the win^-covers arc usually

complete, and composed of clavus, corium, and

membrane ; the membrane is furnished with many
veins, which spring from a transverse ba^-1 vein,

_ and are usually forked 82); the tarsi arc

%. thixx-j..iiiu-.l.

This family contains both vegetable feeders and

Carnivorous forms ;
in some cases the same species will feed upon

both insects and plants.

The most common and best known spccu

the Squash-bui;, Anasa tristis. The form of the

of the adult insect is represented in Fi^.

183. In this sta^c the insect appears blackish-

brown above and dirty-yellow beneath. The

ground color is really ochre-yellow, darkened by
numerous minute black punctures. Upon the

head are two longitudinal black stripes; the lat- FJG r,

era! margins of the prothorax are yellow, owin^
to t, :icc alon^ a narrow space of the punc-

tures; and the margin of the abdomen is spotted with yellow from

:iilar cause; the membrane of the wini;-. black.

Thi 9 winters in the adult state. In early summer it lays

in little patches on the youni; leaves of squash and allied

tits, The young bu^s are short and more rounded than the

adult in There are several generations of this species each

Thi-> i^ one of the most annoying of the main'
j
ests of the

kitchen-garden. The i: -isfactory wa\- yet devised for pre-

venting ib. rav. to protect the youn^ plants by means of

*CorCidac, Co; '.

.

ibly fr.ni <//.> (Kopi^, bug. ,
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boxes or frames covered with netting. After the plants have ob-

tained a good start they are not easily destroyed by this bug.
JIctapodinsfcmoratus (Fig. 1 84) is a rep-

resentative of a group which contains the

-t members of this family. This

speci -tributed from North Carolina

iorida and Mexico. It was observed

t>y 1'rof. T release to destroy the Cotton-

worm (Alt!:

Family XXXIII. PI.NTAK >MIIU-:.*

With the rcntatomidic we reach a

series of families, four in number, in which

the antennae are five-jointed. I have

found no exception to this character

within the United States, although there FIG. i94..vetat*/iii* /tmor*t*t.
e ,

.
, , , (From Glover.)

are forms which occur just south of our

border in which the antenna,- are only three- or four-jointed. This

group of insects is very easily recognized ; but the student may
have at first a little difficulty in separating the families. The

body is short, broad, and rather thick The scutellum is al-

s large; we find two types of this part, each char.

of two families. The first type is presented by the lYnta-

tom i Cydnida,- ; here the scutellum is more or lc-s flat-

tened, and triangular in outlim attenuated posteriorly. In

:i of these families the lateral borders of the scutellum

furnished with a groove into which the wing-cover fits when not in

use.

The form of body presented by the invat majority of the num-
bers of the lYntatnmid.i- i- well shown by Fig.

M
It is broad, short, and but slightly convex ; tl

'1 prothorax forr i.^le. In th;

the tibia; are i.
. e,r are fumMied \\ ith \ cry

short spines. This i. th< n

separating this from the following family. Of the

F
penuVmd

A lYntatomidx,
'

-HIS in inch occurs in

M< un other e :m^ havi- only

ointcd antennae.

As with the C- he members of this family vary greatly in

Pcntatflmidat. Pentitoma : f.ntt (wt'rrt). five ; tomt (tony), tec
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their habits; some are injuriou .tion : others arc pr

\\hilesomes ntly upon animal or \

table ma:

The Harlequin Cabbage-bug. Mnrgtintni Jiistn'mica. Among the

of the Pentatomidaj that feed upon cultivated plant-, the

Harlequin Cabbage-bug, or " Calico-back" as it is called in some

sect: ihe most important pest. This is a very common ir.

in the Southern irs from New Jersey southward and

westward. I have specimens from Colorado, and Arizona. It !<

upon cabbage, radishes, turnips, and other Curciferous plants ;
it isi

found sometimes on plants not closely related to cab The

adult bug measures about IO mm. (0.4 in.) in length. It is polished

blue black, banded striped, and margined above with yellow, orange,

or red ;
on the venter it has seven lines of yellow and oraiu.

and the head has generally two white spots on the front. The relative

proportions of the black and the light colors vary greatly indifferent

specimens. This bug winters in the adult state; in early spring it

emerges and lays its eggs on the young plants. The eggs are usually

attached to the lower surface of the leaves in two parallel io\\

about six each. The young larva is of a uniform pale-green color,

marked with black ;
with the successive moults the various orange

markings appear. In the immature stages the antennae are only four-

jointed. This insect develops very rapidly ;
the eggs hatch on the

third day after they are laid
; and it is said that the bugs will

]

through all of their moults and be ready for reproduction in two

weeks. There is a series of generation extending through the en-

tire summer. This is an exceedingly difficult species to contend

against. Much can be done by trapping the bugs that have

hibernated by placing turnip or cabbage leaves in the garden in early

spring.

As if to atone for the destruction caused by their relative, t he-

Harlequin Cabbage-bug, there are many members of this family

which aid the agriculturist, by destroying noxious insects. 1 can-

not, without going into details inappropriate hi re, point out so that

they could be recognized the predaceous members of this family.

And it would hardly be worth while. It is only in case of ex<

tional species, like that just described, that these insects occur in suf-

ficient numbers to invite the attention of the agriculturist. They are

usually found wandering singly over the plants which they attack or

upon which they search for their prey.

The species of the genus Podisns have been reported more often
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than any other as destroying the Potato-beetle, currant-worms, and
other well-known pests. The form of the body of members of this

genus resembles quite closely that of the insect represented by i

186. In P. spinosus, the best-known member of the

genus, the caudo-lateral angles of the prothorax are pro-

longed into spines.

Among the smaller members of this family there are

common species which are so well marked that

they may be mentioned here.

mopcpla cdrnifc.v is the more common of the F
'5i*J

w
5/l

. It measures about 7 mm. (0.28 in.) in
Sliver.)

1"

length ; and is of a shining black color, with the body

densely punctured. The lateral margin of the body, including
the prothorax, basal half of wing-covers, metathorax, and abdo-

men, is red or orange : the disk of the pronotum is crossed

by a transverse and a longitudinal line of the same color; the

longitudinal line is widened at its cephalic end so as to cover half of

the cephalic margin of this segment. There are also two red or

orange spots near the tip of the scutellum.

'iniiica lugcns is the other species. This also measures about 7

mm. (0.28 in.) in length. The body is densely punctured ; it is olive

brown above, and darker beneath. The lateral margin, including the

same parts as in the preceding species, is light yellow ; the cephalic

margin of the prothorax is of the same color ; and there is a trans-

verse yellow line on the pronotum a short distance behind its front

margin ; the scutellum except its cephalic margin is also bord<

with yell'

Family XXXI Y,-CYi>\in,E.*

The characters of this family have been di^cuxscd somewhat in

the characterization of the preceding one. In the

Cydnidaewe find the outline of the body more generally

oval, round' liptical, and the form more cf
than in the iVntatomidae. The tibi ;<>M -ly armed

with stroii. S7), and, with but a

;>tion in mn
uu*. ted fOf Digging, being more or less fla!

scut' Hum is either broad and bluntly rounded o;

angular, with the apex pressed down : the lateral mar^ fur-

Cydnidx. Cydnut : MMUI, a proper name.
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nished with a furrow into which the margin of the wing-cover fits

when n< 1'he antem. five-jointed except in the

.iiul /'</, .
the distal tin

aally united let threads.

erally black or very dark brown. The\

found burrowing in sandy places, or on the sur >and

beneath -ticks and 31 I the roots of grass and other herb-

A Eui i to suck the sap from various plants

and. It is desirable that further observations be made

upon the habits of this family.

Family XXXV. G )RiMi:i..KMD^.*

This family is represented in our fauna by a single genus.

They are mostly black, beetle-like in appi

some have a bluish or greenish tinge, and all are very convex. The

form of the body is similar to that seen in the next family. It is

short, broad, and very convex, in fact almost hemispherical. The

scutellum is very convex, and covers nearly the whole of the

abdomen. At the base of the scutellum there is on each su:

short furrow into which the edge of the wing-cover fits when at r

This character allies this family to the two preceding.
and separates it from the following. These in-

infest various plants ; and often injure raspber
and other fruit, by imparting a disagreeable, bed-1

'dor to them. F*ig. 188 represents C^riinchcna
'""'"

titnij somewhat enlarged; this is a common and widely
distributed speei

lly XXXVI. SCUTELI

The Scutellerid.. .ble in the form of their body the pre-

ceding family. They are turtle-shaped bugs; that is. the body is

I,
and very convex. The scute-Hum is very larg<

ing nearly the whole of the abdomen. The lateral margin of the

scutellum is not furnished with a groove for receiving I i of

the wing cover, as is the case in the three preceding families. The

Corimeh-cnidae, Corimcla-na : coris (KoutC), bug ;
rnelas (ue\a<i\ black.

Scutellfiridae, Scutfillera : scutclla, little plate.
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antennae are five-jointed, except in the genus Augocoris, which occurs

in Mexico and in the West Indies, and in certain
X

i^Lf South American forms; in these they are three-

Itf
jointed. Fig. 189 represents 1. Itcrndtns

IX somewhat enlarged, and serves to illustrate the

/ ^^^r \ typical form of members of this family.

FIG. \^.Eurygat' I have met no account of any of our species of
.:ternatus. ...... . . / , .

this family occurring in sufficient numbers to be

of economic importance.
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Order VI. NEUROPTERA.*

(Ant-lh ^ion-flics, Caddiec-jlies, ct al^

The members of this ortier Jiare four icings ; these are membra-

nous, and usually furnished icit/i numerous i-cins. Tlie mouth-parts
formed for biting except in one family < Phry^aneidaj), ichcre (hey

udimcntary. The metamorphosis is complete.

The term Neuroptera, or nerve-winced insects, is applied to the

members of this order on account of the numerous veins or nerves

with which the win<^s are strengthened. In this character ther

however, a close resemblance between the Neuroptera and the

idoneuroptera. Regard in< the relations of these two orders the

reader is referred to the remarks on pa^e 62.

It is not certain that the Neuroptera as limited here is a natural

group. One family, the Caddicc-flics (Phrvgancid<c\ % differ-

ttly from the other families that it has lonj been separated
distinct order; and more recently it lias been proposed for similar

to treat another family, the Scorpion-flies (l\inorpidu'}< in a

like manner. This multiplication of the orders has not yet been

rally accepted.

inij to the ^reat variations in structure exhibited by the dif-

nt families, it is not easy to make ^enerali/ations re^ardini; this

order. I will, ther- erve the more di'tailed discussions of

the structure of these insect^ for tin- special treatment of the indi-

vidual famil;

The Neuroptera includes four families. These can be separ

by the following table:

TABLE OF FAMILIES <'! NEUROPTERA.f

A. With well-developed win

I'.. Posterior u-in-s witli no .in;ii >t folded.

C. Mouth prolonged i: : uni. 3. PAN OKI

* N Heron (TT: ing.

f A: M Sac-ken in Il.i^'-n's Syn- :
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CC. Mouth not prolonged into a rostrum.

BB. Posterior wings with a folded anal space.*
C. Wings reticulate. Prothorax hu

CC. Wings with rather few transverse veins.

AA. Windless, or with rudimentary wings.
H. Mouth prolonged into a rostrum.

BB. Mouth not prolonged into a rostrum.

2. HEMEROBIAD^E.

i. Si. \i

Prothorax small.

4. PHKYC.ANElDjE.

;v PAHOI

4. PHRV

Family I. SlALlD..f

(The Dobson ct al.)

There is no common name by which the members of this family
as a whole are known. They are, however, easily recognized.

Although the typical genus, Sia/is,

includes insects of moderate si/.e,

our most common forms are large.

All are characterized by having the

second pair of wings with a folded

anal space, and by having a large

prothorax. This segment is either

quadrangular or cylindrical and long
The larvae of all of the forms

occurring in the Eastern United

.re aquatic, living chiefly

in the bed of swiftly-

iins. They are carniv-

oroi

This family is represented in our

fauna by four genera. These e.m

ited by the following table:

A Wini,'- .terostigma ; prothorax
^ular.

Si A i

BB. With three <

C. Latero-caudal angles of head un-

armed. TranSVCrse Veins Of W: ,i.-Oryrf/*i ./*. adult.

slender.

CC 1 angles of head with a sharp tooth < veins of

Coi
A A. Winvjs with pt< .ix cylindrical and ! III.IA.

The anal upocc U abaeni in a few PhrygMieidc.

f Sialkiv, Stalij. : /M^(crmAur), aaliva.
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.is. This genus includes the smaller of our represent

of the family, those having I about j; mm.

proth. Of quite equal in width t<>

Hi; the antennae are filiform; the \\ings

rly reticulated with stoi; 1 the fourth seamen
the .led ami bilobecl. Our common speei

//////</.'/.
1'his is black, with the head not narrowed posteriori}- ;

prothorax is a little wider than the head; and the feet and \vii

black. I find the larva of this species common in the swifl

flowing creeks about Ithaca, adhering to the lower side of stone

the bed of the streams. It resembles in form a young Coryd.

or " Dobson." It has a pair of long tapering appendages >n <

of the first seven abdominal segments, similar to tho>e of C

dalis. It differs from Corydalis in that the caudal end of the l><

is terminated by a very long tapering appendage ;
and there are no

tufts of tracheal gills. It is probable that when the larva is full

grown it leaves the water and transforms in an earthen cell without

a cocoon, as is the case with well-known European speci

Chauliodes. The species of Chauliodes are larger than the mem-
bers of the preceding genus, measuring from 30-60 mm. (1.2 in.-

2.4 in.) in length, and having an alar expanse of from 60-100 mm.

(2.4 in.~4 in.). They differ also in having ocelli; three in numbei,

and placed close together. This genus closely resembles the follow-

ing one, but can be distinguished by the characters given in the

table above. The two genera also differ in that the caudal appen-

dages of the male are conical and simple in Chauliodes ; while they
are in the form of forceps in Corydalis. The larva of Chaul:

also greatly resembles that of Corydalis. The abdomen is furnished

with similar lateral filaments, and anal pro-legs furnished with h<

Hut there are no tufts of tracheal gills as in Corydalis. The larva

of Chauliodes are aquatic, and probably carnivorous.

Chauliodes feet; a common species with grayish wings
and feather-like antenna,*. Chauliodes serrieornis is also common ;

this is a brownish-black species with the wings spotted with white,

and with serrate antennae.

Corydalis. The characters by which this gen us can be n

ni/.ed have been given in the table above-, and in the discussion of

the preceding genus. \Ye have but a single common species, the

I It llgrammite-fly, Corydalis cornuta. This is a magnificent in

having an alar expanse of from 100-135 mm. (4 in.-54 in.). The
male is remarkable for the great size of its mandibles, which are
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more than half as long as the rest of the body. This species is

common throughout the greater part of the United Si The

^^^t arc called " Dobsons" by anglers, and are used by them for

W^^ ially for bass. Fig. 191 represents a fully grown Dob-

natural size. There is on each abdominal segment a pair of

ioi {tapering appendages; those of the ninth

-bi.ominal segment are carried back so as to

pp ject from the sides of a pair of anal pro-

These pro-legs project caudad, and are

nished each with a pair of claws. At the

of each lateral appendage on the first

ven abdominal segments there is a tuft of

1 I'r-like tracheal gills. The larva also has

a remarkable instance of an ii:

provided with both organs for aquatic and

aerial respiration. The spiracles are probably
not used till the insect is fully grown and

leaves the water to undergo its transforma-

tions. These larva,4 live under stones in the

bed of streams. They are most abundant in

the swifter parts of the stream. They are

carnivorous, feeding upon the lame of Stone-

5, and other insects. When
about two years and eleven months old, the

lar. .< water and makes a cell under

a stone or other object on or near the

bank of the stream. This occurs at Ithaca during tlx part

of Mayor early in June. By the middle of June the majority of

irv;L> have tran.sfnrmed to pupae. These are of a yellc

white color. Tlu-y are furnished with rudimentary uings and

and quite long antenna.-. During the last half of June the pupae

change to the adult state. The egg- >n laid. I

to stones or to other objects overhanging th<

They are laid in blotch-like massi-^. which are chalky \\hiti

and m< 'mm 12 to 20 mm. in diameter. A
<1 to th; *. Wli

at once find their way i

till fully grown.
',/. This jr.--

1 in this country only on the

the of:

family by having the prothorax cylindrical, and in :

FIG.

fa. larva.
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furnished with a pterostigma. Th. .ml pair

of \\ - tl icnt of the : dilated ami

bilo d the fourth L The a': l>mcn in the fen

with a long ovipositor. The larviu differ from all other

iai in not being aquatic; th< .-and uiuler hark.

Th< mis that have no ocelli have been pi

by some writers in a distinct genus. lm>iillia.

-.\\\\- II.

(Ant-lions, I.(iii--:ci>i^(/ I-'/it-s. it al.)

The Hemerobiadae is a family of considerable extent ; and r

:atives of it are very common throughout our country. A
rule they are delicate insects, with large, gau/.y wings. The-

. having no anal space ; in this respect they resemble the

wings of the Panorpidiu. But the members of this family differ

from the Panorpidae in not having the mouth-parts prolonged into

a rostrum. The larvae of the Hemerobiadae are predaceous ;
and

they are remarkable for having the mouth-parts formed for sucking.

They thus form an apparent exception to the characters of the order

Neuroptera. The form of these mouth-parts is a very unusual one.

It is well shown in the larva of the Ant-lion, where these organs are

large enough to be easily studied. The mandibles are very long;
on the ventral aspect of each there is a furrow the entire length ;

into this furrow the long and slender maxilla fits. In this way the

mandible and maxilla of each side form a tube through which the

blood of the pre^ of the insect can be drawn.

Five .sub-families are represented in our fauna. These' can be

ated by the following table :

TABLE OF SUIJ-1 AMII.IKS OF HEMEROBIAD^B.

A. Prothorax not greatly elongated ; the three pairs of legs similar in structure.

B. Wings with ver us, and covered with whitish powder.
i. CONIOPI i ky<;iN,c.

BB. Wings with mimerou< vnns. and not covered with powder.
C. Antennae without terminal i-Mlan^-im-nt.

D. Subcostal vein joined to the median before the end of the wintj; the

principal sector parallel to the median vein and .uivin^ rise to tin-

other sectors.t (Sisyra, Polystcechvt 2. II i M i

*
HcmcrobTadae, HemcrObius: hen life.

f For explanation of terms see Fig. 71, p. 73.
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DD. Subcostal and median veins separate.

E. Some of the trans n the costal and sul <

forked, i.l/. // mtrobius. ) :. 1 h MI K ip.nx.*:.

EE. Transverse veins between the costal and subcostal veins -imple.
I

CC. Antennae gradually enlarging towards the end, or filiform with

minal knob. 4. M
AA. I'r : atly elongated ; first pair of legs fitted for grasping.

5- MANTIS! 1

.

Sub-family L CONIOPTERYGIM

(Mealy r(
j.)

This is a sub-family of limited extent : and it includes only small

insects. Tlu-y are characteri/ed by a very small number of \

the wings, and by having the body and v d with a whitish

powder. The larva- are said to have the peculiar form of sue).

mouth-parts characteristic of the I kmerobiadae; and they probably
! upon small plant-lice.

> genera have been described. Alcnronia has reniform

and ciliated wings; in Cor.: uui the

wings are not ciliated. Our common
This occurs in the adult state in June and July; it ia \ith the

abdomen yellowish; and measures to the tip of th _M mm.

(o.i incl

Sub-family II. Hi If] i i :

To this sub-family belong many f which seve

in thi> country. The .intenna :form or monilit-

without any terminal enlar furnisj.

numero . and are not covered with
j

o groups; the

id by J//,-/v;////.v and //, ////; >bius. '\

are tin- table of Mil>-famili i

.is follows : The nst.il vp.ue
*

!

front wings of no rccurren: -r ; whil,

Pol t this
i]

y

the \\ing. and gives off scv>

and /

-(lit in the
*

The costal space i the area between the costal and sul><
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The genus 5 anomalous in that its larva- arc aquatic. We
have a singi<

- described from .. This is a small in

f only 9 mm. (0.35 inch).

Polysid'chotcs is confined to this continent. These arc la

having an alar c f from 50 to 75 mm. (2 to 3 incl.

They are rxocturnal. ami arc attracted to lights. T\

!i described. P. pm: a our most common one; it is black-

with three longitudinal lines on the disk of the prothorax, and

the lateral margins of this segment yellowish. J\ rittdtits is
;

yellowish, with a black stripe on the sides of the th>rax, .mil with

the abdomen dark brown. The larva of neither of these specie

known. They are probably aquatic.

::is includes smallish .species having an alar expanse of

from 10 to 20 mm. (0.4 to O.8 inch). My personal experience It

me to believe that they are rare ; and I find no published accounts

of the appearance and habits of the larvae.

Hcmcrobius is much better known ; although the species of this

ire not common. More than twenty North American spcv

have been described. These are also smallish insects ranging in

alar expanse from 8 to 20 mm. (0.3 to 0.8 inch). They occur in

forests, and especially on Coniferous trees. The larvae bear a strong

resemblance to the Aphis-lions; and like them feed upon Aphids
and other small insects. After sucking the fluids from their victims,

they make a cloak for themselves of the empty skins.

Sub-family III. CllRYSOPIN^S.

(La . (/ I:lics or Aphis-lions.)

Nearly all of tli - of this sub-family pertain to the genus

Chrysopa. These insects are known in the adult slate as Lace-win

.
i nil adult

Flies, and in the larval form as Aphis-lions. Tin- antenna.- of the

adult are long and setaceous; the venation of the wings resemble-

somewhat that of the preceding sub-family; but the subcostal and
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median veins are separate, and the transverse veins of the costal

space are not forked.

The lace-winced Flies are very common insects throughout the

summer months upon herbage and the foliage of trees. They
usually of a light green color or yellowish. While alive tin

very bright ; and on this account they have also n the

popular name of Golden-eyed Flies. Some species, when handled,

emit a very disagreeable odor. A remarkable fact in the hi

these' insects is the way in which the female cares for h<

When about to lay an egg she emits from the end of her body a

minute drop of a tenacious substance; this is drawn out into a

slender thread by lifting the abdomen ; then an egg N placed >n the

summit of this thread. The thread dries at once and firmly holds

the egg in mid-air. These threads are usually 10 to 15 mm. (0.4 to O.6

inch) in length, and occur singly or in groups It jx probable that

this placing of the eggs on stalks protects them from th<

'us insects, including the aphis-lions themselves. When
; phis-lion hatches it crawls down the thread that held up the

. and starts in quest of some small insect or egg which it

1 upon. While doing so it may wander through a forest of <

stalks, not observing the eggs far above it. The !.; 'lie-

form, and have long, sickle-shaped mandibles. The) feed elm ily on

plant-lice, but will eat such other insects as they can overcom<

cocoon in which the pu] i is spherical, and c<

of dense lay k. In order to emerge the insect cu: ular

lid from one side of the cocoon.

Sub-family IV. MYRMELEONIN^E.

(Ant-Ii .7. i

The members of this sub-family can be dist d from

biadae by the form of the ;mtenn;r. Two types o( antnm.i-

sub-family, but in each th tri;ed a
1

r the tip : while in ith-

out

The genera <>f this tub-family constitu! \\ of

which is n '1 in Oil

,;lv all <>f - ;e first
\\

:

I

ally thickened towa: In the M
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. and siuklonly enlai

Myrmclcon. This is a larijc ^enus : Ha-en, in

.ibli.shed in : ibcs twenty-five Amcr
The adult in>i tures, with lon^. nar:

delicate win^s and slender . The larvaj have broad and

9 which tap rds each end. The
i of the mouth-parts lias been described in the ^enerali/ations

.rdin^ the I Icmcrobiad;e. The interesting habits of tin

i acted much attenti the earliest times. They live in

here they di^ pitfalls for trapping their pivy. In

making these pitfalls the sand is thrown out by an upward jerk of

the head, tl: -f the body serving as a shovel. The pits differ

itly in depth, according to the nature of the soil in which l

Their sides are as steep as the sand will lie. When an

ant, or other winkle ps upon the brink of one of tl 1

.d crumbles beneath its feet, and it is precipitated into

the jaws of the ant-lion, which is buried in the sand, with its jaus at

\ /

/ \

13. Myrmeleon.

the bottom of the pit. In case the ant does not fall to the bottom

he pit, the ant-lion undermines it by throwing out and

:i beneath it. I ha\ an ant-lion throw the sand in

such a way that in falln uld hit the ant and tend to knock it

I the pit. Tln-M- larvae can be easily kept in a diMl

and. and their habits watched. The pupa state is passed in a

>pherical cocoon, n ther with silk, and

fcly
lined with the- same matt-rial. This silk is spun from a spin-

neret, placed at the caudal end of the body, the caudal part of the

alimentary canal beiiiL; transformed into a silk -land. The food of
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these larvae is of such a nature that it can all be absorbed, and thus

the rectum is not needed for the passage of waste matter.

Marlins. As already stated, this genus differs from the ant-

lions in the form of its antennae. The body is short, ami the wings
veined than in Mynneleon. Th tages of our

have not been observed. In case of certain European
the eggs are laid upon the stems of grass; ami the larvae

live upon the ground, hiding under stones, and seizing, by s:

forward, insects that pass near them.

Sub-family V. MAMIM r

(The Mantis-like Xenroptcra^)

This remarkable sub-family is represented in our fauna by a single

genus, Mantissa. These insects present an unusual form of the

prothorax and the first pair of legs; a form that strikingly resembles

the >hape of these parts in the family Mantida? of the order Orthop-
The prothorax is elongated, cylindrical, and more or

trumpet . The first pair of legs are enlarged and fitted for

The wings are narrow, the two pairs similar ; and the

tl and subcostal veins are confluent near the middle of tl:

.-l
m -

As indicated by the form of the gra the adult J /,//..-

lie true Mantis in oufl habits. The trans-

formations of ti are of unusual interest. It v,

dentally discovered that the lar\ C in the egg-sacs of

go*, 'i ;

common unde: <1 which carry their i%; >ith

them. Hrauer obt.i

D Mlor, an<: tl upon
1 he eggs \\< In July :

later. The youi
ith a long. r body, well-developed legs, and 1-

anteiin;ir. They pan the winter without food. In

find ti: into the egg-sa 'lie above-named

<1 upn the V" ! the body
bco tlie larva moults .uid un-

dergoes i as

U In this stage the !>

bling in form th in

ill. \\
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fully grown this larva m to 10 mm. (0.3 to 0.4 in.) in

\\\. It then >pins a cocoon, a: ;>upa within the

skir. r the larval skin is :ul, final:

being in the cocoon about a month, the pupa becomes active.

and tlu a time, and then

cha: l he adult state.

Family in.- PANORPID

Order V me authors.

rpion-jUt

Th: :nall family; but it is composed of very remarkable

insects. The most striking character common to all

is presented by the mouth. This is prolonged into

Aft^ , a rostrum, as shown in the figure. The body is

>^
cylindrical or conical; the head is exsertcd ; the

\^ prothorax is small; and the tarsi are five-jointed.

is known the members of this family

are carnivorous. There are only four described

genera. These can be separated by the following

table :

FlG. :

and tail < :

norfa. A. Wingless or with rudi mentary wings. B"
A A. With well-developed wings.

;ro\v
; antenna; setaceous.

C. Tarsi with two serrated claws.

CC. Tarsi with a single simple claw. \\\ \ \

BB. Win-- broad ; anteniuu short, thick, the apex narrowed. Mi

. Among the few insects that occur on the snow, in the

winter, in our Northern States, are two species of the genus In>rcus.

In this genus the wings of the female are very rudimentary; tl.

of t -out half as long as the abdomen, narrow, stiff,

and entire!} for flight. nirorifiuiins, the Snow-birn

Bor hining black or brownish black, with the rudimentary

wings, thorax above, and the rostrum and ovipositor excepting their

. tawny. The male m<-,t mm. (o. 12 in.) in length; tin

male, including the OV1] .\\ mm. (0.16 in.). The Midwinter

Bore us. A', finniitilis. is smaller; the male measuring 2\ mm. 10.1 in.),

I the female 3 mm. (o. 1 2 in.), in length. This p black-

*
Pannrpiii.-c, Panorpa: / all; Ju-p( = ha . a sickle.

optcra, incorrectly written Mccaftcru: m?a>s (>u'/K<>^). length ; /(, ><i (TTT-

wing.
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green ; with the legs, antennae, rostrum, and ovipositor black, and

the rudimentary wings brownish black. Both species are found

on the snow throughout the entire winter. They also occur in moss

on tree-trunks. It is not known whether they feed on the moss or

upon Thysanurians and other small insects which they find there.

These insects have long legs, and are able to leap to a limited ex-

tent. The females are furnished with a long, curved ovipositor, re-

sembling that of a cricket. The early stages of our species have

not been studied. The larva of a European species has been found

throughout the summer in the ground and upon stones under Liver-

The Scorpion-flies, Panorpa. These are our most common rep-

resentatives of the family. They are called scorpion-flies on account

of the peculiar form of the caudal part of the abdomen of the male.

This at first sight suggests the corresponding part of a scorpion ;

but in reality the form is very different. The last

:nent, instead of ending in a sting like that of a

scorpion, is great! . enlarged, and bears a pair of clasp-

ing organs. The wings are narrow, but are well

developed, being longer than the body. In our

common species they are yellowish spotted
with brownish black. The early stages of several

Kun]K-an species have been studied. The eggs
laid in a mass in a shallow hole, which the female

bores with her abdomen in damp earth. The larvaj are remark

on account of their great resemblar.ee to caterpillars.
1* Not only is the

:iof the body like that of Lepidopterous larva-, but the abdomen
irnished with fleshy prop-legs. There are. ho\\ r\vr. eight pairs

of the-e ; while caterpillars never have more than five pairs. The

larvaj which were kept in confinement were fed raw beet : they made
'1 mines in the earth, one end of which opened be-

at Their natural food is unknown.

-emble the >corpi>n-flics

in 1 narrow wings, three ocelli, and very slem.

CCOi r,:it the- caudal appe: of the- male -lie not

<>rpa. 'I 9 of ttitt very long ; this

with th- nid slender abdom,

resemb! pn il,u< -'.is the Euro]

* The lame of three species are figured by Braut 11. tier k. k. zool. hot.

GeselUcb., Band XIII. tat



observed t> capture aiui destroy tl tuer figures

the larva of one it with six true legs aiul

f conical prop-legs. Unlike the la- o_- of /</;.v//w, this

. the ground, but remained on the surface hid:

under d; . other rubbish.

-tablished for a very rare and remark-

able The win, 1. with many transverse veil

the ocelli are absent : th . kidney-shaped, .mil united

at the vertex; the antenn.e arc sh.>rt, thick, and with the apex nar-

:. The abdomen of the male has very large foi\

nily IV. PiikYt-AM IP

Order Tuirin HTi-.kA of some authors.!

(Caddicc-Jlics.)

The Caddice-flies are moth-like insects, which are common in the

vicinity of streams, ponds, and lakes; and they are also frequently

attracted to lights at nignt. Hut the larv.e

of these insects are much better known

than the adults; for the curious ho

of the caddice-worms have attracted , it-

tent ion wherever there are observe;
,6. Caddice-fly.

insects.

In the adult insect the body-wall is soft, being membranous or at

the mo>t parchment-like, and is thickly clothed with hairs. There

usually four ample wings. These are membranous; but the

anterior pair are more leathery than the posterior. \Yhen not in

use they are folded against the sides of the abdomen, in an almost

vertical position, and i;i\v tin- insert a narrow and elongated app
ance. The wings are more- or less densely clothed with hairs. In

some cases the hairs are scale-like in form. The second pair of

wings are generally broader than the front wings, and are often !<>ngi

tudinally folded in repose. All have numerous longitudinal veins ;

but the trail tlCS are f.

Thr hrad is small; the antenna- arc sectaceOUS, and frecjiiently

several times as long as the body; the labium is usually el

the mandibles are mere tubercles at the base of the labium; the

maxill;e are small, and ordinarily furnished with an obtuse maxillary

*
PhryganCidsc, I'hryK-iH'a: / r), a dry twig,

f TrichOptera: thrix (ttpiZ), a 1. ;/ (Ttrepov), a wing.
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lobe ; the maxillary palpi arc well developed, and furnish characters

which are much used in classification ; the labium is usually well

developed, and bears three-jointed palpi.

The females deposit their eggs in masses enveloped in a gelati-

nous covering. These are often found adhering to the end of the

body in captured specimens. It is supposed that these eggs are

usually deposited on aquatic plants ; but it is known that in some

case nales descend below the surface of the water to oviposit.

The larva.' are long, cylindrical, soft-bodied, and furnished with

A ell-developed thoracic legs and a pair of anal legs. The abdo-

men bears a greater or less number of hair-like tiaclK-.il gills. These

larva? protect themselves by building a case about the body, in which

they live during the larval and pupal stages. These cases vary

greatly in form, and in the materials used in their construction; but

in general those made by the larvae of any given species are very
similar.

One of the most interesting topics which a young cntomo!

can take for study is the habits of these insects. The larvaj can be

'.y
found throughout our country. Many species can be kept in

aquaria; but others, those that live in swiftly-flowing water, must be

1 in their native haunts. I will indicate a few of the general

in the economy of these insects. The facts given here can

supplemented by any careful obser

Among the simplest of the various forms of houses built by
Cad. rms are those made by certain species that live under

stones in rapid Breams. These consist merely of a few pebb'u -

'. to the lower surface of a larger stmie by threads of silk.

In the space 1>et\\een these stones the worm makes a more or less

ect tube of silk, within which it lives, Very little respect for

the tural skill of these builders is commanded by then rude

Hut if one looks a little farther, something will be found

imiration. The dweller within this nidi

nan; and stretched betueen t \\ " M >m s near by can

be seen his net. This is n ".ding in two

to f,.nn m.

It is as if a spider had mall \vel> in

the cu: the swiftest. In the streams about

Ithaca '

\ abundant. They occur in

and in gieat. r nun

alor : built upon the su;

of the rock. ni-ellipti
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tended by the current. Much of the coating of dirt with which

thoc rw mmcr is due to ii caught in tb

. I ha\ oi .he nets taking their

in them; but 1 cannot doubt that th< .uie to trap
or other anima .ire being carried down

for the larvae of the sub-family to which these net-builders bci-

the known to be carnivorous. It should

noted here, however, that tl: r number ot caddice-wonn> are

herbivorous.

There are many caddice-worms that build their cases of stones;

some of these cases are very regular in form. One of the common
kinds resembles a slightly tapering cornucopia, nuuk I] -rains

of sand, cemented together with -real regularity. Another i

of a shorter tube, to each side of which are fastened one or t\\o

larger stones, as if to keep it in position (Fig. 197). But moi\

i
FIGS. 197, 198. Cases of Caddice-worms.

markable than either of these is the case (Fig. 198) which sc closely
i form the shell of a snail that it has been described as

such by several conchologi>ts.

We find among the caddice-worms carpenters as well as m,i

And tilt s among the builders of wood as great a vann
architectural tastes as among the builders of stone. I Yobably the

nio-t familiar of the form><>: i.ide of wood is that represented
in Fig. 199. This i> made of irregular pieces of wood arranged in a

199, 200.- Cases of Caddice-worms.

longitudinal manner. Much more likely to attract attention is the

case composed of sticks placed at right angle's to the body (Fig. 200).
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These remind one of the cob-houses of our childhood. Fortunately
the species that make this style of case live in stagnant water, and

may, therefore, be kept alive in aquaria. A case closely resembling
in plan but differing in appearance is made of bits of moss.

Sometimes leaves are used; these are either fastened so as to form
a flat case

;
or are arranged in three planes, so as to form a tube, a

cross section of which is a triangle.

Whether stones or wood are used, the material is fastened to-

ber by silk, which the larva: spin from the mouth in the same
manner as caterpillars. In some species the case is composed en-

FIG. 2oi. Case of Caddice-worm.

tirely of silk. Fig. 201 represents the form of such a case, which is

common in Cayuga Lake.

Before transforming to pupae, the caddice-worms partially close

their cases, so as to keep out intruders; but provision is made for

the ingress of water for respiration. Thus the owner of the silken

case to which reference has just been made, when ready to trans-

form, fastens its case to a stem of the grass which grows in the

lake, and then closes the entrance to the case with a lid having a

!ike opening in the centre. The worms making the cases shown

in Fig. 199 build a grating in each end of tli

It would naturally be supposed that the caddice-wonns would

the attacks of Ichneumon-flies, living as they do beneath

nd within well-built tubes. But this is not so. And curi-

ously enough, in certain at least, the parasiti/ed individuals

differ from others in fastening their cases by means of a long band,

when about to transform, instead of attaching them directly to the

supporting object.

In thr Phry^am-id.T- wo find another group which ditTrrs in su< h important

char :n the most nearly < -rts that many rnt
f

s believe

it should be classed as a the name Trichopter.i
' ;

ic rndimrnl.iry m<> llh- the adult cad

flies and the structure of the wings separate them tera,

and suggest affinities with tl. ptera ; on r hand, the anal legs of

the larv.-r with hooked claws resemble those of the Sialidx. As ;

the order Trichop*
ime Hagen, McLa< 1 Brauer as among those that share this \
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a species of the Phryganeidze have not been mom>ui.
hundred and fifty r<i in H.^i-nV Vu-th

n Neuroptera; CGI ly little has been written regarding the

MS during the quar .; y that ii. , MIH c th<

ance of that work. The student wli to make- a special stinl\ .i tins

group should possess the great work of Robtu Md.achlan, ./ . JA'//,;^ //////<

,V./// l'\mn^. Tin-

also a pa ; nedrich Hraucr u hu'h is v-ry usel'ul. This is enlitled .

zcichnissderbisjetztbekannten Xenroptcra im Sintit Linne's, an<l is published
in the Verkandlungcn dcr Zoologisch-Hodinischen Gestlkchaft, X I'llI. (1868).

ntains analytical keys to the sub-families, and to all of the genera <

at that time.
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